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SUMMA RY
The work presented in this thesis consists mainly of three design methods for sway frames based on the minimum-weight concept.For multistorey frames the aim has been to produce quick, simple and inexpensive design methods that can be used without recourse to a large computer.The proposed direct design procedure for multistorey sway frames to limiting deflections at working load is suitable for hand calculation and the discrete properties of standard rolled sections can be taken into consideration. Design charts have been presented to reduce the amount of calculation.For the design of multistorey frames to strength, stability and deflection requirements, an approximate elastic-plastic analysis procedure has been developed using substitute frames. Design by this method is based on the frame behaviour upto collapse while satisfying the permissible deflections at working load as specified by the codes. For small frames, hand calculations can be used, whereas simple programmes suitable for desk-top computers enable rapid design of large fram es.A computer analysis procedure for members with varying cross- sections has been developed using the matrix displacement method. This has been used to evolve an optimum design method for single-bay pitched-roof tapered portal frames to strength and deflection requirements. A linear programming technique has been used to solve the non-linear functions of the optimisation problem by following a multi-linear path.
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The terms c , C , k, K , U , V , W, X , Y and Z with or without subscripts have been used to express constants.
1CHAPTER I INTRODUCTION
1.1 EARLY DESIGN METHOD FOR MULTISTOREY FRAMESThe traditional approach to the design of braced multistorey frames is to use the 'simple design' method [ 1, 2 ] , in which the beam-column connections are considered to be pinned. This renders the beams simply-supported. The columns are designed for axial load, as well as for the end moments caused by the beam reactions acting at an assumed eccentricity with respect to the column axis. Wind forces acting at the building facade are transmitted to stiff bracing elements by the floors acting as deep beams. In this way the presence In the frame of bending moments and other member forces due to wind load is avoided. The design is based on linear elastic behaviour of the structural material. Cross-sections of the members are chosen in such a way that nowhere in the frame do the internal stresses exceed certain permissible values.In an unbraced structure each frame has to be designed to resist bending due to its share of wind load. Three of the several approximate methods for the calculation of moments due to wind load in the members of a multistorey frame are explained in reference [ 3 ] . These are (i) the continuous Portal method, (ii) the Cantilever method and(iii)the Portal method. The basic assumptions in all the three methods are :(i ) Wind loads are applied at floor levels.(ii) The total horizontal shear at any level is resisted by the columns immediately below that level.(iii) There Is a point of cont raflexure in each column at mid-height between floor levels.
The most commonly used of the three methods, l . e . ,  the Portal method, makes two further assumptions. These are :(iv) There is a point of contraflexure at mid-span of each beam.(v) Each bay acts as a simple portal and the total horizontal load is divided between the bays in proportion to their spans. With equal bays this results in no vertical load in the internal columns.
Figure (1.1) shows the typical bending moment diagram due to wind forces in the column of a seven-storey frame given by the above method.The common approach to the design of sway frames has usually been to combine the 'simple design' method for vertical loading with one of these approximate methods for the calculation of moments due to wind. Superimposition of the two is assumed to give the resulting
3bending moments and other member forces for the combined effects of vertical and wind loads. However, it should be noted that one makes contradictory assumptions about the behaviour of joints which are taken to be pinned under vertical loading and rigid under wind load. Baker and Holder [4] showed that practical joints made of rivets or high tensile black bolts are nowhere near pinned under the effect of vertical loading. The rigidity of the joints produces restraining moments at the ends of a beam reducing the maximum design moments by 17% to 25% at the same time causing large end moments in the columns.Baker and Williams [4] have introduced the term 'slip coefficient'(<X) for a joint to relate the moment transmitted by it and its rotation.A measure of beam-to-column stiffness, termed the 'equivalent stiffness ratio' , H, is then given by
H R /R beam column1 - 3 « (1 . 1)where k is the rotational stiffness I/L, I being the moment of inertia of the member and L its length.They have also shown that all the columns in a frame do not necessarily bend in double-curvature under wind loading, particularly in frames with weak beams..Figure (1.2) shows the possible pattern of bending moment diagram due to wind load in columns of a seven-storey frame with low stiffness ratio. This clearly shows the effect of flexibility of connections and the possibility of single-curvature bending without any point of contraflexure. The 'Steel Structures Research Committee' [4], which was responsible for the above investigations, published its observations regarding the effect of joint rigidity on the internal forces of frame members due to vertical and horizontal loading but
4the *Draft Rules for Design ’ , now used as 'Semi-Rigid Design' [ 1 ] ,are given for braced frameworks only.With the introduction of friction-grip bolts and welded connections the joints can now be designed to have the same load carrying capacity as the members themselves. It is usually assumed that these rigid joints rotate as a whole without any angle-change between the members.
Rigidity o f joints, however, makes a frame sta tica lly  indeterminate.The accurate assessment of member forces in such a frame is a lengthy and complicated procedure as it involves the solution of a number of simultaneous equations. Moreover, it has long been realised that a highly indeterminate multistorey frame has a greater load-carrying capacity than permitted by the elastic design method of providing
the strength of an individual member according to the requirement to satisfy the allowable stresses. These have led to the application of rigid-plastic theory in structures which enables the design of a frame to be based on its overall ultimate strength.
1.2 PLASTIC DESIGNThe rigid-plastic design method is based on the gradual formation of fully-yielded cross-sections at isolated points in the members of the frame. Such cross-sections, called plastic hinges, rotate at constant moment as the loading increases, till the frame collapses due to the formation of sufficient number of plastic hinges to cause a mechanism. An acceptable design solution by this method should satisfy the conditions that (i) such a mechanism does not occur before a specified load level, expressed as a factor of the working load, has been reached, (ii) the bending moment distribution is in equilibrium with the applied loads and (iii) the bending moments do nowhere exceed the corresponding plastic moments of resistance. The solution is obtained by studying the above conditions with alternative arrangements of hinges required to cause a mechanism at the desired factored load.Whereas, for quick and economical design of multistorey frames the elastic design method has to depend on certain simplifying, but not always correct [ 4 ], assumptions to make the structure statically determinate, in the plastic method no such assumptions are required.In the latter method, the hinges formed at discrete locations in the frame make it statically determ inate provided collapse does not occur due to some local mechanism in only a part of the frame.Design by this method allows the designer to fix the load factor for collapse and thus ha s a definite factor of safety over the working load. This is in contrast to elastic permissible stress design in
which the factor of safety against collapse varies from structure to structure and is generally unknown.
1.3 STABILITY OF FRAMESThe load deflection relationship of a frame assuming linear elastic behaviour of material is usually represented by the straight line OL of figure (1.3). However, the effect of secondary moments due to the
axial forces acting on in-plane deflections ( the P-Aeffect ) causes the overall stiffness of the frame to deteriorate as the applied load increases and the load-deflection relationship takes a non-linear form. If the frame is assumed to remain elastic upto the point of collapse, its load- deflection relationship will follow the curve ODC and not the straight
7line O L . The load factor X is the'elastic failure' load which iscvery close in value to the 'elastic critical' load at which bifurcation of equilibrium would occur under vertical joint loads only.One of the assumptions on which the rigid-plastic design method is based is  that the deflections in the frame are negligible until the collapse state has been reached. In figure (1.3) the rigid-plastic load-deflection behaviour is represented by the lines OA and A3,Xp being the rigid-plastic failure load. At Xp the overall stiffness of the frame vanishes and there is infinite deflection causing collapse of the frame. Such assumption of negligible deflections in the precollapse state is generally applicable in frames braced against sidesway and in some cases of low-rise sway frames where the effect of wind load is very little. In general the horizontal deflections in sway frames are much coo significant to be neglected and they cause rapid deterioration of the overall stiffness of a fram e.Wood [5] uses the term 'deteriorated critical load ’ to express the modified critical load of the remaining parts of a frame after the formation of a new plastic hinge. He has shown that in a four-storey one-bay frame, the deteriorated critical load is less than half of the original critical load after the formation of only two hinges. It is therefore possible for a frame to lose all its stiffness before the occurrence of full mechanism, thus resulting in its collapse at a load factor less than Xp , the plastic failure load. Hence, the rigid-plastic design method has been found generally unsuitable for sway frames.Assuming that all the members of a frame remain fully elastic except at discrete points at which plastic hinges form, the curve OD EFG represents the load-deflection behaviour of a frame, points
8D , E , F and G Indicating the formation of hinges. This is the elastic- plastic behaviour [ 6, 7, 8 ] of a frame which takes into consideration the deterioration of frame stiffness due to the effect of axial forces in the members and the formation of plastic hinges at discrete locations.The elastic-plastic failure load is given by X . The elastic-plastic curve ODEFG is a very realistic representation of the actual frame behaviour as the overall instability of the frame due to gradual deterioration of its stiffness is duly considered.An empirical expression for the actual failure load of a frame in relation to its elastic critical load and the plastic failure load has been proposed by Merchant . It is based on Rankine's original proposal [ 9] concerning the failure load of an isolated pin-ended strut and is given as
1/X = 1/X + 1/X (1.2)f c pThis is known as the Merchant-Rankine formula [10],Some approximate methods are available for the calculation of X^[ 11, 12, 13, 14] and also for rapid calculation of A p[l5 , 16 ] for use with the Merchant-Rankine formula in determining the failure load of a fram e. Equation (1.2), however, is essentially an analysis formula and is not a tool for the direct design of a frame.The necessity fora direct ultimate-load design method for multi­storey sway frames by using hand calculation led to Heyman proposing a method[ 17 Jwhere a pattern of plastic hinges is assumed involving collapse in both beams and columns. Full plastic moments of the beams and columns are calculated with the factored load.
While the beam sections are chosen to satisfy the calculated plastic moments, columns are designed to remain elastic under the combined action of these moments and axial forces. As a safeguard against instability it is suggested that at working load (i) plastic hinges will not be allowed to form and (ii) the deflections will remain within acceptable values. An approximate method of calculating the deflections has been suggested and a process of moment distribution is used to check the yield criterion at working load.Holmes and Gandhi [ 18 ] proposed a method of rigid-plastic design in which modification factors are used in the expressions for the required plastic moment of a member to safeguard against instability. The modification factors which depend on the 'stability functions' m , n and o and the Euler ratio p of the members, allow for the reduction of column stiffnesses due to compressive axial forces, the reduction of beam stiffnesses due to the formation of plastic hinges, additional moment in columns due to sway deflections and the effect of the point of contraflexure not occurring at the mid-height of the columns. Initial sections for the members are calculated by assuming the values of these modification factors as unity. Actual modification factors are then calculated on the basis of the section properties, a new design solution is obtained and the process is repeated until two successive solutions are identical. An approximate method is used to calculate the sway deflection of the frame by computer.Holmes and Sinclair-Jones [ 19 ] have used the same principle and developed more accurate methods for dealing with boundary regions of the frame, i .e .  the topmost storey, the bottom storey and the external columns, and also for predicting the modification factor.
A team of researchers at the Lehigh University developed a design method [20] in which the initial values of sway deflections at the factored combined load are assumed. These enable the formulation of equilibrium equations for each storey based on the properties of the initial set of sections obtained for vertical load only. The deformed shape due to wind load and the bending moments are estimated and the beam members are designed to collapse at a specific load factor .A moment redistribution procedure is used to estimate the bending moments and sections for the columns are selected. The sway-deflections are then estimated by a slope-deflection method and the frame redesigned, if necessary. As a check against instability, the beams and columns of the designed frame are split into subassemblages and the maximum shear resistance of each storey is obtained from charts prepared to give the variation of such subassemblage's sway deflection with increasing wind shear. The shear resistance capacity of each storey is compared with the applied shear force at the ultimate load.All the methods discussed above were attempts towards finding an ultimate-load design method for plane multi-storey sway frames considering the instability effects ignored by rigid-plastic design.Basically, these attempts were intended to provide the designer with a simple hand/desk method,quick, inexpensive and easy to use without involving difficult calculations.None of the methods, however, can be considered to be accurate as all of these depend on several initial assumptions which may not always prove to be right. The first method [ 17 ] does not consider the effects of instability in the design process and suggests control of deflections and maintenance of elastic properties at working load as a measure against instability. In the second [ 18 ] and the third [ 19 ] method, where modification factors are used for calculating the
required member sizes to avoid instability, there is no certainty about the safety or the economy of the design solution. Moreover, in all these three methods a hinge pattern has to be assumed to make the structure statically determinate which has been shown to be unrealistic and far from the actual behaviour of the frame at failure [ 5,6 ] . The fourth method [ 20 ] is based on an assumption of the frame behaviour under load which influences the accuracy and therefore the degree of safety and economy of the design.The hinge formation pattern, joint displacements and hinge rotations at various stages of loading are the essential data required by a designer to assess the strength and stiffness of a frame. A method which provides this information may lead to a rational design process resulting in safety and economy in the final design solution.
1.4 COMPUTE R METHODS : E LASTIC-PLASTIC DESIGNWith the advent of digital computers highly indeterminate rigid-jointed multi-storey frames could be designed on the basis of elastic theory by using the matrix methods of structural analysis. Livesley [21] developed methods to analyse elastic frames with or without considering the instability effects due to axial forces in the members. Both he and Jennings and M ajid[ 22 ] used the matrix displacement method in which the unknown joint displacements are obtained by solving the matrix equation
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1.4 COMPUTE R METHODS : E LASTIC-PLASTIC DESIGNWith the advent of digital computers highly indeterminate rigid-jointed multi-storey frames could be designed oil the basis of elastic theory by using the matrix methods of structural analysis. Livesley [21] developed methods to analyse elastic frames with or without considering the instability effects due to axial forces in the members. Both he and Jennings and Majid [ 22 ] used the matrix displacement method in which the unknown joint displacements are obtained by solving the matrix equation
X (1 .3 )
where X is the joint-displacement matrix, K is the overall stiffness matrix given by the slope-deflection equations, and L is the external load matrix. Member forces are then calculated using these joint displacements. In the non-linear analysis the effects of the reduction of member stiffnesses due to axial load in the members are obtained by using the stability functions introduced by Livesley [ 21 ] . Iterative calculation is necessary as the axial forces in the members, required to calculate the stability functions, are unknown initially.However, application of these methods was restricted to small frames because of the large space required for storage of information in the computer. Jennings [ 23 ] developed a compact method for the storage and solution of the stiffness equations. In his method the elements in each row of the stiffness matrix in between the first non-zero element and that on the leading diagonal are stored in a vector form in the ’main sequence' and are identified by a second vector of 'address sequence. ’ The latter vector indicates the positions, in the main sequence, of the leading diagonal elements of each row of the symmetrical stiffness matrix.A ll these techniques have been used by Majid and Anderson [ 7 ] to develop an efficient method for linear and non-linear elastic analysis of large multi-storey frames.As stated earlier, for sway frames, a realistic evaluation of the failure load considering the reduction of stiffness due to both compressive axial force and the formation of plastic hinges can be obtained by the elastic-plastic analysis. In this method the non-linear load-deflection behaviour of the frame, represented by the curve
13
ODEFG of figure (1.3) is traced upto collapse and thereby the location of every hinge and the load factors at which these are formed are exactly identified. Majid and Anderson [7] have extended their program of non-linear elastic analysis to develop a program for such non-linear elastic-plastic analysis.In analysis by the elastic-plastic method a plastic hinge is considered to behave like a real hinge with a constant moment which is the plastic hinge moment Mp of the member while the rest of the member is assumed to behave elastically • The point of action of aconcentrated load is considered as a joint and the length of member between the two joints is considered as a member itself. Analysis of the frame is carried out after the formation of each hinge to find out the location of the next hinge and the load factor at which it will form . This is done by extrapolating the bending moment at the end of each member towards its plastic hinge moment, Mp. As the value of Mp will be reduced at the extrapolated load factor due to the increase of axial force, extrapolation of the axial force and the corresponding reduced plastic moment, Mp' , are also required.By a process of iteration, the lowest load factor at which the bending moment at the end of a member reaches its reduced plastic moment is found and a hinge is inserted at the corresponding end of the member. The overall stiffness matrix, K is modifiedto include elements for the additional hinge rotation. The reduced plastic moment of the member is introduced in the respective row of the external load vector, L . The process continues till the determinant of the overall stiffness matrix of the frame becomes negative, indicating the collapse of the frame. The possibility of a hinge stopping rotating when other hinges have formed in the
frame has been taken into account by identifying such hinges and considering them as inactive [ 8 ] . Davies [24 ] has extended the above method by taking into consideration the effect of reversal in the direction of hinge rotation. Vijakkhana et a l[ 25 ] have proposed a method of elastic-plastic analysis of unbraced frames which includes the effects of strain reversal due to unloading of p lastic hinges.Majid and Anderson [ 26 ] have also proposed a design method based on elastic-plastic analysis to satisfy the strength and stability requirements of a frame. A set of lower-bound sections for the members based on minimum strength requirements, is selected and the frame analysed. Members are redesigned and the process repeated until the following design criteria are satisfied.(i) Under the combined effects of vertical and wind loading the frame should not collapse below the permissible load factor X  ^ •(ii) Under vertical load only the frame should not collapse below the permissible load factor X  ^ .(iii) No plastic hinge should develop in a beam below the load factor of unity and the frame should be entirely elastic under the working load.(iv) No plastic hinge should develop in a column below the permissible load factor unc*er combined loading or X  ^ under vertical loading.
Although the elastic-plastic analysis method can be used to study the realistic behaviour of multistorey frames such an analysis
15
involves a complex process of iterative calculations and requires the services of a large computer. Even for small frames the analysis procedure is beyond the capacity o f the usual desk-top computers available in the design offices.The elastic-plastic design method is based on very realistic design criteria. However, the provision for the hinges not to form in columns at ^ 2  and in the beams at >=1 does not ensure against excessive deflections in the frame caus ng impairment of its serviceability. As a result, a lai^e number of iterations may be required for frames subject to high wind load to satisfy the code requirements on maximum permissible deflections even after a satisfactory solution for strength and stability requirements has been found. The design method, however, is essentially a procedure requiring extensive storage space and process time in a large computer and remains as an academic research product to which a designer of the building industry cannot afford to have any access.
1.5 DESIGN BY ME RCHANT- RANK1NE APPROACHThe Merchant-Rankine approach is  the only simple method currently available to a designer for use in the ultimate-load design of multi­storey sway frames to strength and stability requirements. Equation (1.2 ) has been found to be fairly conservative unless the wind load is appreciably high. Wood [ 11 ] proposed the following modification which makes some allowances fo r the combined effect of strain-hardening and composite action with cladding.
l / \  = l */% + ° ' 9/ \f c p (1.4)
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Both the E .C .C .S .  [ 27 ] and the B/20 Draft Specification [28] permit the use of equation (1.4) for calculation of the failure load of multi­storey frames. The use is , however, subject to conditions, (i) For frameshaving Xc/Xp > 10 Xf is limited to Xp . (ii) For frameshaving A /X < 4 equation (1.4) is not valid and a full non-linear c Pelastic-plastic analysis is necessary.The first condition is in general applicable to 'braced' frames for which a design method by hand calculation is available [ 29 ] . For the frames falling under the second category equation (1.4) will give higher values of X  ^ than those given by accurate elastic-plastic analysis.As stated in Sec. (1.3) design of frames using equation (1.4) is an iterative process involving calculation of Ac and Xp for trial design followed by modification of the member sizes to keep X  ^ within the permissible limit. Of the four methods mentioned in Sec. (1.3) for calculating A [ 11, 12, 13, 14] the one by Wood [ 11 ] uses a substitute frame based on the work of Grinter.
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substitute frame at any level is given by 3Zk^ where k  ^ is thenominal stiffness I/L of a beam at that level in the real fram e, Ibeing the moment of inertia and L the span of a beam. The stiffnessof the column of a Grinter frame at any storey is given by Ekcwhere k is the nominal stiffness of a column of the real frame cin that storey. A process of 'stiffness distribution' is used in the substitute frame to find the total rotational stiffness of a joint at different load factors. By plotting these values the critical load for a joint, at which the total rotational stiffness is zero, is obtained.The lowest of these critical values given by the different joints is the elastic critical load, Xc , for the whole frame. A quick method for predicting the most vulnerable joint by using design curves (figure 9 of reference [ 11 ] lean be used to reduce the analysis to the investigation of one joint only. The effect of compressive axial forces in the columns as well as that of plasticity in beams may be taken into consideration in this method. Hence it can also be used to find the 'deteriorated' elastic critical load of a frame after the formation of plastic hinges in the beams. The method has been extended to calculate the sway deflections of a frame in the elastic range. Further explanation of the principle of substitute Grinter frame and stiffness distribution to calculate deflections is presented in Chapter IV (Sec. 4.3 ) of this thesis .In a recently published paper Williams [ 14 ] has presented a simplified procedure of designing a frame by using the modified Merchant-Rankine formula. As the desired failure load, X  ^ , is known, equation (1.4)
F ig u re  (1 .4b ) shows the substitute fram e used by Wood fo r  the
orig in al fram e shown in (1 .4 a ). Neglecting the reduction of stiffn e ss
due to the e ffec ts o f ax ia l fo rce s the stiffn e ss , of a beam  in the
gives the required elastic critical load, X , of a frame as
Xcr
crX X ,P fr0.9 Xfr (1.5)
Equation (1.4) is valid for 4 < Xc / X i  10 and X^  X^/ X > 10. So the designed frame must satisfy the conditions,
= X for Pfollowing
X .  ^  4 X c P (1. 6)
X X s- 1.15X (1.7)fr  P fr
Starting with a trial design whose Xp has been calculated and found satisfying the condition given by equation (1.7) , calculations are made to check whether its elastic critical load is greater than Acr (equation 1.5) and 4 Ap .A simple method for calculating a lower-bound on X for a frame has been obtained by modifying the substitute frame to that shown in figure (1.4c). Each beam is split longitudinally with the stiffness K divided into the portions K and ( 1 - «.) Kp.. The two portions of the beams are fixed together at the right-hand ends and, like the Grinter frame, connected to a roller. On the left-hand ends they are rigidly connected to the respective columns whereas the columns are pinned together at the beam levels. Each "cell" of this modified substitute frame buckles independently and hence a lower-bound on X^
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for the frame is equal to the lowest of any of the cells which are calculated by using figure ( 9 ) of reference [ 11 ]. Initially,values of are selected intuitively and if the lower-bound given by the calculations satisfied equation (1 .5  and 1 . 6  ) then it is not necessary to calculate the actual A . If the above conditions are violated the designer may be able to avoid altering the design itself by simply modifying the values of to obtain a closer lower-bound on the elastic critical load of the frame. It has been shown that if the actual elastic critical load of the frame is equal to or more than the required value then refining the choice of oc will enable the designer to reach that value.Though the method has simplified the Merchant-Rankine approach for the design of multistorey sway frames, it may still involve a large amount of iterative calculations to obtain a safe design. However,the most difficult aspect of the Merchant-Rankine approach is now the calculation of rigid-plastic failure load. Finding the right mechanism for a large multistorey frame is a complex operation.A solution obtained by using the Merchant-Rankine formula may not satisfy the specified limitations on the horizontal deflections and further modification may be required. Moreover, the final design solution may not be the most economic one.
1.6 OPTIMUM DESIGNApplication of rigorous optimisation techniques to the rigid-jointed framed structure creates complex mathematical problems. When rigid-plastic theory is used, which makes the structure statically determinate, the minimum-weight design of small frames may become
comparatively simple if a linear relationship between the plastic moment capacity and weight per unit length of standard rolled sections is assumed to exist. But for multistorey buildings with a large number of members and various possible collapse mechanisms the optimisation problem can only be solved by using a computer. The principle of such minimum- weight rigid-plastic design of frames by linear programming technique, e .g .,th e  simplex method, is given in some of the recently published text books [ 8 , 30 ].An attempt has also been made to find a method for minimum-weight design considering the discrete nature of the available standard sections [ 31 ] . But all these methods, being based on rigid-plastic theory, neglect frame instability effects and are therefore not generally applicable to multistorey sway frames.In the elastic design method, the optimum design of a frame is a non-linear problem even if the instability effects of axial forces in the members are ignored. Unlike the procedure of optimum plastic designjoptimum elastic design is an iterative process which can conveniently start with a lower-bound solution. Changes in the sectional properties of a member, required to reach the feasible solution, cause redistribution of internal forces in the members and changes in the joint displacements of the frame. Constraints of optimisation are usually the stresses and deflections which depend on the internal forces and displacements. The relationships between the variations of these stresses and deflections and changes in the weight of a member causing such variations are not linear , even if a linear relationship is assumed to exist between the inertias of the standard sections and their respective weights per unit length.
Hence the linear programming techniques cannot be used to solve such problems. Several methods of non-linear programming are available to solve such problems but these are complex and involve largje amounts of computer time and storage. Linear programming methods may, however, be used In the solution of non-linear problems by using iterative procedure. Each iteration consists of a small linearised step of the problem. Different methods of solving a non-linear problem by such linearisation and iteration, e .g . the cutting plane method, piecewise linearisation method e tc ., have been discussed in detail in reference [ 32 ]. It has also been shown that these methods have limitations In their applicability in structural design problems. For example, none of these methods can deal with a problem where either the constraints or the objective function include terms expressed as the product of two variables. Moreover, solution of non-linear problems by these methods may not lead to the global optimum if the objective function and the feasible region, as defined by the constraints, are not convex and the given solution may only be an approximation of one of the local optima.In multi-storey steel frames it is usual practice to use available rolled sections unless, in special cases, built-up sections are found economical. Application of rigorous optimisation techniques in such frames may prove to be a futile exercise as, due to the absence of a continuous range of rolled sections, the selection of member sizes are limited to a handful of sections. Very often a heavier section has to be used though not required by the design solution.So a simple and inexpensive method giving approximate minimum- weight design solution is likely to be more useful for design of multistorey sway frames.
1.7 PORTAL FRAMES
Unlike multistorey frames, the design of portal frames with built-up sections fabricated to desired sizes may, in many cases, be found to be economical. Flat or pitched roof portal frames with tapered members have long been in use for industrial and other types of buildings to achieve economy. Application of rigorous optimisation techniques in the design of such frames is likely to prove worthwhile as the exact dimension of the members given by the optimum solution can be used in the actual structure. It is, however, unlikely that the absolute 'minimum-weight' design solution will necessarily be the most economic one unless the constraints of fabrication and erection are also taken Into consideration.Linear elastic design methods for portal frames with uniform members are available in reference [ 3 ] where expressions for the bending moments of the members are given in terms of the dimensions of the frame, ratio of inertias of the rafter and stanchion and the external loading. Plastic design method of such frames for strength requirements to B.S.449 are also available [33] and the lateral-torsional instability of the stanchions can be prevented by using the design charts developed by Home [ 34 ].An elastic design method for tapered members with variable web depth, other cross-sectional dimensions remaining uniform, has been proposed by Lee et al [ 35 ]. The method is based on the A1SC interaction formula for prismatic members, as given below, which is extended to tapering members.
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(1 . 8 )
where F and F are the allowable axial and bending stresses a bobtained from lateral and torsional buckling considerations, suffices O and L refer to the smaller and larger end of a column respectively in the case of a tapering member.Modifying length factors are introduced into the values of F g and F^. These factors are obtained by solving the basic differential equations of flexure and torsion using variable stiffness properties and are finally expressed in terms of the tapering angle. In analysing the effects of axial and bending stresses the member is assumed to be prismatic.A recent method proposed by Just [ 36 ] uses finite element technique to analyse frames with tapered members by developing a displacement function for members with trapezoidal webs.None of the above methods, however, are capable of directly generating optimum design for portal frames having members of variable cross-sections.
1 . 8 DESIGN TO D EFLECTIO N  LIMITATIONS
It has been stated in Sec. (1.3) that one of the main reasons for instability in unbraced multistorey frames is the sway deflection caused by wind forces. Besides causing reduction of frame stiffness, excessive deflections may impair the efficiency of the building and of its contents and/or lead to damage to finishes. As a safeguard against these, the codes [ 1, 28 ] usually specify the acceptable limits of horizontal and vertical deflection in buildings.It has been shown [ 5, 6  ] that the design of multistorey steel sway frames subject to high but realistic wind forces may be governed by limiting horizontal deflections at working load.Similar constraints may also be true for one-storey buildings like the pinned-base portal fram es. On many occasions, the portal frames are designed as pinned-base frames due to uncertainty of the behaviour of foundations. Control of horizontal spread is also necessary for portal frames with overhead travelling cranes, even with fixed supports.A number of methods for the design of frames to deflection limitations have been proposed. Stevens [ 37, 38 ] suggested that the real basis for design should be the prevention of unacceptable deformations underworking load and proposed two methods, neither of which was based on accurate analysis of the frame's behaviour as a whole. Majid and Elliot [ 39 ] produced design charts fo r the optimum design of single-bay fixed base portal frames to deflection constraints by using computer analysis.
More recently Moy [ 40, 41 ] proposed a method for sway frames in which an initial design with adequate strength but inadequate stiffness is corrected to satisfy permissible limits on horizontal deflections. The frame is divided into subassemblages on the basis of the assumptions of the Portal method [ 3 ] and expressions for the storey stiffnesses are obtained in terms of the member inertias of the storey and permissible sway deflection at working load.Anderson and Salter [ 42 ] proposed a computer method for the optimum design of sway frames to limiting deflections using the matrix displacement method of analysis and simplex method of linear programming. Home and Morris [ 43 ] developed a method sim ilar to that of Majid and Anderson’s elastic-plastic design program [ 26 ] which incorporates both deflection and the ultimate- load design criteria. The method is , however, approximate as the elastic-plastic analysis has been avoided by using magnification factors on a linear elastic analysis.The proposal of reference [ 39 ] is restricted to portal frames only and uses standard rolled sections. Both this method and the one in reference [ 43 ] uses non-linear programming technique. The method of reference [ 40 ] is based on hand calculation but it requires a preliminary design and repeated calculations to arrive at a feasible solution. The method proposed in reference [ 42 ] is a direct design method assuming a tri-linear relationship for the weight-inertia ratio of the standard rolled sections. However, the design procedure requires the services of a computer and the final solution may not satisfy the strength requirements.
1.9 s u m m a r y  o f  t h e  b a c k g r o u n d  a n d  s c o p e  o fPRESENT WORK
In multistorey buildings the wind load is usually resisted either by a stiff core or by specially designed bracing frames, thus rendering the beams and columns free from bending effects due to horizontal forces. Such construction may, in some cases, be found undesirable in order to satisfy other functional requirements of the building. In such cases the transverse framing is designed as a plane sway frame and the horizontal forces are resisted by bending in the members of the frame.The design of multistorey sway frames with realistic wind loading may usually be governed by the limitations specified by the codes on the permissible horizontal deflection of each storey for non-impairment of serviceability of the buildings. The permissible deflections are specified in terms of the storey-heights at working load [ 1,28 ] and it has also been recommended that at this load factor the frame should remain elastic in consideration of both strength and serviceability of the structure [ 26, 4 0 ].The work presented in this thesis began with an attempt to find a direct design method to limiting horizontal deflections at working load. Chapters II and III present simple methods for the optimum design of plane rigid-jointed multistorey rectangular steel sway frames to limiting values of horizontal deflection. The design expressions, based on linear weight-inertia relationship of standard steel sections, are suitable for hand calculation. The optimum design solution may not always lead to overall economy of the building. For example, the use of some economic sections with comparatively deep cross-section may prove to be expensive in
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terms of increased height of the building resulting in extra cost for columns, cladding etc. However, the design equations can be used to calculate alternative feasible designs and the final choice made after comparative cost analysis. Expressions have also been developed with the exact weight-inertia relationship of the discrete sections and design charts have been presented which enable the member inertias of the intermediate floors to be obtained directly.For the design of unbraced multistorey frames to satisfy strength and stability requirements, several hand/desk methods have been proposed so far, none of which ensures a safe and economic solution. The only acceptable method is the indirect design by modified Merchant-Rankine formula (equation 1.4). This is  a repetitive analysis procedure and involves the calculation o f ^p which can be very difficult for large frames. Moreover, it does not cover the full range of sway frames and obtaining the most economic section by this method may require a large number of repetitions. The analysis method generally applicable to a ll sway frames is the non-linear elastic-plastic method by computer which gives the actual behaviour of a frame upto collapse. Design of a frame by the elastic-plastic method, however, requires the services of a large-capacity computer and is an expensive operation.In chapter IV of the thesis an approximate elastic-plastic analysis procedure has been proposed which is suitable for hand calculation in case of low-rise frames and for use on a desk-top computer for larger frames. The method uses Grinter-type substitute frame to calculate sway deflections in the elastic-plastic range. Limited frames, similar to the 'limited substitute frames’ of JCR 2 method [ 29 ] for braced frames, are used to calculate the joint and hinge rotations. By repeated analyses at a number of load
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factors the sequence of hinge formation and an approximate failure load may also be obtained. In chapter V this analysis procedure has been used to develop a design method for sway frames satisfying strength, stability and deflection limitations. The method enables the design of a frame which will collapse or be very close to collapse at a desired load factor and satisfy the permissible sway deflections at the working load. The design procedure, which starts with an infeasible lower-bound solution, produces a practical minimum-weight design with standard rolled sections.Considering the fact that for many portal frame type of structures fabricated tapered members are found to be economic and are in considerable use for pitched-roof portals, a method of analysis of frames with tapered members has been derived and presented in Chapter VI. This method has been used in Chapter VII to develop an optimum design procedure of single-bay pitched-roof portal frames.Due to the necessity of control of deflections in such fram es, the design criteria includes both strength and deflection constraints at working load. The matrix displacement method and linear programming techniques have been used in this computer approach for optimum design.
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CHAPTER II
MULTISTOREY REGULAR FRAMES :OPTIMUM DESIGN TO DEFLECTION LIMITATIONS
2.1 INTRODUCTIONIn current practice, adequate stiffness in multistorey sway frames is usually obtained by analysis of trial designs using a computer program o r  an approximate hand method. The effect of cladding, floors etc. can be included in the analysis[44] if an assessment of the stiffness of these components and their connections can be made. Otherwise, the problem may be simplified by choosing a suitably high value of permissible deflection for the bare frame to allow for the stiffening effect.The existing BS 449[1] does not recommend any specific value as the limit of horizontal deflection for multistorey frames , although for single-storey buildings a limit of ^/325 of the height of stanchion has been specified. The clause on deflection limits proposed in the B/20 Draft Specification [28] which will replace BS 449 recommends the following :" The deflection of a building or of any part of a building shall be limited so as not to impair the strength or efficiency of the building or of its contents, nor be unsightly or cause damage to the finish or inconvenience to the occupants.Deflections of members . . .  shall not exceed . . .  the limits unless it can be shown that greater deflections would not impair the strength o r  efficiency of the structure or lead to damage to finishes. "
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The limits are" Tops of columns in single-storeybuildings . . .  ........................Height /300In each storey of a building with morethan one storey . . .  Height of storey under consideration/300 "
It has been stated in Chapter I that the need for adequate horizontal stiffness usually governs the design of most multistorey sway frames subjected to reasonably high wind forces. Considering the extent of limitations on horizontal deflections proposed in the B/20 Draft Specification, it is believed that the rational approach for the design of such frames will be to consider sway deflections before satisfying the strength requirements.
2.2 OUTLINE OF THE PRINCIPLES OF DESIGNThe design method proposed in this chapter generates the optimum values of the required moments of inertia for the different members of a multistorey sway frame so as to satisfy horizontal deflection limitations at working load.The simplicity of the method derives from two assumptions. Firstly, the vertical loads are assumed to have a negligible effect on horizontal deflections. Secondly, a point of contraflexure is taken to exist under horizontal loading at the mid-height of each column (except in the bottom storey) and at the midspan of each beam. These assumptions have been made in many design methods already proposed [40] and accurate analyses show them to be reasonable. Thus, the frame is made statically determinate above the bottom storey and each storey can be considered in isolation. Expressions relating the
sway deflection over a storey height to the inertias of the corresponding columns and surrounding beams can then be derived. When these expressions are linked to a cost function, economical solutions can be obtained by a process of optimisation.The relationship between the mass per unit length of standard rolledsections and their respective moments of inertia is far from linear.The mass-inertia ratio of Universal Beams varies from 1.0647X -4 -4 510 to .0541 x 10 (in kg/cm ) and that for Universal Columns -4 -4varies from 1*8211 x 10 to 0*2304 x 10 . A curve showingthis relationship for a set of ’economical sections' representing therolled Universal Beams which have the maximum mass-inertia ratio(table 2*1) is shown in figure (2.1). Table (2.2) shows a similarset of economical Universal Column sections. Besides the non-linearityof the weight-inertia ratio of the standard sections, the total cost ofa frame Is not a linear function of the weight of the frame members.The weight of connections necessary for a particular frame may varyIn a different manner for different design solutions. Although it iscommon practice to estimate the total weight of a frame by increasingthe weight of a plain member by a certain percentage to include the weightof connections, the increase applied tp beams may be different to that ofcolumns. Finally the rates fqr supply, delivery and erection may vary from memnerto member.Considering the contribution of a single member to the total cost, if the last two items are combined and allowed for by a multiplication factor, b, the cost, c , of a member of length, L , is given by
c = b (wL ) ( 2 . 1 )
where w is  the weight per unit length of the standard
section se lected  fo r  the m em ber.
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sway deflection over a storey height to the inertias of the corresponding columns and surrounding beams can then be derived. When these expressions are linked to a cost function, economical solutions can be obtained by a process of optimisation.The relationship between the mass per unit length of standard rolledsections and their respective moments of inertia is far from linear.The mass-inertia ratio of Universal Beams varies from 1.0647X -4 -4 510 to .0541 x 10 (in kg/cm ) and that for Universal Columns -4 -4varies from 1*8211 x 10 to 0*2304 x 10 . A  curve showingthis relationship for a set of 'economical sections' representing therolled Universal Beams which have the maximum mass-inertia ratio(table 2*1) is shown in figure (2.1). Table (2.2) shows a sim ilarset of economical Universal Column sections. Besides the non-linearityof the weight-inertia ratio of the standard sections, the total cost ofa frame is not a linear function of the weight of the frame members.The weight of connections necessary for a particular frame may varyin a different manner for different design solutions. Although it iscommon practice to estimate the total weight of a frame by increasingthe weight of a plain member by a certain percentage to include the weightof connections, the increase applied tp beams may be different to that ofcolumns. Finally the rates for supply, delivery and erection may vary from memoerto member.Considering the contribution of a single member to the total cost, if the last two items are combined and allowed for by a multiplication factor, b, the cost, c , of a member of length, L , is given by
c = b (wL ) ( 2.1 )
where w i s  the weight p e r  unit length o f the standard
section selected  fo r  the m em ber.

UB sections Inertia q4 -4 5_________________________________cm______________x 10 kg/cm254 X 102 X 22 2863 0.77305 X 102 X 25 4381 0.57305 X 102 X 28 5415 0.52356 X 127 X 33 8167 0.40406 X 140 X 39 12408 0.31406 X 140 X 46 15603 0.29457 X 152 X 52 21345 0.24457 X 152 X 60 25464 0.24533 X 165 X 66 35083 0.19533 X 165 X 73 40414 0.18610 X 178 X 82 55779 0.15610 X 178 X 91 63970 0.14610 X 229 X 101 75549 0.13610 X 229 X 113 87260 0.13
686 X 254 X 125 117700 0 .1 1
Table 2.1
UB sections Inertia4cm q-4 5x 10  kg/cm254 X 102 X 22 2863 0.77305 X 102 X 25 4381 0.57305 X 102 X 28 5415 0.52356 X 127 X 33 8167 0.40406 X 140 X 39 12408 0.31406 X 140 X 46 15603 0.29457 X 152 X 52 21345 0.24457 X 152 X 60 25464 0.24533 X 165 X 66 35083 0.19533 X 165 X 73 40414 0.18610 X 178 X 82 55779 0.15610 X 178 X 91 63970 0.14610 X 229 X 101 75549 0.13610 X 229 X 113 87260 0.13
686 X 254 X 125 117700 0 .1 1
Table 2.1
UB sections Inertia q4 -4 5_________________________________era_______________ x 10  kg/cm152 X 152 X 23 1263 1-82152 X 152 X 30 1742 1*72152 X 152 X 37 2218 1-67203 X 203 X 46 4564 1-01203 X 203 X 52 5263 0-99203 X 203 X 60 6088 0-99203 X 103 X 71 7647 0.93254 X 254 X 73 11360 0.64254 X 254 X 89 14307 0.62305 X 305 X 97 22202 0.44305 X 305 X 118 27601 0.43356 X 368 X 129 40246 0.32356 X 368 X 153 48525 0.32356 X 368 X 177 57153 0.31356 X 368 X 202 66307 0.30
Table 2.2.
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c = ab (IL)= qlL ( 2.2)where q ( = ab ) is the cost factor.The cost function z fo ra  storey of a multistorey frame may then be expressed in terms of the inertias and the respective lengths of the members in the storey ast
Z = E  q. I L  ( 2 .  3)i = 1 1 1 1where i = 1 , 2 ............. ,  t andt is the total number of members in the storey.
2.3 EXPRESSIONS FOR INTERMEDIATE STOREYS
A B
If the w eight-inertia relationship of the section is  given by w = a I ,
I being the moment of inertia of the section, equation (2 .1 )  can be
written a s
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Figure(2 . 2)shows a 'regular' frame where all the storeys are of equal height, the bays are of equal width and the horizontal loads acting at the floor levels are of equal magnitude. Following the usual assumption of the portal method as discussed In Chapter 1 (Sec. 1.1 ) , the shear In an Internal column is P (n + 1 ’ 5) , where P = H/m , H being the applied horizontal load at each intermediate level and m the number of bays, n is the indicator of the location of the storey as shown in figure ( 2 .1  ) . The value of n is zero for the uppermost of the intermediate storeys (i.e . the storey immediately below the topmost storey), and increases downwards. Shear in the external columns Is half of that in the internal columns. It can also be shown that the axial load in an internal column is zero. Axial deformations in the external columns and in the beams are neglected, and the sway deflection, A , over a storey height is therefore constant for a particular storey.
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A typical internal subassemblage is shown in figure (2.3) where 1  ^ and I  ^ denote the inertias of the upper and lower beam respectively for the storey under consideration and 1  ^ is the inertia of an internal column.For the beam AB the slope-deflection equations give
MAB (40a  + 2 eB ) ( 2. 4 )
MBA ( 2 0 . 4V ( 2 . 5)
where M . and M are the clockwise bending moments AB BAacting on AB, at A and B respectively; 6^ and0 are the corresponding rotations; E is the Young's Bmodulus of elasticity.
As it is assumed that M . is zero , equations ( 2.4) and (2.5) ABgive 5£l
mba = nr sb (2.6)
Taking moments about C for the region ABCDE
v a T =  <“  + 1 > T ( 2.  7 )As the left hand sides of (2. 6 ) and ( 2.7 ) are equal ,
i B ‘  <2' 8 >
Similarly, considering the region FGHEJ
0 G ( n + 2 ) PhL 
12EI2
(2.9 )
where is the clockwise rotation of joint G
Applying slope-deflection equations to column BG ,E l ,MBG 6A<46n + 2Gr ------- >B G h (2 . 1 0  )
E IMGB - <2<>b + 4V t > <2-Il>
where M and M are the clockwise bending moments BG GBacting on BG , at B and G respectively ; A is the horizontal sway of BG , taken as positive when it tends to rotate the member clockwise.
As a point of contraflexure has been assumed at the mid-height ofBG , M = M and from equations (2.10) and (2.11)BG GB
e = e ( 2 . i 2 )B GHence, from (2. 8 ) and (2.9 )
I, = —  I9 ( 2 . 13)n + 2
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Taking moment about G for GE
M „  = - —  (n + 1.5 ) ( 2.14)
GB 2Equating (2.11) and ( 2. 14)  and substituting for , 9G and 1^  , by equations (2.8) , (2.9) and (2.13), the following expression for I is obtained Prh3 ( n 4 2 ) II = ---------------- 3----- —  (2.15)z 12EAl3 - Ph (n +1 .5 )
where r = L / h
From (2.13) and (2.15) ^  can be expressed in terms of I asPrh (n+1) 13 312EAi - Ph (n +1*5)o (2.16)
h/2 
-Xrh/ 2  £ o1 ®vl/ 3 <D>> T3
f  sh/2  |  5
h/2
F ig u re d .4 )shows the external subassemblage of an intermediate storey where I Is the Inertia of the external column. ProceedingJas above
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( n +1 ) PhL 12EI1 (2.17)
e = (n + 2 ) PhL N 12 El 2 (2. 18)
Again, for * ®L = eN and from (2.17) and (2.18)the expression for 1^  is given once more by equation (2.13 ). Applyingslope deflection equations to the column LN and substituting for6. > and I. » the expression for I is given by L N 1 22PrhJ  (n + 2 ) I__________________ 024E Al ' - Pb3(n + 1.5) (2.19 )
Equating equations (2.15) and (2.19)
(2 . 2 0  )
Equations (2.16) , (2.19) and (2.20) express the moment of inertia of all the members of an intermediate storey in terms of 1  ^ , the inertia of the interior columns. The terms P , r, h and n are constants for the storey and in a design problem A is the permissible deflection over the storey height, a known quantity.The cost of a complete frame may be represented by
X full upper beam
T.' half of lower beam half of upper beam
I li‘ T Zhalf of lower beam
!" ‘ L— — -— . . Lb:-.-! L .. ti•1 "I
A . j
C f u l l
L .
lower beam
L. L. tLil
(a)Top sto rey
(b)Typical intermediate sto rey
(c)Bottomstoreys
Figure 2.5
t'he summation of the cost of individual storeys by proper allocation of members to the cost function of the different storeys .Figure (2.5) shows the proposed arrangement. A typical intermediate storey will consist of half the total length of its upper and lower beams and the total length of all the columns in the storey (figure 2.5b) • The topmost storey will consist of the total length of the upper beams, half the total length of the lower beams and the total length of columns (figure 2.5a ). The bottom two storeys will consist of half the total length of the upper beams and the total length of the lower beams of the upper storey and the total length of columns in the two storeys (figure 2 .5c) .So, f ora typical intermediate storey equation ( 2.3) may be expanded to express the cost function as
z  = ~  ( V i  + q 2 I2) + ( m  - l ) h q 3I3 + 2 h q 4^  (2.21)where q, , q„ , q . and q are the cost factors related to 1 2 3 , - 4Ij , I2 , Ig and l3 respectively.
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Using equations (2.16) , (2.19) and (2.20) values of 1^  ,  and I ' may now be substituted in equation (2.21) and Z obtained in terms of 1  ^ alone.
For minimum cost
dZdl = 0 ( 2.22  )
Treating the cost factors as constants the expression for optimumvalue of I is given as , o
Ph24 E A [ 2(n +1'5)+rJ j ^ T ) ^ h 4{qi(a+1 >+v n+2)}( 2.23 )
A ll the terms on the right hand side of equation (2.23) are known, except the cost factors q^  , , q  ^ and q  ^ . For the purpose ofdesign, initial values of these cost factors may be taken as unity and the required value of I calculated. Once I is determinedO JI , I and I follow from equations (2.16), (2.19) and (2.20) andX Othe appropriate sections for the Initial design are selected. If thefactor V  of equation (2.1 ) is assumed to be • constant for alltne members of a frame , the cost factor 'q' can be expressed onlyby the factor 'a' of equation (2 . 2) which is the weight-inertia ratio ofa section. When the initial sections for I , I_ , I ,  and I' have been1 2 j  3selected, corresponding values of q , q , q and q can be1 2  3 4obtained from the standard table of section properties . Equation (2.23)
I
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is then used with these values of cost factors to calculate a new value of I and correspondingly the new values of I , I and I ' . Iteration«3 Z JL omay be necessary to obtain a convergence when the set of sectionsgiven by two successive calculations is the same.
2.4 EXPRESSIONS FOR THE TOP STOREY
P/2 —» = H/ (2m)
P= H/m
172 L/2
Figure 2 . 6Figure C2.6) shows the subassemblage on which the design is based. Proceeding in a manner sim ilar to that of the intermediate storey ,
PhLT ~ 48EI1
PhL12E! 2
storey 
under 
conside
ration
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2.5 EXPRESSIONS FO R  THE BOTTOM TWO STOREYS OFPINNED BASE FRAME
L/2 L/2
h/2
h/2
-XFigure 2.7Figure (2.7) shows the subassemblage for the bottom two storeys of a pinned base frame. Proceeding as in S e c .(2.3), 6  ^ is found to be the same as given by equation (2 . 8) , in which n takes the appropriate value for the storey next to the bottom, while 8 is given as
G (3n +6-5) Ph L 24EI„ (2.30)From the expressions of 0 and 6b U_ 2 ( n + l )1 2 (3n + 6.5) (2 .31)

The cost o f the bottom two storeys ( figure 2.5c ) is represented by
Z qi  I j  + m rh q 2I2 +  (m  -1) hqg Ig+  2hq4I 3*+ (m -l)h q  I + 2hq I ’ 5 4 6 4 (2.38)where q_ and q are the corresponding cost factors related o 6to I . and I ' .4 4Replacing I j  » * l4 ’ *3 ' and V  111 ecluation (2*38) by using (2.34) ,(2.33), (2.36) and (2.37) and minimising,the optimum value ofI is given by o
equation (2.39) will be less than the inertia required for the column above
is found to be slightly different from that given for this beam by design of the storey above B.It is therefore proposed that the design of the third storey be used to
Ph3(n +1-5) *3 12EA
(2.39)
The pinned base frames require high values for I„ and I and relatively* 4very low values for I as the column BG and GJ have been allowed to deflectOby the same amount, A. For typical values of n and r I given byoB, thus causing reverse taper. Also the value of 1^  given by equation (2.34)
determine the values for 1^  ,  1^  and 1^  in the bottom two storeys. Thecost of the bottom two storeys can now be represented byZ = m rh q l„ + (m-l)hq,_I, +2hq.I *+ constant terms 2 2  54 64 (2.40)
\ A
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Substitution for 12 and I • in (2.40) by using (2 . 35) and (2 . 37) and differentiation to minimise Z leads to
3 r  'i . Ph___24EA 2(n + l-5) + r 2mq2(n + 2’ 5)(3n +6-5) (m - l ) q 3 + q 4 (2
I2 and are given by equation (2.40) and (2.35). Although equation (2.41) is for the bottom storey column, the value of n is the one appropriate for the storey next to the bottom.
2 .6 EXPRESSIONS FOR THE BOTTOM TWO STOREYS OF FIXED BASE FRAME
h/2 
h/ 2
h/2-3<r <D 5TD ■ - C mCO CD >N *D «
£ c
.41)
Figure 2.8
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The design is based on the subassemblage shown in figure (2.8) . Comparison with figure (2.3) shows that equation (2.8) can still be used for 6  ^ by taking the value of n appropriate for the.storey next to the bottom.The sway equation for GJ is given byM + M r_  + (n + 2-5)Ph = 0 (2.42)GJ joand from slope deflection equations for GJ
EI4 6 AM = -----h ( 46g  ’ h * (2.43)
El 6 A*IIo « » O ' ----  )h (2.44)This leads to
A (n +2'5)Ph 312EI4 (2.45)
Considering equilibrium of moments at joint G
MGF + MGH + MC J - < "  + 1' ! > f  ■ (2.46)By the slope deflection equations for FG and GH
6EIM _ _  = MGF GHand M is given by (2.43) GJ
Substituting in (2.46) and replacing A by using (2.45)
( n +  2) Ph2 L
E L I  + 1 2  Ehl 
4 2
(2.47)
As in the case of pinned base frame , equations (2.10) - (2.12) and (2.14) also apply to the subassemblage of figure (2.7). The derivation of expressions for 1  ^ and therefore follows the same steps as the derivation of (2.13) and (2.15) with (2.47) replacing (2.9). The results are( n + l ) ( r l  + 1 2  1 )I . = ---------------4~----------- (2.48)12 (n + 2)12 (n + 2) Prh3I3 + (n + 1-5) Prh3I4 - 12 E f i r l ^12 [ 1 2 EAl3 - (n + l-5 )P h 3 ] (2.49)The representation of cost is given by equation (2.38) in which I 'oand I ‘ can be taken as half of I and I respectively.4 3 4Accurate analysis has shown that unless the frame is lower than fourstoreys or L is less than h , fixity of the column base will result in ahigher value for I3 than that for 1  ^ if the same amount of deflection,A , is allowed in both the storeys. To avoid reverse taper 1^  istherefore taken equal to I3> Expressions for 1^  and I change to(n + l) ( r  I + 1 2  I )1 = ------------------------— (2.50)1 12 ( n + 2 )(13n+25-5) Prh3I -12EArl 2 I = ------------------------------------- —
2 12 [ 12E AI - (n +1-5) Ph3)] (2 .51)
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The cost expression is now given by
Z mrh2 +mrhq2I2 + 2 (m - 1)1^ +  t t q ^ ” (2.52)
Using (2.50) and (2.51) 1^  and I can be substituted in (2.52) and taken as 1^ / 2. Differentiation of the expression for Z with respect to I leads to the following expression if Z Is to beOa minimum ,
Ph12EA ( n + 1*5) + r 6m(n +  l * 5 ) { q 1(n +  1) +  2q2(n +  2)} ' 2 4{(m -l)q 3+ q 4} - q 2 mr2(2.53)
I2 and 1  ^ may now be calculated by using (2.50) and (2.51) while ! 4 = I3 and l /  = ^  = 1J2 .
2.7 DESIGN OF A SIX-STOREY FOUR BAY FRAMEUse of the equations derived so far w ill be illustrated by designingthe frame of figure (2.2.) with H = 20 kN , h = 3*5 m , L = 7m ,
2E = 210 kN/mm and A = h/350. F o r  the initial design the cost factors are taken as unity. As a result the design expressions are simplified as follows :
0 ) Top storey 3I3 =
=
Ph 24EA¿ 3
( 1 + r / 1*5 ) (2.54)
(2 .55)
I1 is given by (2.24)
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Beams Internal column External columnsMember Inertia Member Inertia Member Inertia4 4 4cm cm cm
AB 599 BD 1467 AC 734CD 2552 DF 3828 CE 1914E F 5104 FH 6380 EG 3190GH 7656 HK 8932 GJ 4466
pinned JK 10208 KM 8932 JL 4466base LM 24292 MP 40934 LN 20467
fixed JK 10328 KM 11224 JL 5612base LM 11040 MP 11224 LN 5612
Table 2.3
Although the beams E F  and GH are designed twice, once as of the storey above the beam and then as 1  ^ of the storey below the beam, both the calculations will give identical values for a particular beam with cost factors as unity. Even when the exact weight-inertia ratios are taken as cost factors the differences do not exceed 6% of the laiger value in frames having L >  h. The beam CD has also been designed twice, as part of the top storey and part of an intermediate storey. The difference between the two inertias will not exceed 10% of the smaller value. In the fixed base case the beam JK has been designed twice and the higher value has been taken. Again, the difference between the two values will usually be very small.
To check the validity of the method, the pinned base design has been analysed by a computer program based on the matrix displacement method neglecting axial deformation of the members. Results showed the horizontal deflections , from top to bottom, as 9.73 ,10*01 , 9*99 , 9*92 , 10*30 and 10*06 m m. The overall sway was 60*02 mm. The low deflect ion of the top storey arose because the inertia adopted for the beam CD was that required to control the deflection over the storey height below C D . This was greater than the inertia given for CD by the top storey design equations. In the second storey up from the base, the points of contraflexure in the columns were 4% away from the midheight position assumed in deriving the expressions of Sec. (2.5). This resulted in the deflections for the bottom three storeys departing slightly from the permissible value. However, the results show that the proposed method is sufficiently accurate for the purpose of design.The fixed base design has also been analysed by the computer, the corresponding deflections from top to bottom being 9*73 , 10*01 ,9*99 , 9*96 , 10*01 and 7*46 mm. The low value for the bottom storey is due to the column inertia for this level being governed by the need to avoid reverse taper.The design equations, based on assumed points of contraflexure, give beam and column inertias which increase down the frame in proportion to the increasing horizontal shear. Intuitively this would seem to be the optimum arrangement. The success of the method in giving the optimum ratio between beam inertia and column inertia has also been examined.As the q values have been taken as unity so far in the design of the six-storey four-bay frame, the cost, C , has been represented byC = I I L  (2.60)the summation being over all the members of the frame.
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To test optimality, the column Inertias for the pinned base design were reduced by 5% and the beam inertias increased by 3*5% so as to maintain the same value of C as earlier. The frame was then analysed accurately. For a second alternative the column inertias of the original design were increased by 5% while the beams were reduced by 3*5%. The frame was analysed again.In the first instance the deflection of the storeys, starting from the top, were 9*66, 9*96, 9*94, 9*88, 10*32 and 10* 12 mm, i .e .  an overall deflection of 59*88 mm. When the columns were increased, the corresponding deflections were 9*84, 10*09, 10*07, 10*00,10*31 and 10*05 mm, i .e .  an overall deflection of 60*36 mm.Comparison of these results with the deflections given by the design of table (2.3) show that by using slightly less stiff columns with stiffer beams a little more economy could be achieved for the same overall deflection. But this would lead to greater deflections in the bottom two storey violating the permissible limits.Similar alternative analysis of the fixed base frame, however, showed that both the modified designs had greater overall deflections than those given by the proposed method. It is concluded that the method generates beam and column inertias which are sufficiently close to the optimum for practical design.The initial design solution shown in table (2.3) is based on unit values of the cost factors. Once these inertias have been calculated and sections chosen, the values of the cost factors corresponding to the sections can be determined. The frame can then be redesigned using the actual 'q'-values. Iteration can be carried out with the latest 'q'-values until convergence onto one set of sections is obtained.Table (2.4) shows the standard rolled sections selected from tables(2 . 1) and (2 . 2) for the members of the frame corresponding to the inertias given in table (2.3) for the fixed base frame.
>-■  / v/* •
Beams Internal Columns External ColumnsqUB sections .x lO * 4kg/cmS UC sections q UC sections ^AB 152 x 89(RSJ) 1.94 BD 152 x 152 x 30 1.72 AC 152 x 152 x 23 1.82CD 254x102x 22 0.77 DF 203 x 203 x 46 1 . 01 CE 152 x 152 x 37 1.67EF 305x102x 28 0.52 FH 203 x 203 x 71 0.93 EG 203 x 203 x 46 1.01GH 356x127x 33 0.40 HK 254 x 254 x 73 0.64 G J 203 x 203 x46 1.01JK 406x140x 39 0.31 KM 254 x 254 x 73 0.64 J L  203 x 203 x 60 0.99LM 406x140z 39 0.31 MP 254 x 254 x 73 0.64 LN 203 x 203 x 60 0.99
Table 2.4Beams Internal Columns External ColumnsMember Inertia Member cm ^ Inertia cm 4 Member Inertia cm ^AB 638 BD 1275 AC 637CD 2779 DF 3290 CE 1645EF 5748 FH 5213 EG  2606GH 8661 HK 7250 GJ 3625JK 12503 KM 8401 JL  4201LM 14228 MP 8401 LN 4201
Table 2.5
Beams Internal Columns External ColumnsUB sections qx 10"* kg/cm'’ UG sections q UC sections qAB 152 x 89(RSJ) 1.94 BD 152 x 152 x23 1.82 AC 152x152x23 1.82CD 254 x102 x 22 0.77 DF 203 x 203 x46 1. 01 CE 152x152x30 1.72EF 356 x 127x 33 0.40 FH 203 x 203 x52 0.99 EG 203x203x46 1.01GH 406 x 140 x39 0.31 HK 203 x 203 x71 0.93 GJ 203x 203x46 1.01JK 406 x 140 x39 0.31 KM 254 x 254 x73 0.64 JL  203x 203x46 1.01LM 406 x 140 x 46 0.29 MP 254 x 254 x73 0.64 LN 203x 203x46 1.01
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Table 2.6
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As discussed in Sec. (2.3) the cost factor consists of the terms 'a' and 'b' (equation 2 .2 ). While the factor 'a' is the weight-inertia ratio of the rolled sections the factor 'b' was used to allow for(i) different percentage increases on the weightof the members of a frame to include connections,stiffeners e tc ., and(ii) different cost rates for different members.It is common practice to assume that the same percentage increase and the same rate apply to all members. For a rigid-jointed frame a uniform increase of about 10% is generally made to allow for the connections, stiffeners etc. As V  is therefore constant the cost factor. , q , may be assumed to depend solely upon the weight-inertia ratio of the sections selected which are shown in table (2.4). These values are now used in the equations to give revised inertias which are shown in table (2.5) and the corresponding rolled sections are shown in table (2.6). The relatively high q-values for the columns of the initial design have led to a redistribution of stiffness towards the beams to achieve optimality in the overall cost. When the procedure is repeated once more, using q-values of table (2 .6 ) , changes in the inertias are not significant enough to cause any further change of sections.Comparing the total weight of the members in tables (2.4) and (2.6) it is found that the final design is only 0*3% lighter than the initial design. This is due to the restricted range of available sections, showing that the use of equation (2.60) to represent the cost may be adequate. Design on the basis of equation (2.60) enables the use of simple expressions (equations 2.51. - 2.59) and avoids any Iteration.
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NON-UNIFORM MULTISTOREY FRAMES:OPTIMUM DESIGN TO DEFLECTION LIMITATIONS.
3.1 INTRODUCTIONMultistorey frames having unequal bay width and/or unequal storey heights are defined here as ’non-uniform' frames. ’Regular’ frames with unequal horizontal loads acting at the joints shall also be considered to be in this category. Design equations for such frames will be complex compared to those for the 'regular' frames. Moreover, in frames with varying storey heights the design procedure for the bottom two storeys is not a straightforward one. Comparative design studies with different sets of equations satisfying the permissible deflections of each of the two storeys are necessary.Figure (3.1) shows the intermediate storey subassemblage of a Yion-uniform' frame. According to the assumptions of the Portal method (Sec.1.1 of chapter I ) the total horizontal shear at any level is divided between the bays in proportion to their relative widths.
CHAPTER III
* 1 J b
'i
— - - —  -
It can therefore be shown that fo r  the columns
3,1 3 , 2Jl + 1 2 = i l t - l  = • > . . . .=  l3,m + 1(12 + V (3 .1)
where I ,» I-  ,*  I~ , ................I-  . , are the columna z j)  j  3, m t  iinertias, m being the number of bays and
1. , 1 , 1 ..................,1 are the bay widths .1 2  3 mThe beam stiffness will depend on the bay widths. Thus, for the lower beams of the storey,
2 , 1 2 , 2 2 ,3 2 , m (3.2)
and similarly for the upper beams of the storey ,
*1 ,3  _ .  _ ri , m  (3.3)I3 2 "  ■ ■ ■ ”  l 2
where I„ , ,  I .  .  ,  I .  ................... ...  I are the inertias2,1 2 ,2 2 ,3  2,mof the lower beams ,and I, , , I . I, .»  ................» 1. are the inertias1 , 1  1,2 1,3 l ,  mof the upper beams.
!1. 1  _  *1 . 2  _
* 2i A M , __________—  -*• -  • ■
It can therefore be shown that fo r  the columns
3,1 3,2ll + 1 2 3, 3 .(1 + 1  )2 3 3,m + 1 1 (3.1)
WhereI3 , l ’ I3.2' !3 .3 ................\  m + 1  are the columninertias, m being the number of bays and
‘i 'V V , . ,  1 a re the bay widths . mThe beam stiffness will depend on the bay widths. Thus, for the lower beams of the storey,
m2m (3.2)
and similarly for the upper beams of the storey ,
1,12 (3.3)
Wherel2 , r  I2 .2 ’ I2.3* of the lower beams ,
and h . l  ’ Il , 2* h,3’
, I are the inertias2 ,m
, I, are the inertiasl,mof the upper beams
3.2 EXPRESSIONS FOR INTERMEDIATE STOREYS
(total shea r)
h2/2
hl ¡2
u g0) —* Jr. 4_tc 53 <U>■. s? J>„  c£ °
ill °
h3 !i
3.2.
Figure (3.2) shows the subassemblage consisting of the second column from the windward face, in between the first and second bay of a typical Intermediate storey.p is the total horizontal shear in the columns of the storey under consideration while Pj and P3 are those in the storey above and below respectively. L < = 4  + *2 + *3 + . .  .  + lm> Is the total width of the frame.
Proceeding as in Se c . (2.3)
and
* l \ +W l222 4 E L I 1 , 2
<P2h2 + P3h3)1224 E L  I2 . 2
(3 .4 )
(3.5)
For M^g  = M g b  , = 9 ç . From (3.4) and (3.5)
1.2
(Pl hl + P 2h2 )(P2h2 + P 3h3) 2 .2 (3.6)
Applying the slope deflection equations for column BG
MBG
MGB
E I3f 2
<4V  2eo
6A
- —  )
hZh2
E I3f 2
< * B + 4 V
6A---- ) (3.7)
hZ hzA being the horizontal deflection of the storey.
Again, taking moment about G , for GE
MGB 4L
Using (3 .6), (3.7) and (3.8) . l^2 is given as
2 , 2 (P2h2 + P3h3) h2l2 *3,2 2 4 E A L I3 .2 * < 11+ 12)P2h23
(3.8)
(3.9)
à à  atitu  o N.* L
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From (3.6) and (3.9)
I ,  W W V 2  ‘ 3.21 , 2  2) E M - l3 , 2 - < V V P2h23 (3 .1 0 )
Applying the same principle as adopted for the regular frame (figure 2.4b) the cost function for an intermediate storey of 'non-uniform' frame may be expressed as
Z = + I l , 2qi , 2 1.2 + ........... + Il ,m qi ,m 1m)/2 +( I 2 , i q2 , l 12 + I2 , 2q2 , 212 + ........... + ^ .m ^ .m  m/ 2  +( I q + 1 q + 3,1 3,1 3,2 3,2 ,+  I q +1 q )L3, m 3,m 3,m 3 ,m +l n(3.11)whereqi , l  * qi , 2 ,  q are the cost factor of the upper beams , 1 , mq2 , l ’ q2 , 2 , .  " ,q are the cost factors of the lower beams 2 ,m..q  are the cost factors of the columns.q3 ,1 * q3,2 * ,H3,m+ 1
Using equations (3.1) ,  (3,2) and (3.3) in (3.11), Z can be expressed in terms of Ij 2 , and I^ 2 as follows
7 = W I +W I + W h i  „c 1 1,2 2 2,2 3 2 3,2 (3.12)where
W,
W„
qi , l * l  + q 1 . 2 * 2  + • • • + q l ,m 1m21223q2 . 11l 3 + q 2 . 2 123 +  •••’ + q 2 ,m 1m
2 1 2 2
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W. (q3 .1 + q 3 .2 )1 l +(q3.2+ q 3.3)1 2+1 + 1  1 2 ■ •*(q3,m+ q 3 . nH- l > 1m
Equations (3.9) and (3.10) may now be used in (3.12) to express the cost functions in terms of I „ alone. Differentiating Z with respect toOf *I and equating to zero, the optimum value of I is given by 3« * Of *
Poho3(1, + 1o) + ho1~ /  P2h2(1l + 12)r2 2 2 2 o3,2 24EAL (3.13)During differentiation, q-terms were assumed to be constants. So,equations(3.13), (3.10) and (3.6) give the optimum inertias for column and beams of the second bay. Once these are found, the required inertias of the other members of the storey can be calculated by using (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3).
3 .3 . EXPRESSIONS FOR THE TOP STOREYThe cost function, Z , for the top storey of a non-uniform frame
O cV 2«  S
h2/2
re 3.3
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may be expressed in terms of the inertia of the members in its second bay (figure 3.3) as
Z = 2W I, +W I - +W h i1 1,2 2 2,2 3 2 3,2 (3.14)where W , W and W are as defined previously. 1 2  3Proceeding as in the previous cases, the optimum inertia of the members in the second bay are expressed by the following equations :
Pl hl 3( *1 + 12) + V 2 /  1 l ( l  2> [ 2W1P1h1 + W2(P1hi + P^  h2) ]
3,2 24 E&L
f .  * l\ +V2h2)hll22 . 2  24EALl3f2-P1h13(l1+l2)
( 3.15)
( 3.16 )
Pl hl
1,2 Pl V P2h2 (3.17 )
P , P , h ,  h ,  1 and 1 are as shown in figure (3.3) , 6. is  1 2 1 2 1 2the horizontal deflection of the top storey and L is the total widthof the frame.
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3.4 EXPRESSIONS FOR PINNED BASE BOTTOM STOREYSFigure (3.4) shows the subassemblage consisting of the second column from the windward face of the pinned base bottom storeys of a non-uniform fra m e ..
v 2
2 ' 2
V 2i 1» «» 2v-i COc cCO CJ
Figure 3.4
Unlike the case of ’ regular’ frame the bottom storeys of a ’non-uniform’ frame may have different permissible values of deflection for the two
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storeys ( if h *£= h ) say, A for the bottom storey and A for the 2 3 b  tsecond storey from the bottom.In a pinned-base fram e, unless h 2 is significantly larger than h3 , thepermissible deflection of the bottom storey, i .e .  Afa , will governthe design and the required I will be considerably larger than4t ZI . The beam I will also be very large compared to I .3,2 2,2 l » 2Considering joint G  and proceeding as earlier ,
20 _  <P2h2 + 2P3h3>12G (3.18)24 ELI 2 , 2By using the slope-deflection of column GJ and the condition thatM = 0 , rotation of the joint J is given as JG . 3 A,6 = h ( ---- ^J  h3 6G > (3.19)
and MGJ E I4,2 6&b( 4 6 + 2 6 -  - r -  ) (3.20 )
P3h3A g a in , M -  -  O j + V2L (3.21)Using equations (3.18) “ (3.21) ,
> P2h2t2P3h3>N '2 '4.2' 2’ 2 ’  2<EV 14 .2 -4 P3h33 (ll t l ! ) (3 .22)
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storeys ( if h h , ) say, A for the bottom storey and A for the 2 3 b  tsecond storey from the bottom.In a pinned-base frame, unless h2 is significantly larger than h3 , thepermissible deflection of the bottom storey, i .e .  A  ^ , will governthe design and the required I will be considerably larger than4, LI . The beam I will also be very large compared to I .3,2 2,2Considering joint G and proceeding as earlier ,
0 = G g 2h 2 + 2P3h3) *2 (3.18)24 ELI 2 , 2By using the slope-deflection of column GJ and the condition thatM = 0 , rotation of the joint J is given as JG
6 = J h3 V
and m g j = E I 4.2h3 ( 4 8 g  + 2 «,
Again , m g j  = P3h3 ('i +V2L
6Ah3
(3.19)
(3.20 )
(3.21)
Using equations (3.18) - (3.21) ,
( P2h2+2P3h3)h312 l4,2
'2-2~ 2)E \ LV 2 - 4P3h3 V V (3 .22)
From  the d iscu ssio n  in Sec. (2 .5 ) if  h h , I required toJ Z O f Z9satisfy will usually be smaller than the corresponding columninertia of the third storey from bottom, i .e .  of column BD ( figure 3.4).Also the required I will be smaller than the inertia required for 1 9 Zthe same beam as part of the third storey. So, to avoid reverse taper in the column, the same section will be used in the second and third storeys.The cost function for the bottom storeys can therefore be expressed, sim ilar to equation (2.40), as
Using (3.22) and (3.23) and differentiating, the optimum inertia of the bottom column is given as
The above arrangement will also be applicable to cases where h  ^ is equal to or slightly larger than h  ^ .  However, to check whether the
Z = 2W„I2 2 ,2 + constant terms (3.23)where
W4
q , , q  ............... .....  , being the cost factors of columns4,1 4,2 4, m + 1in the bottom storey.
I4,2 = 6 E A. L b (3.24)
value of I „ required to satisfy A is higher than the corresponding 3» 2 f
T
J . r 1 L  ^  iiiifT m  r '  M
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expression for I„ „ in terms of A and I is obtained in the3,2 t 2,2following way.
column in ertia  of the third storey , which is  possib le  if  h >  h , an
2 3
Referring to figure (3.4) , 6 is given by equation (3.4) andB9 has been expressed in (3.18). Slope-deflection equations and Cjconditions of equilibrium give ,E lMGB
26EI
^ - 2 (4 9 + 2 ° ------ - >
° B -2
MGF 2J _  e 6EI„ „12^2.1 e, 2 G1
6EIMGH 1.hi. 9G
M is given by (3.21)GJConsidering equilibrium of joint G
m g f  + m g h  + m gb  + m g j  = 0which gives
( *1 + l 2 ) P2h2 I 2, 23,2 24 E \  L ,2 ,2 - » , 2h2 * ÎP3h3, l '2l22 (3.25)
[3  ^ given by (3.25) will be compared with the inertia of the corresponding column of the third storey and the higher value will be used for I3 2 .
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In frames where h is significantly laiger than h I given by 2, 6 «5» *(3.25) may even be larger than I „ given by (3.24) indicating that4, lwill govern the design of both the storeys. In such a case, toavoid reverse taper, the bottom two storeys will have the samecolumn sections, i .e .  , I , _ will be equal I , and the design4 f 2 O p mtcriterion will be different from that considered above. The cost function will now be given by
Z = W, I, + 2W I + W„ (h + h ) I 1 1  22 3 2  3 3 (3.26)where W„ corresponds to the second storey from the bottom, oBy adopting the same procedure described above, expressions for the member inertias are given by
! 3,2 *4,2
................. ........  3 . , „  2 / tWl(Pl hl + P 2h2>+2W2 W 2P3h3 » (1l +12>P2■ ‘ i + v ^  + v w --------------w 3 (h2+ h3)---------------------------------24E& L
'3 ,2
2 ' 2 ’ 24E “ t L13 . 2 - <1l * V P2h2 3
1.2 V l +P2h 2 >P2h2 + 2P3h3 2 , 2 ( 3 . 2 9 )
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The design procedure can be summarised as follows :(i) Calculate I4 2 and I2 2 using (3.24) and (3.22).(ii) Calculate I using (3.25)*3, 2(iii) If I Is smaller than the inertia of the corresponding column In the third storey continue the same section down to the second storey. If not, use I „ calculated inOf &step (ii).For I use I „ of the third storey obtained for the1 , 2same beam.If i calculated in step (ii) is also larger than I3.2 4,2 as calculated in step (i) redesign the members usingthe following steps.(iv) Calculate 2 * = *4 2 * * *2 2 and *1 2 USing (3,27  ^(3.28) and (3.29).If I „ calculated above is smaller than I of the third1 . 2  2 , 2storey use the larger value.(v) Calculate inertia of the other members of the bottom two storeys using (3. l)j(3.2) and (3.3).
3.5 EXPRESSIONS FOR FIXED BASE BOTTOM STOREYSThe fixed base subassemblage can be represented by figure (3.4) considering the joint J as fixed. All the other notations remain unchanged.
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Due to restraint at the base of the columns, design of the bottom storey subassemblage will be governed by the deflection of second storey, i . e . ,  A , unless h is greater than h . To avoid reverse tapert «J iI is made equal to I „ and expressions are derived for the4»Z Of^member inertias following a procedure similar to that in Sec. (3.4).The sway equation for the column GJ and the condition of equilibrium at joint G can be used to find the rotation of joint G which is given as
e °  24ELh3 (11 + V I2.2+122l4,2 (3.30)
0 is expressed by (3.4).BUsing these expressions and the slope-deflection equations of column BG , the beam inertias can be found as
2 , 2 h2}2 (P2h2 + P 3h3) *3,2‘“ ‘. v V i V v »jV V (3.31)
1 . 2
Vi V i * 1!1. " »24E l , U 3,2-P2h23 <1l + , 2> (3.32)
The cost function is given by equation (3.26). Using (3.31) and (3.32) in the expression for cost function and differentiating.the column inertias are given as
1 /
(3 .3 3 )24 E& Ltwhere
Y
1
Wj , and W  ^ are as defined earlier.
When h > h inertia of the bottom storey members calculated by o ^using (3.31) , (3.32) and (3.33) may cause the actual deflection of the
equations have been obtained by satisfying the deflection of the second
can be obtained by using either of the two methods described below.
In the first nethod different sections are used for I„ _ and I „ .3,2 4,2While the values oi l3 2 ’ l2 2 and 4  2 remaln “ altered ascalculated by (3.33), (3.21) and (3.22) respectively, a separatevalue for I _ satisfying A is obtained by using the following4 , 2  bquadratic equation which expresses the relationship between Iz, z
bottom storey, 6  ^ , to be higher than the permissible value as these
storey from the bottom, . This may be checked by calculating
I .  „ and I„ „ ,  I „ in this case being equal to I .4( Z  Z 9 Z  4» Z  <Jf Z
6
(3.34)If 6 exceeds A , the permissible value, a satisfactory design b b
-  : rf

On rare occasions 6  ^ may exceed A^ . In such a case a solution satisfying both A^  and A^  may be obtained by redesigning only the beam, 2 • usinS the expression given by (3.31) while other members remain unaltered.Comparison of the weight of the members given by the two methods can be made before selecting the one producing minimum weight. If, however , it is desired to use the same column section in the two storeys for convenience of construction the first of the two methods can be avoided altogether and the second method used to calculate the inertias when members designed by (3.31), (3.32) and (3.33) have failed to satisfy A^.The design procedure can be summarized as follows :(i) Assume 1^ 2 = \  2 and calculate 1^ 2 .  1^ 2 and 1^ 2 using (3.33), (3.31) and (3.32).(ii) Calculate 6  ^ using (3.34)
If 6 > A revise the design using the following steps, b b(iii) Calculate new values for 1^  2 using (3.35) whileI . I and I „ remain as calculated in step (i).
3, 2 * 2 , 2  1, 2(iv) Assume I3 2= l4 2 and calculate I4>2’ I2 ,2 andIl ,2  using (3.36) , (3.37) and (3.38).Calculate 6 using (3.39). If 6. > At revise 1t t ^using (3.31)(v) Compare the total weight of members of the bottom two storeys given in steps (iii) and (iv).Select the cheaper design .
\ —-****" afl - - ■
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(vi)
(vii)
3.6
lOkN
20kN
20kN
20kN
20kN
20kN
a— . .  -  * !;- i i i a t  •
Compare the value of I with I of the third storey and use the larger inertia.Calculate inertia of other members of the bottom two storeys using (3.1) , (3.2) and (3.3).
DESIGN OF A SIX-STOREY TWO-BAY FRAME
Figure 3.5
\
The ’non-uniform' frame shown in figure (3.5) will now be designed with the following constraints :(i) Column and beam sections will only be changed every second storey to reduce fabrication cost.(ii) No beam section shall have a nominal depth greater than 406 mm.(iii) To satisfy strength requirements, members must resist the beam-mechanism collapse of plastic theory at a load factor of 1*5. , 2The permissible sway deflection is h/300, E is 210 kN/mm and 
2Fy = 240 N/mm .To satisfy conditions (i) and (iii) sections required for the beam are 203 x 133 x 25 UB in bay (1) and 305 x 165 x 40 UB in bay (2). The required external columns are 152 x 152 x 30 UC. These constitute a lower-bound for the design.In order to satisfy condition (i) it is convenient to start the designwith the bottom two storeys. Using equations (3.31) - (3.34) it isfound that the design will be governed by the permissible deflectionof the lowest storey and the optimum inertias are thereforecalculated using equations (3.36) - (3.38). From (3.39) it is foundthat * is satisfied. The optimum inertias are shown in table (3.1).t 4The inertia required for beam ST is 30610 cm which would necessitatea 457 mm deep UB, thus violating condition (ii). It is thereforedecided to assign 406 x 178 x 74 UB to ST which has an inertia of427280 cm . This value is now substituted into (3.37) and (3.38) to calculate feasible inertias of PSV and FQ. The values for RS, NP,NRU, QTW are then found using (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3). The feasible inertias and the respective rolled sections for the bottom two storeys
are shown in cable (3.1). If the third storey is considered inisolation (3.13), (3.9) and (3.6) provide optimum inertias, those for4 4beams FQ and NP being 24090 cm and 10710 cm respectively.However, due to the restrictions of condition (i) these two beamsshall have the same sections as those of ST and RS which are 4 427280 cm and 12410 cm respectively. Provision of these excess inertias in the beams can be made use of by designing the columns and upper beams of this storey in relation to those inertias. In (3.9) the value of  ^ is taken as 27280 and I _ is calculated, giving a feasible inertia for LP . (3.6) is then used to calculate the feasible inertia of LM . The values for the remaining members of the third storey are calculated using(3.1) - (3.3). Sections chosen for KL and LM are also assigned to GH and HJ to satisfy condition (i) and similarly the third storey column sections are continued up to the fourth storey. Design of the remaining two storeys follows in a similar manner using the sections already assigned to GH and HJ to calculate corresponding column and upper beam inertias. Resulting inertias and corresponding rolled sections for the intermediate and top storeys are shown in table (3.2). In this frame the initial lower- bound solution satisfying strength requirement has not governed the design of any of the members. This is because of the high wind load being distributed only in two bays causing permissible horizontal deflection to govern the design of all the storeys.This would not have been so if the frame had more bays or if the external wind forces were considerably smaller.During the design procedure the cost factors, q, have been assigned unit values. If actual values of q are used,
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Member OptimumInertiacm1* FeasibleInertiacm^ Feasible sectionST 30612 27279 406 x 178 x 74 UB
FQ 23215 20996 406 x 178 x 74 UBRS 13605 12124 406 x 140 x 39 UBNP 10318 9332 406 x 140 x 39 UBPSV 23752 24853 305 x 305 x 118 UCNRU 9501 9941 254 x 254 x 73 UCQTW 14251 14912 254 x 254 x 89 UC
Table 3.1
Member FeasibleInertiacm^ FeasibleSection
FQ 27279 406 x 178 x 74 UBLM & HJ 20459 406 x 178 x 60 UBKL &GH 9093 406 x 140 x 39 UBLP & HL 13413 254 x 254 x 89 UCKN & GK 5365 203 x 203 x 52 UCMQ & JM 8048 254 x 254 x 73 UCE F & BC 10760 406 x 140 x 39 UBDE &AB 4782 254 x 146 x 31 UBEH & BE 4195 203 x 203 x 46 U CDG & AD 1678 152 x 152 x 30 UCFJ & CF 2517 152 x 152 x 37 UC
Table 3.2
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Member OptimumInertiacm'* FeasibleInertia4cm Feasible sectionST 30612 27279 406 x 178 x 74 UBPQ 23215 20996 406 x 178 x 74 UBRS 13605 12124 406 x 140 x 39 UBNP 10318 9332 406 x 140 x 39 UBPSV 23752 24853 305 x 305 x 118 UCNRU 9501 9941 254 x 254 x 73 u cQTW 14251 14912 254 x 254 x 89 UC
Table 3.1
Member FeasibleInertiacm* FeasibleSection
PQ 27279 406 x 178 x 74 UBLM & HJ 20459 406 x 178 x 60 UBKL &GH 9093 406 x 140 x 39 UBLP & HL 13413 254 x 254 x 89 UCKN & GK 5365 203 x 203 x 52 UCMQ & JM 8048 254 x 254 x 73 UCEF & BC 10760 406 x 140 x 39 UBDE &AB 4782 254 x 146 x 31 UBEH & BE 4195 203 x 203 x 46 UCDG & AD 1678 152 x 152 x 30 UCFJ & CF 2517 152 x 152 x 37 UC
Table 3.2
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the UB sections, having lower weight-inertia ratios than the UC sections, cause the inertia of beam members to increase with corresponding decrease of column inertias to satisfy optimisation requirements. In this particular frame, however, the design conditions (i) and (ii) would not permit any significant change on the design solution shown in tables (3.1) and (3.2) if iterations are carried out with actual q-values.From the above exercise it is observed that the design expressions can also be used to find a feasible design solution satisfying restrictions on beam depth and on change of section; they also enable the designer to see the effect of these restrictions on section sizes . Even when there is no restriction on beam depth, use of standard rolled sections will usually necessitate the selection of some inertias higher than those given by the design solution. As the design equations for the beams and columns in a subassemblage are so expressed that the value of one is related to the value of the others, use of the higher inertia of rolled section selected for one member can be made to find the corresponding feasible inertia of the other members. This way the designer may be able to reduce some sections to offset others which are over-stiff.Computer analysis of the six-storey two-bay frame of figure (3.5) with fixed bases shows that the sections given in tables (3.1) and(3.2) lead to acceptable sway deflections. This is expected as in general the inertias of the rolled sections provided are larger than those actually required.To check the validity of the proposed method, each storey of the 'non-uniform* frame has also been designed without restriction
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on beam depth and change of section. Actual inertias given by the equations were assigned to the members without particular sections being chosen. When this design was analysed by computer, the sway deflections showed excellent agreement with the permissible values. Deflections of the different storeys from top to bottom w ith permissible values in parentheses are shown below :
12- 96 (13-33) , 13-35 (13-33), 13-34 (13-33 )13- 36 (13"33), 12-81 (13*33) and 16-65 (16-67) all in mm.The low deflections in the top storey and in the second storey from the bottom are due to similar reasons as mentioned in S e c .(2.7) of chapter II.Optimality of the design has also been studied in the same way as described in S e c .(2.7). The results are similar to those for the regular frame with fixed bases. This indicates that the equations provide a distribution between beams and columns which, for practical purposes, can be regarded as the optimum.
3.7 E FFE C T  OF AXIAL FORCESIn the derivation of design expressions so far, the vertical load acting on the frame has been neglected under the assumption that such load has insignificant effect on the horizontal deflection of the frame.But, as discussed in chapterl , axial load in the members causesdeterioration of stiffness and renders the load-deflection relationship as non-linear ( curve OD of figure (1.3) ). Within the elastic limit of the 'allowable stress' method of design, however,
the effect of axial force is usually small.The points of contraflexure assumed to exist in the mid-point of the members causes the internal columns of a 'regular' frame to have no axial force due to the applied horizontal load. In 'non - uniform' frames, proportioning the beam and column inertias according to the relationships shown in equations (3.1) - (3.3) also causes zero axial force in the internal columns. But in both the cases the external columns have axial forces caused by horizontal load and the vertical loading in the frame causes axial forces in all the columns.To investigate the differences caused by considering the effects of axial forces, the design expressions for a 'regular' frame will be modified by using 'stability functions' s and c in the columns. The stability functions are given as,
height h and inertia 1^  .Denoting the stability functions for the internal columns as s and c and and those for the external columns as s  ^ and c  ^ the expressions for the optimum inertias, derived following the same procedure as in Sec. (2.2)- (2.4) , are as given below.
( 1 -2  of cot 2oc) as (3.40)tan a - «2« - sin 2 «c (3.41)sin 2a -2« cos 2a
where
* = -z—n Elex 2 3V being the total axial force in the column of
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Top storeyPhI3= 4EAs (1+c ) 1 + r. f m s s ^ l  +  c )(l + c 1)(q1+ 2 q 2)12 s ^ i  + C l)(m -l)q3+ s (l + c )q 4_ (3.42)
S(1 + c)*3 = (3.43)28^1 + c x)
Prsh (1 + c) I*2 = 12EAs (1 + c) I3‘ 3Ph (3.44 )
‘i = V4 (3.45)Intermediate storey 3PhI„ 2EAs (1 + c ) (n + 1.5) + r/ ^m ss^l +c)(l + c^)(n + 1.5){(n+l)ql +(n+2)q2l| 1 2 i s 1(l +  c1 ) (m -l )q 3+ s ( l  + c ) q 4 }(3.46)
I2= Prsh (1 + c)(n + 2) I* 312EAs (1 + c ) I  -6(n +1.5) Ph (3.47)
!1 = n +1n + 2 (3.48)
is given by (3.43)
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Top storeyPh4EAs (1 + c ) 1 + rj /mss1(l +c)(l + c 1)(q1+2q2)12 si (l + C l)(m -l)q3+ s(l + c)q 4 (3.42)
S(1 + c )*3 = (3.43)2sa(1 + c x)
Prsh (1 + c )I
l2= ------------------- “------- 312EAs (1 + c) I -3PhO (3.44 )
= Y4 (3.45)Intermediate storey Ph3I3 = 2EAs (1 + c ) (n + 1.5) + r II mss^(l + c)(l +Cj)(n + 1.5){(n+l)q1+(n+2)q2^ 12is1(l + c1)(m-l)q3+ s (l + c)q 4 }(3.46)
Y
Prsh (1 + c)(n + 2) Ig 312EAs (1 + c )I3-6(n+1.5)Ph (3.47)
I! = n +1n + 2 (3.48)
Is given by (3.43)
Fixed base  bottom storey
I = I is given by the quadratic equation 3 4X I 32 + y i 3 + z  = 0
where
X =
Y =
Z =
4 Ky <K7K9K10+ K 7K10Ku K12 - Kl K2K6K8 > 
4K4 ^ i W s ' W l O  * K 7K 10K U K 12 >
K4 ( K4K9K10 +  K4K10K11K12 '  * 1 ^ 3 * 5  J 
48 sl ( 1 + c x)( n + 2 )K1 =K2 = (n + l j q j  + 2  (n + 2)q2
= 4 ( 1 +c)(n +  2) + (1 -c ) ( n +  1-5) 
3K = (n + 1 • 5) Ph2 4= Pmsr h
K , = (1 +c)(l - c)
K = (1 + c) EAs. 2 2 = E*mhr s
— - •*- ■ '■
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K9 = mss1hr (1 +^>(1 -c) (n + l ) q i
K1 q = 48 ( n + 2 )
Ku  = 96 (n + 2)
K
12
s l (  1 +  c 1)(m - 1) q3+  s (1 +  c) q4
Prsh3{ 2(1 + c)(n + 2) + (l-c)(n + 1 * 5)} ^-2(1 + c)(l-c) EArs2^ 248 (1 + c) EAsI - 24( n + 1 • 5) Ph3
( n + l) ^ 2 4 I2 + S r ( l - c ) I 3} 24 ( n + 2)
is given by (3.43)
In deriving the above expressions the stability functions were considered as constant terms while differentiating the cost function with respect to*3 ’Even if the q-values are taken as unity, use of these expressions requires iterative calculations initially assuming s = s  ^ = 4 and c = c  ^ = 0‘ 5 and then using the latest values of s , c , s  ^ and Cj corresponding to the set of sections chosen in the earlier operation. Iteration continues till successive operations result in the same set of sections.A computer program suitable for desk-top computers has been written for design of ’ regular’ frames using the above expressions. Flow
diagram for design procedure has been shown in figure (3.6).Similar programmes have also been written for the optimum design of 'regular* frames without considering the effect of axial forces using the expressions derived in chapter II and for the design of 'non-uniform' frames. These automatic design programmes use the discrete section properties (inertia and q-values) of the rolled sections shown in tables (2.1) and (2.2).The regular 'frame' of figure (2.1) (Sec.2.7) has been designed by using these computer programmes (i) without considering the effects of axial load and then (ii) considering the effect of axial forces in the columns. In the latter case u .d . load of 35*9 kN/m has been taken in the roof and floors. Results showing the actual inertias required for the members by the two designs are shown in Table (3.3).It is observed that the differences in the values of required insertias given by the two design solutions are small enough to be considered negligible for practical design purposes. The table also shows that the results shown in table (2.5) of chapter II for the same frame after a single Iteration by hand calculation compare favourably with the final design given by the computer. While in the final design some of the beam inertias increase, there are corresponding reductions in the inertia of columns, thus keeping the total weight of the frame almost the same as given by hand calculation. In terms of rolled sections there is no difference between the results of table (2.5) (corresponding rolled sections shown in table 2.6) and those of table (3.3).
Figure 3.
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Beams Internal Columns External ColumnsWithout With Without With axial Without Withaxial force axial force axial force force axial force axial force
AB 639 640 BD 1274 1289 AC 637 640CD 2914 2922 DF 3067 3093 CE 1534 1549E F  5969 5987 FH 4946 5007 EG 2473 2484GH 9401 9430 HK 6515 6588 GJ 3259 3282JK 12687 12749 KM 8258 8336 JL 4133 4177LM 14482 14651 MP 8258 8336 LN 4133 4177
Table 3.3
3.8 GRAPHICAL SOLUTION FOR INTERMEDIATE STOREYSOF REGULAR FRAMES
The expression for the optimum Inertia of internal columns of the intermediate storeys of a regular frame is given by equation (2.23). The expression can be modified as
(3.52)
where
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A large number of ’regular' frames with different values for (i) load Intensity, (ii) permissible sway deflection, (iii) bay width/ storey height ratio , (iv) number of bays and (v) number of storeys were designed by using the computer program discussed in Sec. (3.7). No vertical load was applied but the non-linear effect on exterior columns due to wind load was considered. Choice of sections was restricted to those shown in tables (2.1) and (2.2).The final optimum inertia for the different intermediate storeys of the frames given by these designs corresponds to an approximate linear relationship between C and n for frames of the same width- height ratio (r) and number (m) of bays. Figure (3.7) shows this relationship fo ra  two-bay frame. The five straight lines represent the C -n  relationship for r-values of 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. For any other value of r, between 1 and 5 , the corresponding value of C can be found by interpolation. Figures (3.8) - (3.11) show similar graphical solutions for 3-bay, 4-bay, 5-bay and 6-bay frames.These graphs can be used to find the values of C for all the intermediate storeys of a frame corresponding to the n-value of each storey. The optimum inertia of the internal columns (I3> of each storey Is then obtained by using equation (3.51) of which3Ph /( 12EA ) is constant for the frame. Once is known,I , I and I* can be calculated using (2.15) , (2.13) and (2.20)2 1 3respectively.Considering again the six-storey frame (Sec.2.7), for which m = 4 and r = 2 .0  , figure (3.9) may be used to obtain the values of C  for n = 0, 1 and 2 representing the three intermediate storeys. Table (3.4) shows these values and the required inertia of members given by the graphical approach.
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It may be seen that the inertias are very close to the final values given by the iterative calculations by computer program (table 3*3) and are much improved than the initial values obtained by assuming q-values as unity (table 2*3). It has been found that for most of the ’regular* frames, if the initial design of intermediate storeys is carried out by using these graphs instead of using equations ( 2*54) and (2*55) in which’q ’values have been taken as unity , one iteration is usually sufficient to reach the optimum solution and thus the designer can avoid the repetitive calculations required for convergence or the use of computer program.
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n C Beams InternalColumns ExternalColumns0 3.7 CD 2811 DF 3233 CE 16161 5.95 E F 5869 FH 5062 EG 25312 8.05 GH 9030 HK 6849 G J 3424JK 12687
Table 3.4
3.9 CONCLUSIONSEquations have been derived in the two chapters for the design of ’ regular’ and ’non-uniform’ multistorey sway frames to permissible horizontal deflections. The equations have been validated for accuracy and optimality by comparing with accurate computer analysis.
In Chapter II , it has been shown that assumption of unit weight-inertia relationship of standard sections simplifies the expressions and renders the calculation of initial set of sections very simple. Subsequent iterations with actual weight-inertia ratios can be carried out by hand calculation.In this chapter similar expressions for frames with unequal bay width and storey height have been derived. Beam and column inertias have been assumed to vary according to the relationship of equations (3.1 ) - (3.3) which eliminates axial forces in the interior columns and enables the derivation of simple design equations. For frames with large differences in bay widths this relationship may result in solutions slightly away from the optimum. Sometimes it may be found economical and convenient for construction to provide all beams at a particular level with the same inertia . But then, such arrangement would have non-zero axial forces in the columns and the derivation of design expressions would be very difficult.It has also been found that the axial forces in the members due to vertical load do not have significant effect on the design of frames to limiting horizontal deflections.The design expressions can be used for automatic optimum design of frames by desk-top computers by using the properties of rolled sections. When used for hand calculation of 'regular' or 'non-uniform* frames, one or two iterations give results reasonably close to the optimum. For 'regular* frames, however, a graphical method can be used to obtain the optimum solution considering the discrete weight- inertia relationship of rolled sections, but avoiding the large number of Iterations.
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For an unbraced multistorey frame subjected to high wind load, the design of which is expected to be governed by limitation onsway deflections, the proposed method can be used to obtain a practical minimum-cost design, taking account of restrictions on section sizes, limitations on the change of sections, and the lack of a continuous range of rolled sections.
For frames with low ratio of horizontal to vertical loading the proposed method may be used to satisfy strength and stability criteria.It should be stated that no code insist that the sway in a coiumn must be h/300 where h is  the height. What the proposed code suggests is  that the sway in a column must not be more than h/300. This means it is  possible to produce a design of a frame in which the columns sway less than h/300. Now if the top column in a frame is allowed to sway by h/300 then the lower columns which are more stiff should, in the case of an optimum design, sway less than h/300. This is particularly the case with the fixed base ground floor columns. In this manner a cheaper frame can be obtained. For this reason, the design method pro­posed in chapters 2 and 3 are not optimum but may be economical.
CHAPTER IV
MULTISTOREY FRAMES :HAND/DESK METHOD OF ELASTIC-PLASTIC ANALYSIS
4.1 INTRODUCTIONThe overall stiffness of a multistorey sway frame is greatly reduced due to the non-linear effects of axial load, in-plane deflections causing P-A effects and the formation of plastic hinges in the members. Whereas the elastic approach of analysis gives no idea of the actual load-carrying capacity of a frame, the small-deflection theory associated with the plastic method causes instability problems in multistorey sway frames.The non-linear elastic-plastic method , as explained in chapter I (Sec. 1.4) , is a more realistic approach for the analysis of sway frames as all the factors affecting the frame behaviour under loading may be taken into consideration in this approach. Following the simple methods proposed in chapters II and uf for the design of sway frames to deflection limitations, a method of approximate elastic-plastic analysis of multistorey frames without recourse to full-size computers, will now be presented. The method produces the hinge formation pattern, joint and hinge rotations and the horizontal deflections at each storey level of a multistorey frame at the load factor at which it is analysed. The analysis procedure has been utilised to develop an optimum design method of multistorey sway frames to strength, deflection and stability requirements in the following chapter.
4.2 BASIC CRITERIA
Wood] 5]suggested that the failure load of a frame can be estimated by computing the deteriorated elastic critical load with assumed plastic hinges located where the rigid plastic theory indicates their formation.In reference [II] he has shown how to use a substitute Grinter frame to calculate the deteriorated critical load for a given pattern of hinges in the beams. This would be the elastic-plastic failure load i f  the assumed pattern of hinges is the one that would actually exist at the point of collapse of the frame.It has also been shown that the plastic hinges in columns should be the last to form. A column with two plastic hinges receives no rotational restraint from the beams and one plastic hinge in each of the columns of a storey causes the loss of all restraint at that level of the frame.For the beams, the tangential rotational stiffness of a member bending in symmetrical double curvature reduces from 3k to O'75k if a hinge forms at one end of the beam, k being the nominal stiffness I/L of the beam. When the central hinge also appears the tangential rotational stiffness reduces to zero, thus eliminating the column restraint at that level and greatly reducing the overall frame stiffness. Both Wood[11 ] and Anderson] 6J have shown that as soon as the central hinge starts to appear in beams already having one hinge the frame reaches the point of collapse quite suddenly. So, the assumption that a frame is close to collapse when the hinge pattern consists of extensive formation of one hinge per beam is a very realistic one.The objective of the design may, therefore, be to force a desired plastic hinge pattern at a specific load factor by a suitable selection of sections for the members. This will involve analysis of the frame with trial sections to check the yield criterion and modify the design
t i l l  the desired pattern is obtained.The proposed method of analysis will be described in this chapter. As use is made of the Grinter substitute frame this will first be described.
4.3 SUBSTITUTE FRAME ANALYSISAnalysis of a multistorey frame is basically the calculation of joint displacements and hinge rotations. When these are known the member forces can be found easily. The joint displacements consist of rotation and the vertical and horizontal component of translation. In reference [11 ] Wood has shown how the substitute Grinter frame can also be used to calculate the horizontal deflection at any level of a multistorey frame.The substitute frame analysis Is based on the fact that for horizontal load acting on the real frame, the rotations of all joints at any level are approximately equal. Other assumptions necessary for the proposed method of analysis are (i) the relative vertical deflection of the joints at any level are negligible and (ii) the effect of axial forces on the stiffness of the beams is small.As each beam restrains a column at both ends, its contribution to the rotational stiffness of the equivalent beam of the substitute frame at that level is given by (figure 4.1).Kb = l * k b + 1* kb = 3kb = 3 ( ^  ) (4.1)
where k = I/L = M/(4E6) is the nominal stiffness of bof the beam at each end, M and 0 being the moments and joint rotation at the ends, and E the Young’s modulus of elasticity .
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t i l l  the desired pattern is obtained.The proposed method of analysis will be described in this chapter. As use is made of the Grinter substitute frame this will first be described.
Analysis of a multistorey frame is basically the calculation of joint displacements and hinge rotations. When these are known the member forces can be found easily. The joint displacements consist of rotation and the vertical and horizontal component of translation. In reference [11 ] Wood has shown how the substitute Grinter frame can also be used to calculate the horizontal deflection at any level of a multistorey frame.The substitute frame analysis is based on the fact that for horizontal load acting on the real frame, the rotations of all joints at any level are approximately equal. Other assumptions necessary for the proposed method of analysis are (i) the relative vertical deflection of the joints at any level are negligible and (ii) the effect of axial forces on the stiffness of the beams is small.As each beam restrains a column at both ends, its contribution to the rotational stiffness of the equivalent beam of the substitute frame at that level is given by (figure 4.1).
4.3 SUBSTITUTE FRAME ANALYSIS
K,b = !^ k b + l j  = 3 k b = 3 ( J ^  ) (4.1)where k = 1/L = M/(4E6) is the nominal stiffness of bof the beam at each end, M and 0 being the moments and joint rotation at the ends, and E the Young's modulus of elasticity .
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is 7 (3k .) , whereas the equivalent column stiffness at any level btaking due consideration of the effects of axial forces in the real frame,is ?(k.c 7^ ) where k and n are respectively the nominal rotational 4 cstiffness and no-shear stability function of the columns at that level.The sidesway due to horizontal load at any level is calculated in two stages. In the first stage all the beams of the substitute frame are considered to be infinitely stiff and therefore cause fixed-end moments in the columns. Ignoring the effects of axial load in this stage, these moments are given by -Fh/2 where F is the total shear in the frame above the level and h is the storey height.
So, the equivalent beam stiffn ess of the substitute fram e  at any level
Infinitely Balancing
1st stage 2nd stageActual frame substitute frame
Figure 4.1
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In the second stage these moments are released and the stiffness is distributed once from the top of the frame to the bottom and then from the bottom to the top. Stiffness distribution is carried out by successively evaluating the column stiffness from
K" = K — 1- K 7  + Ik' c 4 b (4.2)where K£ = Ikj. is the stiffness of a column in the substitute frame2X'. . is K " +E (3k, ) of the preceding joint,b bI(3k ) being the stiffness of a beam in the Dsubstitute frame , and o is the other no-shear stability function.
The total stiffness at a joint, , is given by the summation ofstiffnesses, i .e .  K" from top + K" from bottom + K , at every joint. The direct moment distribution follows the stiffness distribution in the same manner, downwards and upwards independently. If the sum, at any joint, of the increased fixed-end moment from all the frame above plus that from a ll the frame below is designated as Z (FEM) ’ , then the joint rotation is given hy
6 = - I(FE M )’/(4E2X ) (4.3)
The horizontal sway, A, of a storey is calculated from the sway-angle 
ip of the storey, which is the summation of the sway angles at the two stages of the frame.
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The first-stage sway-angle is given by
= F h / (E lk  ss" ) (4.4)c
2where s" = s(l - c ) is the Merchant function [ 45 ] , s and c being the stability functions. F is the total shear.
The second-stage sway-angle is given by<i>2 = (6t +©b)/ (s (1-c) ) (4.5)where 6 & 6 are the rotations at the top and bottom t b rjoints of the storey given by the equation (4.3)
The total sway-angle of the storey is
4> = <t>y +<P2 <4-6>
and the sway-deflection of the storey is
A = <ph (4.7)
The procedure described above is a direct method, proposed by Wood [11] for finding the sway-deflections in the elastic range. The stiffness distribution method has also been used [ 11] to find the deteriorated elastic critical load of a frame after the formation of hinges in the beams by reducing the beam stiffnesses in the following manner.As a fully plastic hinge is treated like a real hinge, except that itrotates at constant moment M , the total tangential rotationalPstiffness of a beam having plastic hinge at one end is given byK\ = 3/4 k + 0 = 3/4 k = 3/4 (M/(4E0) )b b D (4.8)
/•">........ ..
Thus, comparing with equation (4.1) , the stiffness of a beam reduces by 75% after the formation of a hinge. After the formation of a second hinge the beam loses all its stiffness for further increase of load, i . e .
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K\ = 0 (4.9)
Although the non-linear effects due to axial forces are neglected the moment-rotation relationship of a beam is non-linear due to the formation of hinges, rotational stiffness and expressed asK\ should be defined as tangential b
K'. = —  -----b 4E d0tis it is the tangential stiffness at a particular loading level which determines the deteriorated elastic critical load at that level.
2nd
Figure 4 . 2
i . ; ii
Figure (4.2) shows an idealised moment-rotation relationship in termsof the rotational stiffness of a beam with incremental loading. The lineOFQR represents the rotational stiffness in the form K ’ /k atb bvarious stages of loading before and after the formation of plastic hinges.Before the formation of any hinge the tangential rotational stiffnessof the beam is represented by the slope of the line OP which is 3 k  ^ .After the formation of the first hinge at the point P the tangentialstiffness reduces to the slope of the line PQ ( = '75 k ) and when thebsecond hinge forms at Q the slope indicates zero tangential stiffness (equations 4.1 , 4.8 and 4.9).For the calculation of sidesway at a particular load level, it is the resultant stiffness of the beam up to that level and not the tangential stiffness that has to be used. This resultant stiffness is termed the 'secant' stiffness, . The value ofvalue of . the tangential stiffness, at every stage of loading after the formation of the first hinge. Referring to f ig . 4.2, at some point X in the elastic range, the secant K^/k^ = SX /OS which isthe slope of the line OP , i .e .  the same as the tangential K'b/K^'at the point X . But at the point Y , i .e . after the formation of the first hinge the secant stiffness is indicated by TY/OT which is much larger than the slope of PQ. Even after the tangential stiffness has vanished, e .g . at the point Z , the secant K b / kfa given by VZ/OV"has a substantial positive value. Fig. (4.3) shows a case of comparative values of tangential stiffness and secant stiffness of a typical beam under increasing total loading.Once the hinge pattern in a frame at a particular load level is assumed, the tangential stiffnesses of its member at that load level is known (equations 4.1, 4.8 and 4.9). But, as shown in figures (4.2 and 4 . 3), the secant stiffnesses of the members, other than those
will be different from the
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which are assumed to remain elastic, are unknown and can only be calculated when the joint and hinge rotations and the end moments of the members have been found. The relationship between the secant stiffness of a beam and its end rotations and moments will now be derived.
4.4 MOMENT ROTATION CHARACTERISTICS O F A BEAMWITH PLASTIC HINGE
Wind
di rectlons of forces and displacements
F igu re 4 .4
Figure (4.4) shows a beam in a multistorey frame subject to combined loading with predominating effects of horizontal loading. Considering the leeward end B of beam AB has a hinge at a load factor X , the end-moments are given by(figure 4.4 )El XWL
m a b  = 7  [ 46a + 2 (  9b  + V > -  7 (4.10)
EI XWLm ba ■  r  [ 28A - " “ W 1 *  n r  <4' 11)i-i
Assuming 0 = 6 = 0 ,  the ’secant* stiffness of the beam can beA Bexpressed as
K = +b 4E0 4E0
Using equations (4.10) and (4.11) and solvingI 6hK. = -p  ( 3 + 1 -5  —  )b L n
3kb + 1 ,5 k b “ (4.12)Equation (4.12) implies that, as due to the effect of combined loading0 will be a negative rotation, the value of K. will be less than 3k .H b bFurthermore, to maintain constant moment at this end of the beam, negative rotation of the hinge will increase with incremental loading, thus reducing Kb further. On the other hand, when 6^  is zero, l .e . before the formation of a hinge, is given as 3kfa which is the expected value. Asimilar phenomenon has been observed in figures
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(4.2 and 4.3).Proceeding further, as the moment at the end B is M , the plastic momentPof the beam AB, then equation (4.11) can be written as :ElM „A = M = ----  (66 + 40H) +  ----
BA p L
X W L8 (4.13)
Solving for 6 j_f ,
H
8M -X W L____ e_________32 Ek. 1-56 (4.14)
From equations (4.11 and 4.12)
K. 75 k +
D
24M - 3*WL64 E 6 (4.15)
Equation (4.15) expresses the secant stiffness of a beam with a plastic hinge In terms of its span length, section properties, vertical load and the joint rotations. It also implies that when the joint rotations are very large, i .e .  9 »  0, is equal to *75 kfa which is the tangential stiffness.By assuming initial values of for the beam-members of a frame in which a hinge pattern has been assumed to occur, the substitute frame analysis of Sec. (4.3) can be used to find the joint rotations of the frame (equation 4.3). Then these 9-values can be used in equation (4.15) to modify the secant stiffnesses and the substitute frame analysis can be performed again. Iterations may continue up to a reasonable degree of convergence. Final values of the joint rotations will give the hinge rotations (equation 4.14). A positive value of hinge rotation at the end of a beam where the joint rotation is also positive would indicate that no hinge has actually formed. This is because the value of a hinee
rotation given by the analysis is that required to satisfy the yield condition assumed initially, i .e .  to cause a resultant moment equal to M , at the end where a plastic hinge has been assumed to occur (equation 4.13). Such a beam will be treated as having no plastic hinge and its secant stiffness taken as 3k  ^ for the next iteration.Final values of the joint and hinge displacements given by the analysis will enable the member forces to be calculated at the specified load factor.Intuitive assumptions may be made for the initial values of thesecant stiffnesses of the beams. Anderson[ 6 ], in his elastic-plasticcomputer analysis of several frames, has found that if the second hingein a beam forms soon after A = 1*4 , the first hinge of that beam wouldhave formed at about X = 1 • 1 . So, if the analysis of a frame is to becarried out at a load factor of 1*4, assuming a pattern of one hingeper beam at this load factor, it is likely that the beam in which thevery first hinge has formed would have a secant stiffness of less than1.5 k, at X= 1-4. The beam in which the last hinge has formed will bhave a secant stiffness close to its elastic value, i .e .  about 3k, . Allbthe other beams, except those which have been assumed to remain elastic, will have values In between the two.Some or all of these assumptions may be wrong because before analysing the frame it is not known what the actual hinge pattern and the sequence of hinge formation is*or whether at the load factor 1-4 any hinge forms at a ll.However, if the frame that is being analysed was originally designed to carry combined vertical and wind load and the selected member sections were not far off from the design requirements, then the sequence of hinge formation can be roughly estimated.
67kN 134kN 67kN
Figure 4.4
In a four-storey one-bay frame like the one shown in figure (4.4), it may be assumed that the first hinge will form in the beam at level 4, followed by hinges at levels 3, 2 and 1 respectively. Alternatively, if the base is fixed, the first hinge may form in level 3 followed by 4, 2 and 1. Also, due to the low value of wind shear compared to the vertical load in the roof beam, no hinge may form there even at collapse under combined loading. However, the sequence of hinge formation and their location will also depend
n o
on the relative additional strength provided in the members over that required by design because of having to select the nearest available standard section and also because of the consideration of safety against local mechanisms.So, one way of starting the analysis process is by assuming theinitial secant stiffness values of 3k, for all the beams of the framebIrrespective of the hinge pattern. In such a case the number of iterations required for convergence may be larger than that which would have been necessary if accurate values could be chosen intuitively.
4.5 FOUR-STOREY ONE-BAY FRAMEThe four-storey one-bay frame shown in figure (4.4) has been analysed by assuming the proposed method as described in Sec. (4.3 and 4.4).
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all the members as elastic and no axial load on the columns. Tofacilitate comparison of the results of analysis by the proposedmethod with that of elastic-plastic computer analysis, a load factor of1 .3 9  is selected and it is assumed that all the four beams developa hinge at their right-hand ends at this load factor. Initial secantstiffness of the beam at level 1 was assumed to be 3 k, and those ofball the others were assumed as 2*5 k .bFigure (4.5b) shows the equivalent substitute frame with assumed initial secant stiffnesses for the beams and actual stiffnesses of the colums considering the effects of axial forces ( Fkc )•Table (4.1) shows the results of the initial analysis and Table (4.2) those of the fourth iteration. The “ -values given by the fourth
Figu re  ( 4 .5 a )  shows the equivalent substitute fram e considering
Level <P Amm e 6H
1 0-00298 10.90 0.00138 + 0.00218 3.0002 0.00641 23.44 0.00370 - 0.00131 2.4703 0.00876 32.05 0.00641 - 0 .00538 1.7424 0.00487 17.91 0.00654 - 0.00557 1.723Table 4.1
Level Amm 0 eH V kb
1 0.00384 14.05 0.00169 0 .0 3.0002 0.00894 32.72 0.00510 - 0.00340 1.9983 0.01198 43.82 0 .0 1 0 0 2 - 0.01079 1.3854 0.00642 22.83 0.00924 - 0.00963 1.438
Table 4.2.
all the members as elastic and no axial load on the columns. Tofacilitate comparison of the results of analysis by the proposedmethod with that of elastic-plastic computer analysis, a load factor of1 .3 9  is selected and it is assumed that all the four beams developa hinge at their right-hand ends at this load factor. Initial secantstiffness of the beam at level 1 was assumed to be 3k, and those ofball the others were assumed as 2-5 k .bFigure (4.5b) shows the equivalent substitute frame with assumed initial secant stiffnesses for the beams and actual stiffnesses of the colums considering the effects of axial forces ( Ekc -j-  ).Table (4.1) shows the results of the initial analysis and Table (4.2) those of the fourth iteration. The “ -values given by the fourth
F ig u re  (4 .5 a )  shows the equivalent substitute fram e considering
Level 0 Amm 6 6H V b
1 0-00298 10.90 0.00138 + 0.00218 3.0002 0.00641 23.44 0.00370 - 0.00131 2.4703 0.00876 32.05 0.00641 - 0 .00538 1.7424 0.00487 17.91 0.00654 - 0.00557 1.723Table 4.1
Level 0 Amm 6 6H K. /k.. b b
1 0.00384 14.05 0.00169 0 .0 3.0002 0.00894 32.72 0.00510 - 0.00340 1.9983 0.01198 43.8 2 0 .0 1 0 0 2 - 0.01079 1.3854 0.00642 22.83 0.00924 - 0.00963 1.438
Table 4 .2 .
’
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iteration and those of the third iteration are found to differ by 2.24% , 3.3% , 1.75% and 0.9% in beam levels 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively. As this indicated a reasonable degree of convergence no further iteration was carried out.Results obtained by non-linear elastic-plastic analysis using computer are shown in figure (4.6) and table (4.3). The figure shows the sequence of hinge formation and the respective load factors, while the table shows the joint and hinge rotations and the average sway in each storey. Comparing the two results it is observed that the hinge pattern, magnitude of hinge rotations and the sway deflections given by the proposed iterative substitute frame analysis have satisfactory agreement with those given by the computer. The joint rotations, however, vary considerably .
A B
F igu re 4 .6
Level eA eB e H Amm1 0.00650 -0.00289 0 14.482 0.00666 0. 00411 -0.00384 33.813 0.01180 0. 00869 -0.01104 44.554 0.01073 0.00802 -0.00986 23.01
Table 4.3
Though the effects of vertical load are considered in reducing the column stiffness and also in causing plasticity and thus reducing the beam stiffness, the basis of substitute frame analysis is the assumption of equal rotations for all the joints at any level of the frame which is approximately true under the effects of horizontal load only. In the substitute frame vertical load is not used directly and the assumption of symmetrical double-curvature bending of the beams is maintained.Actual rotations of the different joints at any level under the action of combined loading are usually different, except for those of the internal joints of a 'regular' frame. In the upper beams of a multi­storey frame, where the effect of vertical load is more prominent than that of horizontal load, these differences will be significant. In many cases the roof beams and even some beams in the floor/floors below may bend in single curvature. These differences in the rotation of joints at a frame level reduce gradually towards the bottom and in high-rise multibay frames rotation of the internal joints at the lower levels are very nearly equal in each level.
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The single-value joint rotation at any level of the frame given by the substitute frame analysis is very nearly the average of actual joint rotations at that level and they produce sway deflec tlon values which are very close to the actual deflections. This shows that the vertical load has very little influence on the relative sway deflections of the different storeys of a frame or on the overall sway deflection of the frame itself.However, as the a ctual rotation of the joints in a level of the frame generally are significantly differentf rather than equal, use of the joint rotations given by the analysis in the calculation of member end-moments and secant stiffnesses of beams may lead to erroneous results.As the sway deflections given by the analysis are found to be acceptable, use of these deflection values can be made in calculating the approximate joint and hinge rotations by considering a limited frame similar to the no-sway limited substitute frame of the JCR2 method [ 29 ] . This will be presented in the following Section.
4.6 LIMITED FRAME ANALYSIS FOR JOINT ROTATIONSAn iterative method has been developed to find the joint rotations of a frame by using a limited part of the frame for each joint.Assumptions (i)and (il)of the substitute frame analysis (Sec. 4.3) regarding vertical deflections and the effects of axial forces in beams are also made in this analysis.Expressions for the rotation of joints have been derived by using the slope-deflection relationship and for various cases of yield conditions of the adjoining beams .
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Case 1 A ll the beams (LA, AB and BR ) are elastic.
A typical interior joint A and the members of the limited part of the f mme that effects its rotation are shown in the figure . k , k , k , k j , k  ^ , and k  ^ are the nominal rotational stiffnesses (I/L)of themembers, Sj > s 2 > S 3 * S 4 and C1 ' C 2 ’ C3 ’ C4 are the stabilityfunctions for the four columns and , 9^ , 0 , , 0^, 0  ^ ,9^and 9 are the joint rotations at L , A , B,„’M , N, O , and P respectively. 4hj and h  ^ and and are respectively the heights and sway deflections of the two storeys. F M ^  » ’ ^^*BA and ^^BRare the fixed end moments due to vertical load.
At joint A slope-deflection  equations give the m em ber end m om ents a s
MAB ■  E M 4 e A 4  ZV  + ™ A B
MAL E k L<4*A +2\  > + ™ A L
s 1<1 + C 1)MAM ■  E k l t V A t S l C i ei
MAN '  E k 2[ S 2eA + S 2C2e2 -
Similarly, at joint B
m ba  ■  Ek(26A + 4V  + f m ba
MBB ■  E k r l4 V  “ r> + FMBR
MBO '  “ V s W s V
M = Ek [ s 0 +s c 8  .  BP 4 l 4 B 4 4 4 S 4 (l  + c 4) A i
I = 0 i .e . .  M + M . . + M + M ,„ = 0'a u’ ’ 2 AB A L AM AN= 0. i .e . .  M . + M „ + M = 0B U , I C . , BR BO BP
2k (Y2 - Z 2) - X 2 (Y1 - Z l >
X 1X 2 * 4k
]
1
andand equating
(4 .16)
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where ,
X 1 = 4k + 4k j + sJ ki + s 2k2
Y 1 *  < ™ A B  * ™ A L )/E
s ( l + c  ) k s ( l + c ) k---------i___ L Aj h—  -------- -— - ¿ 2  " s ,c ,k ,® ,- s „ c Jc riBn- 2k19,1 1 1 1  2 2 2 2  IL1
4k + 4kf  + s 3k3 + s4k4
<FMBA + f m b r  )/e
s ( l + c ) k  s ( l + c ) k
_2______ 5 ? A H------------ -— - i  - s  c  k 8 •  s  c  k 8 -2k i1 . 2 3 3 3 3  4 4 4 4  r rh n_“ l 2
Case 2 - Plastic hinge in beam AB
F ig u re  4 .8
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Figure (4.8) shows the limited frame with a plastic hinge at the right-hand end of beam AB. As the moment at B is now known, columns BO and BP and beam BR have been excluded from the subassemblage. The notations are as defined in C asel and have the same definitions in the subsequent cases, only the values of » Z^ and are differentin different cases.Proceeding as in Case 1 , at joint A
M . „  = E k [ 40. +2(6  + 6 )] + FM  , 6 being the hinge rotationAB A d rl A d rlM . , = Ek, (49. + 2 6  ) + FMAL L A L AL
MAM = Ekl [Sl 6A + S l Ci ei ‘ Sl ( 1 +  c l* A1
s,  ( 1 + C j  ¿2MAN = Ek2 [ S28A + S 2C292 '  T ■*
At joint B ,
M M  -  B k I ® A + 4( 8B t 9H , l + ™ B *= M , plastic moment of beam AB PEquating for 0 ,H M - F M „. 6 .
S = — E----------—  .  _ A  .  eB ( 4. 17)H 4Ek 2
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Using equation ( 4.17 ) in the expression for M^g and equating for E M a  = 0 ,
where ,
X x = 3 k+4kL+ S lk1+s2k2
2 F M .  + 2 F M , ,  - F M „ .  + M  AB A L  BA p Y = -------------------------------------
Figure 4 .9
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Figure (4.9) shows the limited frame with a plastic hinge at the right-hand end of beam LA.
At joint A ,
MAB ■  E k <4V 2V  + FMAB= Mpj , plastic moment of beam LA
MAM = Ekl [ S i eA + S l Cl V
S 1 < 1 + C 1 > A1 1
M ani = E k f s e  + s c 9  -AN 2 L 2 A 2 2 2 S2 ( 1 + C 2 ) *2 1
At joint B the member end moments are the same as in Case 1.For ZM = 0 and lM n = 0 and equating, 9 is given by the A B Asame expression as in equation (4.16) with
4k + s k + s k 1 1  2 2(FMa b  + Mpl )/Es ( 1 + c  )k s (1 + c  )k- i - — i - t  a ,  -  - 2 ■ W i V r v A *
4k + 4k 4* s k + s k r  s 3 4 4
(FMba +  f m b r  > /E
s ( i + c )k s ( l + c ) k—---— 2— — A, + _ i ---- —^i— 1 A* -S3c,,k3e3 - -h h2 2 krer
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Case 4 - Plastic hinge in beam BR
Referring to figure (4.10) the plastic hinge is in beam BR while
Figure 4.11both LA and AB are elastic. Proceeding as in the preceding cases9 can again be expressed by equation (4.16) with A
X X = 4k+4kL + SXkl + S 2k2
Y i = <f m a b + f m a l ) / eZ = S, ( 1 + C l ) k i S2( 1 + C 2)k21 „  ~ A1 + ■ ,  A2 '2ki eL*Sl Cl k1Sl - S2C2k262
hl h2
X „ = 4k +3k + s k + s t  r 3 3 4 42FM „. + 2FM + M - FMY „ = BA BR Pr RB , M being the plastic moment of2 --------------------------------------------  pr2E beam BR
Z _ = s , ( 1 + c , ) k,  . . s . < 1 + c - ) ka ,— -------- —  Al + -- --------  1 * 2 - V j W î " !
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Case 6 - Plastic hinges in beams LA and BR
All other notations same as figure(4.7) Figure 4.12
Figure (4.12) shows the limited frame with plastic hinges in the beams LA and BR while AB is elastic.Expression for 6 . is the same as given by equation (4.16) Awith
x r  4k 4 •1k1 + v 2
Y 1 = <f m a b + m p i ) / e
z .  =
sx (1 + c 1)
S2 <1 + c 2) k 2A1 + A - s .c .k .S - s „ c  k 0„ 2 1 1 1 1  2 2 2 2
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X = 4k+3k + s  k + s k  2 r 3 3 4 4
Y 2 = 2FM . + 2FM„ n - FM D + M BA_________BR RB Pr2E
Z 2 " S3 ( 1+C 3) k 3 Al + S4( 1 + C - )k4 4 A „ - s c k 0 - s c k 8  ------ û 2 3 3 3 3  4 4 4 4
The six cases considered above represent all the possible plastic hinge patterns in the beams that will affect the rotation of joint A .Separate expressions have been derived for the joints at the extreme right-hand (leeward) column which are as follows.
Case 7 End joint; Beams elastic (figure 4.13)
Figure 4.13
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2k f f l - Z l ) - ^  (Y2-Z 2 ) (4.19)X 1X 2 '  4k
4 k + 4 k L +  s ^ + s ^
(f m a b  + f m a l  )/e
S l ( 1 + Cl ) k l  A1 + S2 ( 1 + C 2) k 2 V s 1c1k10l - s , c z kz e , - 2 k le L
X = 4k + s k + s  k , 2 3 4 4
f m ba /e
r j _  s ( 1 + c  ) s ,  (1 + C ,  )kZ 2 "  --------- 3 _  Al
hl
3 A. + 4 4 4 ao- r c k fl -s c k 6h ^ 3 3 3 3  4 4 4 4
Case 8 End Joint ¡plastic hinge in beam LA ('figure 4. *4 )
0
Other notations same as in figure (4.13)
Figure 4.14Expression for 0[? is the same as given by equation (4.19) with
\
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X , =Y , =
Z l  =
4k + sl kl + S 2k2 (FMAB+ M pl)/Es , ( l + c , ) k ,  . s f l  + c„)k„— K— -  1 2 „ 3 2 V Sl Cl kl 9r S2C2k2e2X 2 = 4k + s„k + s k 3 3 4 4
Y 2 = FMBA/E 4 47 _ s, (l + c ) k  S (l+cjk¿2 -  J --------- 3--- 3 . + —4_hl A - s c k 9 -s c k 0 2 3 3 3 3  4 4 4 4
Case 9 End joint: plastic hinge in beam AB (figure 4.15) .Expression for 6Q is given byO
6b Z - Y 2 2 (4.20)whereX2 = S3k3 + S 4k4Y 2 MP/E
Z 2 '  “3 °  tC 3) k 3 4 , A2 s3c3k383-
F igu re  4 .1 5
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4.7 FRAME ANALYSIS PROCEDUREAs discussed in Sec. (4.5), the iterative substitute frame analysis described in Sec. (4.4) gives fairly accurate values of the sway deflections of a frame at the load factor at which the analysis is done. Although the plastic hinge pattern given by the analysis may not be very accurate, it gives some idea about possible location of hinges.The frame analysis procedure is proposed to start with such aniterative analysis at the load factor at which the frame behaviour isdesired to be studied. Results of this analysis give the initial valuesof A and A in a typical expression for 0 and also enable to 1 2  Amake an initial assumption for the hinge formation case (Sec. 4.6) for the subassemblage.As the expressions for involve a number of ot her unknown rotations ( 6 , 0 , 9 , . . .  etc ) of the surrounding joints, modificationX Z Lof these expressions are necessary to be able to use them for finding the initial values of 9 . The suggested modifications are explainedAbelow.Calculation of joint rotations in a multi -  bay multi storey frame
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starts at the windward joint of the lowest beam level, i .e .  at joint(1) of level 4 in figure (4.16). According to the plastic hinge patternof the subassemblage surrounding joint (1) appropriate expression for6 (figure 4.17), representing rotation of joint 1, is chosen. A A 1and A are known. For a fixed base frame 9 = 0  =0.
I  2 4
Figure 4.17
Referring to the figures of the preceding sections, beam LA on the left side of joint A is absent, 0 and 9 are assumed as equal toA o0 and 0 respectively and the joint R is considered to be fixed, i . e .  A B0 = 0 .  The last condition is assumed irrespective of the yield rcondition of beam BR given by the substitute frame analysis.For no hinge in beam AB , the joint rotation at A is now given by
0A 2k(Y2-Z2>-X2 <V V*1*2 ' 4k (4.21)
1
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where,
X 1 = 4 k + S 1 (1+Cl ) k l + s 2k2
Y 1 "  f m ab  /e
Sl ( 1 + C l )k l A + S2 ( 1 + C 2)k 2 Ahl h2
X = 4k + 4k + s (1 + c ) k + s k 2 r 3 3 3 4 4
y 2 = (f Mba  + f m b r  )/E
S3( 1 + C 3)k 3 + S4( 1 + C 4)k 4 A2
For a hinge in beam AB, the joint rotation is given by
V Y 1
where , 3 k + s1k1 ( l + c 1) + s2k22FMa -FM . + M AB BA P2E
( 4.22 )
Sl ( 1+C l )k l A s„( 1 + c„) k . l  2V 2' 2 A2
Equations (4. 21 )and (4.22) are the same as equations (4.16) and (4.18) respectively but all the terms of the two equations are now known.After the rotation of joint A has been obtained the internal joints 2 , 3 , 4 and the external joint 5 are calculated in that order. As in the preceding case (referring to figure 4.7) , 6  ^ =®^= ®r=0t ancland (Figure 4.18). For joint 2, 0^is the rotation of joint 1 whichhas just been calculated and is a known quantity. Depending on the
hinge formation criterion of beams LA and AB the appropriate equationfor 6 is chosen from Sec. (4.6) and modified for these conditions.AIf there is a hinge in beam AB, then the assumption of 0^ = 0 is irrelevant and if there is a hinge in beam LA then the value of 0^  given by the immediately preceding calculation is not required.Having calculated the rotations of all the joints in this floor, joints of the floor immediately above are calculated starting from the windward side, l . e . ,  joint 6 of level 3 in figure (4.16). Referring to figure(4.7) , 0 and 0 are now known from the calculation of rotations of the floor level below this level. and 0 aie again assumed as
131
equal to ©A andS^ and the joint R a s  fixed, i . e .  ®r = 0 (figure 4l or the internal joints 7, 8, 9 and the external joint 10, S^ is  givenby the calculation of immediately preceding joint, while and0 are given by the calculation of the preceding floor (figure 4.20). 4
19).
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Fo r the joint rotations at the roof level (level 1 of figure 4.16) a sim ilar procedure is to be followed by choosing the appropriate expressions for the given plastic hinge criterion of the beams. Modification of the expressions is then to be made by eliminating all the terms related to columns AM and BO , i .e . , s^ , c , kj ,S and s , c , k , 0 and the deflection A .1 O O <J u ANow that a set of values for all the joint rotations has been obtained, the exact equations (4.16 - 4.20) may be used to calculate modified values of the rotations . 0 , 02 »\> • * • *etc* may now be takenfrom these initial values and used in equations for 6^ .The modifications are carried out exactly in the same sequence as the procedure adopted to calculate their initial values. For a typical internal joint ( ref. figure 4.7) rotations at L , M , N , O , P and R are now known from their earlier calculations as specified below.(i) 9 , 9  and 6 are the values for the joints1 3  rM , O & R given by the previous iteration.(ii) 9 and 9  ^ are given by the calculation of jointrotations for the preceding floor of the same iteration.(iii) 6  ^ is the rotation ii the immediatelypreceding joint of the same level calculated in the same iteration.
In this way use is made of the most recently modified rotation values of the surrounding joints.This process of modification may be repeated till the 9-values given by successive calculations are very close. However, before proceeding
133
any further with the joint rotations the pattern of hinges given by the modified 6-values are evaluated in the following manner. At first the hinge rotations , 9 , are calculated for all the beams,irrespective of their initial yield conditions by using equation (4.17). As explained earlier a positive value of this rotation where the corresponding joint rotation is also positive indicates that no hinge has formed in the beam. As the value of Mp has been taken as positive in equation (4.17) assuming a clockwise moment causing plasticity in beams, negative values of 6 always indicate the formation of plastic hinges irrespective of the sense of the corresponding joint rotation. Thus, the directioraof the hinge rotations enable us to revise the hinge formation pattern initially given by the substitute frame analysis and the next modification process of joint rotatioms are carried out according to this revised hinge pattern.Just one such iteration on the value of rotations is sufficient for reasonable convergence and the given values of rotations compare well with computer results. Exceptions arise in the cases of frames where, in the final analysis, 0^  is expected to be of opposite sign to that of 9 , indicating single-curvature bending of the column AM (figure 4.7) . The reason for the discrepancy in such cases may be attributed to the assumption of 6^  = 0^ for the initial calculations. Although this assumption is found to be reasonable in the lower storeys of the frame, for some joints in the upper storeys, where the column AM is expected to bend in single curvature, a better approach for the initial calculation of joint rotations could possibly be to assume fixed joints at. M and 0 (figure 4 .7) ,  i . e .  ©j = = But it is difficult to predict
(a)
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Figure 4.21
the bending pattern of the upper floors where the selection of membersections is not usually guided by the combined load criterion. Variouscombinations of bending pattern , especially in non-uniform framesare possible and figure (4.21) shows two of them. As the majority ofthe joints in a multistorey frame subjected to combined loading rotatein the same direction (clockwise for positive direction of wind forces)and differences of their values in successive levels of a columnreduce gradually towards the bottom, a general assumption of6 = 6  and 6 = 0 in the initial calculations is mere realistic1 A 3 Bthan = 6  ^ = 0.Even in non-uniform frames, two iterations of limited frame calculations, however, modify the ©-values appreciably and it has been found that after the second, or sometimes the third, iteration, there is no significant change in the ©-values in subsequent iterations. The 'limited frame' iterations can be summarised as shown in the
1 m
■■■■■
135
flow diagram  o f figure (4 .22).
F ig u r e  4 .2 2
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The'limited frame' iterations which give the final value of the joint rotations are based on the sway-deflections obtained by the substitute frame analysis done in the beginning. As discussed in Sec.(4.5)tha secant stiffness of elastic-plastic beams calculated and used in this iterative analysis may not have been very accurate because of the assumption of equal rotations for a ll the joints at any level. As such, in a frame with extensive formation of plastic hinges, the sway deflections given by the analysis can be significantly different from the actual values.As more realistic values of the joint rotations have now been obtained by the 'limited frame’ calculations the secant stiffnesses of the elastic -plastic beams may be calculated by using these values and their respective hinge rotations. The secant stiffness is given by
where M and M are the moments at the ends A and B of a beam rA rBdue to the joint and hinge rotations and and 6  ^ are rotations at A and B respectively. Secant stiffnesses of elastic beams are taken as 3k and the substitute frame analysis is carried out again.It has been discussed in Sec. (4.5) that the vertical load has very little effect on the horizontal deflection of sway frames . Equivalent Grinter-type substitute frames subject to horizontal load only have been used ['ll] to calculate the sway deflections of actual frames carrying combined loading in the elastic range after necessary modification of column stiffnesses due to the effects of axial forces. The same principle is now being used to find the sway deflections
K M rB (4.23)b 4ES,B
at a certain load factor fora frame in which plastic hinges form in some of the beams at that load factor. For the columns, where no plastic hinges are assumed to occur, stability functions are used to calculate the reduced stiffnesses caused by the action of axial forces. The stiffness of an elastic-plastic beam deteriorates due to the formation of plastic hinge and continues to do so as the loading increases further. To simulate a similar condition in the substitute frame its secant stiffness, representing the deteriorated stiffness at the particular load factor, has to be calculated in advance and used in the substitute frame. As the effect of axial forces in the beams has been assumed to be negligible no such modification of stiffness is required for the elastic beams.Because of using these anticipated secant stiffnesses the substitute- frame analysis this time is not an iterative one, and only a single analysis is performed to calculate modified sway deflections. If the deflections given by this analysis differ significantly from those found earlier the whole process of limited-frame calculation for the joint rotations, as shown in the flow diagram of figure (4.22), is carried out again using the new values of deflections. The final joint displacements and hinge rotations given by the analysis are then used to calculate moments at the end and middle of beams and the end of columns throughout the frame.The whole process of frame analysis can be summarised as follows:
Step 1(i) Assume a probable/desired hinge pattern and secant stiffness values fo r  the beams.(ii) Perform iterative substitute frame analysis to find sway deflections and initial hinge pattern.
Step 2
(i) Perform iterative limited-frame calculations to find the joint and hinge rotations and the modified hinge pattern.(ii) Calculate secant stiffnesses of elastic-plastic beams. 
Step 3(i) Find new values of sway deflections by single analysisof substitute frame and compare with values given in Step 1 (ii).
Step 4 Repeat step 2 if differences in the two sets of sway deflections are significant.If in step 3 the deflections are found to differ by large proportions, then another round of calculations involving steps 3 and 4 produce improved results.
Step 5 Calculate moments and check yield criterion for all the members of the frame.
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4.8 SIX-STOREY ONE-BAY FRAME
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7m Figure 4 .23.Different aspects of the frame analysis procedure proposed in S e c .(4.7) are now demonstrated by analysing the six-storey one-bay frame which is shown in figure (4.23). The frame is at first analysed at a load factor of 1.54 to facilitate comparison with results given by non-linear elastic-plastic computer analysis.Figure(4.24) shows the initial assumptions of hinge pattern and the secant stiffnesses of beams.Figure (4.25) shows the results of substitute frame analysis after three iterations.
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The initial va lues o f joint rotations have been calculated by using the
sway deflections shown in figure (4 .25 ) and the m odified lim ited
fram e e x p re ss io n s . T hese a re  shown in figure (4 .26 ). T h ree
V kb
ba.00715 .00782.00912.01137.01179.01071
F igu re 4.24K. A  b b A  in mm XlO a3.0 1.509 .00166 01.337 2.863 .00513 -.005691.431 3.850 .00779 -.008151.230 4.444 .01105 -.013031.347 4.348 .01144 -.012611.455 2.442 .00968 -.00997
9b- . 00342 . 00051 . 00558 . 00968. 01077 . 00919
Figure 4.25
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iterations have been perform ed with the actual lim ited fram e ex p re ssio n s.
The resulting hinge form ation pattern , joint and hinge rotations and the
secant s t iffn e sse s  o f the beam s a re  shown in figure (4.27) ■
.00718.00789.00919.01171.01186.01047
A B .00358.00109.00616.01030
.01101.00873
0H V kb
00342 3.000303 2.71800723 1.51601262 1.24401239 1.35500942 1.488
Figure 4.27
Single analysis of the substitute frame with secant stiffness values of ( 4.27) gives the following deflections ( figure 4.28 ) .
A B
A in nn m10.6323.6436.9743.8143.0424.20
Figure-4.28
Differences between these values and those given by the first analysis (figure 4.25) are quite significant. So, two rounds of limited-frame calculations have been done using the substitute frame analysis in between
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to modify the deflection s.
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Fin al re su lts  a r e  shown in figure (4 .29 ).
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Member moments are shown in figure (4.30)Columnmoments Beam moments Columnmoments5956 -5956 12944 9607 -96075957 -79341863 : -7820 22471 22601 -146673455 -9308-5054 1589 24532 27897 -1858786 -10395-7543 7458 27462 27897 -17509-6714 -15252-8091 14807 28714 32742 -17487-11525 -23182-273 11788 27204 32742 -9533-27075 -31779Moments in kNcm F igu re  4 .3 0
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to m odify the deflection s. F in al re su lts  a re  shown in figure (4 .29).
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Member moments are shown in figure (4.30)
Beam momentsColumn mom ents Columnmoments5956 -5956 12944 9607 -96075957 -79341863 ; -7820 22471 225131 -146673455 -9308-5054 1589 24532 27897 -1858786 -10395-7543 7458 27462 27897 -17509-6714 -15252-8091 14807 28714 3Ì742 -17487-11525 -23182-273 11788 27204 32742 -9533-27075 -31779Moments in kNcm Figure 4 .30
As mentioned earlier, the frame has been analysed at X = 1.54 so that the results given by the proposed analysis can be compared with those of computer analysis. However, the frame has also been analysed at load factors of 1.0 , 1 .1 ,  1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5 and 1.6 to find out the sequence of hinge formation and also to predict the collapse load factor by studying the load-deflection behaviour. The number of hinges formed and the sway deflections at these load factors are shown in figure (4.31). The load-deflection curve is shown In figure(4.32.) The curve becomes asymptotic at a load factor of 1.62. So the collapse load factor can be taken as 1.62. It may be observed that at X = 1 .6  two of the beams have two plastic hinges each. The calculated deflections and rotations at this load factor are therefore not accurate, because the basis of calculation of secant stiffnesses for the substitute frame ( equation 4.23) and of the limited frame expressions (Sec. 4.6) are not valid for beams with two plastic hinges.Non-linear elastic-plastic computer analysis shows very close agreement with all these results. The sequence and load factor of hinge formation are shown in figure (4.33). The first hinge forms at a load factor of 1.23. The failure load is given as 1.61. Figure (4.34) shows the joint and hinge rotations and sway deflections of the different storeys at the load factor of 1.54. This load factor has been chosen to compare the two analyses as the last hinge (hinge no.5) before the appearance of the second beam-hinge forms at this load factor. Resulting moments in the members are shown in
67.22A = 1.0No hinge
82.48A = 1.2 No hinge
167.88A = 1.54 hinges
7.00 7.6611# 88 13.33 18.6014.9517.22 23. 0418. oz 24.3912.61 15.30
A = 1.3 3 hinges
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4.9 ALTE RNATIVE APPROACHAnalysis of some frames may be found to be simpler by adopting an alternative approach but using the same basic principles. The procedure is as follows :
(ii)
Assume the frame to be elastic at the specified load factor. So, K^A^ for the beams are 3 .0 .Perform single analysis of the substitute frame to find sway deflections.
Use deflection values of Step 1 in the appropriate limited-frame expressions (i.e . for all beams elastic) and find joint rotations. Calculate hinge rotations.
\5
j.
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If no hinges are formed, analysis is complete and no further calculation is necessary.(ii) If hinges form, repeat limited-frame calculationsaccording to the hinge pattern. Calculate hinge rotations and find the new hinge pattern. Repeat the calculations till the hinge pattern is constant.
Step 3 Perform substitute frame analysis (no iteration) with secant stiffnesses of Step 2 to find new values of deflections.
Step 4 Repeat Step 2 with new deflections.
Step 5 Repeat Step 3 and Step 4 till the hinge pattern is constant.Step 6 Calculate moments and check yield criterion for all the members of the frame.
As the iterative analysis of the substitute frame has been avoided, this approach is very convenient when analysing the frame at lower load factors when very few or no hinges are expected to form. If no hinges are found in Step 2(i) the analysis can be stopped there without any further calculation as has been the case in the six-storey one-bay frame (Sec. 4.8) at the load factors of 1.0 , 1.1 and 1.2. In the earlier approach of analysis also calculations up to Step 2 (i) (Sec.4.7)
149
were sufficient at these load factors hut involved an iterative analysis with the substitute frame.At higher load factors, however, when an extensive hinge formation pattern is expected , the alternative approach will be disadvantageous as it involves iterations in Step 2 as well as the possibility of several repetitions in Step 5.
4.10 SIX-STOREY THREE-BAY FRAMEThe six-storey three-bay frame shown in figure (4.36) was analysed at a load factor of 1.44 using the proposed method.
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Figure (4.37) shows the hinge formation pattern and the sway deflections (upper values) given by the proposed analysis method, while figure (4.38) shows the hinge pattern and sequence of their formation as given by the computer analysis. The lower values of figure (4.37) show the deflections given by the computer analysis. Figure (4.39) shows the joint rotations, upper figures are those given by the proposed analysis and the lower figures are those of computer analysis. Similarly, the hinge rotations and the member moments are shown in figures (4.40 and 4.41).It may be observed that the proposed method of analysis did not produce the hinges no.(10) and (11) (figure 4.38) given by the computer. However, the comparative differences in the rotations are very small. The moments given by the proposed analysis are very near to the plastic moment of the section (figure 4.41) and yielding at these points may be considered to have occurred.
Figure (4.37) shows the hinge formation pattern and the sway deflections (upper values) given by the proposed analysis method, while figure (4.38) shows the hinge pattern and sequence of their formation as given by the computer analysis. The lower values of figure (4.37) show the deflections given by the computer analysis. Figure (4.39) shows the joint rotations, upper figures are those given by the proposed analysis and the lower figures are those of computer analysis. Similarly, the binge rotations and the member moments are shown in figures (4.40 and 4.41).It may be observed that the proposed method of analysis did not produce the hinges no.(10) and (11) (figure 4.38) given by the computer. However, the comparative differences in the rotations are very sm all. The moments given by the proposed analysis are very near to the plastic moment of the section (figure 4.41) and yielding at these points may be considered to have occurred.
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CHAPTER VMULTISTOREY FRAMES :OPTIMUM DESIGN TO STRENGTH, DEFLECTION AND STABILITY REQUIREMENTS
5.1 INTRODUCTIONIn multistorey sway frames, the effect of combined vertical and horizontal loading causes plastic hinges to form at the leeward end of beams. A s discussed in the preceding chapter, stability of a frame deteriorates suddenly,indicating imrtiLnent collapse when the second hinge appears in a beam or hinge forms in a column.lt has also been observed [6] that a frame remains stable even if all the beams have a hinge formed at their leeward ends, although in such a case collapse follows immediately on the formation of the next hinge, either in the middle of a beam or at the end of a column.So, for a frame specified not to fail before a certain load factor, the aim of design is to select, by some procedure, member sizes so that under the action of factored loading there is no more than one plastic hinge per beam and there are no hinges in the columns . The optimum solution is the one where there are as many single-hinged beams in the frame at the desired load factor as is possible without causing the possibility of local beam-mechanisms. In other words, the overall objective is to force a desired hinge pattern in the frame at a specific load factor by suitable choice of sections for the members.If, by quick and simple techniques a lower-bound design solution containing undesirable plastic hinges, and thus not satisfying the design constraints, can be obtained then the problem of minimum-
155
weight design develops into a process of reaching the desired hinge pattern by increasing the member sizes in such a way that the increase in overall weight of the frame has been kept to the minimum.Basically there are three main constraints in the ultimate load design of a multistorey sway frame. These are,(i) strength requirement for the individual members to resist failure due to local collapse mechanism,(ii) stiffness requirement for the frame as a whole against overall instability ,(iii) deflection limitations to prevent loss of efficiency of the structure.For the present study, the local member instability (lateral-torsional and local buckling) is not considered as a design constraint.While the maintenance of a desirable hinge pattern will satisfy constraints (i) and (ii), satisfaction of the third constraint is not guaranteed by it.In this chapter a method of design satisfying all the three constraints will be developed by using the frame analysis procedure proposed in the previous chapter.
5.2 THE LOWER-BOUND SOLUTIONIf the constraint on deflection is not considered for the moment, one way of finding the lower-bound solution for a multi-storey sway frame would be to select the member sizes to resist local mechanisms.
Referring to figure (5.1a ) the required plastic moment for a beamMp, is given by the beam mechanism as b A jW LMp = -------- (5 .1  )b 16
where A. is the design load factor and W is the total vertical load in the beam of span L .Similarly, a lower-bound section for the column., can be obtained by using the sway mechanism (figure 5.1b) , the required plasticmoment for a column , Mp being given byc-X ShMp = — ----  ( 5 .2 )c 2
where is the design load factor and S is the total horizontal shear in the column of height h.To satisfy the beam mechanism criterion of the adjoining beam, theminimum Mp of an external column shall be half of.the Mp of c bthe corresponding beam and that of the topmost external column shall be equal to the Mp^ of the corresponding roof beam.
For most of the examples presented in this chapter , values of and  ^ have been taken as 1.75 and 1.4 although lower values are in common use in. current practice. The B/20 Draft Specification also recommends a lower value for X .It is very unlikely that the lower-bound solution obtained by the above procedure will satisfy the design constraints set up in the preceding section.
5.3 DESIGN TO SATISFY STRENGTH AND STABILITYCONSTRAINTHaving obtained the lower-bound solution, the next step is to set up the desired hinge pattern and analyse the frame at the specified load factor by the method described in chapter IV. If the yield condition has not been violated anywhere on the frame, i .e .  the hinge pattern has either remained unaltered or some hinges have disappeared, the lower-bound solution will give the optimum design.If, however, there are additional hinges in the beams, or if any of the columns have developed plasticity, then the initial design will have to be modified by increasing the sizes of the members.It may not be necessary to Increase the sizes of all the members where undesirable hinges have appeared because of the redistribution of moment that takes place after a member is increased to the next higher standard section.
As discussed in the previous chapter the analysis procedure cannot be considered as accurate when dealing with frames having hinges in the columns or having beams with two hinges. So the analysis result of the lower-bound frame may not produce the actual hinge pattern. For the accuracy of the substitute frame analysis hinges in columns are more undesirable than the second hinge in the beams. Referring to figure (4.2 ) of Chapter LV when the second hinge appears in a beam, though the tangential stiffness becomes zero the secant stiffness does not have a sudden reduction. But when there is a hinge in the column the underlying principles of the substitute frame in calculating deflections are not applicable.In modifying the lower-bound design, therefore, the columns shall be made free of hinges first and then the second hinges from the beams removed. However, analysis with several alternative arrangements of beam and column sizes may be necessary to ensure that the final solution is the optimum.Finally, as it has been accepted that in an unbraced multistorey frame plasticity should not be allowed to develop at the service load [40] the final design solution shall be analysed at A = l .o .If any hinge appears further modification has to be carried out to satisfy this condition.
5.4 SIX-STOREY ONE-BAY FRAMEThe six-storey one-bay frame of Sec. (4.8 ) will now be designed for the external loading and specifications shown in figure (5.2).Only the economical sections shown in tables (2.1 and 2.2) will be considered for the members.
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The aim of the design procedure Is to find the optimum solution which will produce the most extensive formation of one hinge per beam at a load factor of 1.4 without causing any beam mechanism at X = 1.75.The lower-bound solution is given by the equations of Sec. (5.2). Figure (5.3a) shows the inertias of the different members in the lower bound design and (5.3b) shows the hinge pattern at X = 1.4 after analysis by the method described in the previous chapter.
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The hinge pattern shows that the design is a lower-bound solution and the frame would collapse at a load factor much lower than 1.4 . Reasons for some of the members remaining elastic are( i ) design of beams was governed by the local mechanism criterion at X =1.75,( ii) minimum column sizes were governed by the of the adjoining beam,and(iii) non-availability of a continuous range of standard section results in different proportion of surplus strength for different members.Iterations are now carried out to reach at the desired solution, i .e .  no hinge in the column and a maximum of one hinge per beam, each time increasing the size of one beam or those of one pair of columns to the immediately larger available section. Guided by the amount of
excessive moment in the members given by the analysis it may be possible to increase the sizes of more than one member at a time. After checking for optimality by analysing some alternative arrangements, the final design inertias are as shown in figure (5.4a) along with the hinge pattern at A = 1 .4 .
8167 456415603 526321345 6088 1.50 1.2?21345 6088 ©  ©  1.2 425464 7647 1.44 1.0621345 14307 1.50(§),
■ 3) 1.49
© 1.49
1.48(a) ( b ) F igu re 5.4
Figure (5.4b) shows the sequence of hinge formation and the load factors at which they form as given by the non-linear elastic-plastic analysis by computer. It confirms that three hinges in identical locations, hinge numbers 1, 2 and 3, form within load factor of1.4 while the fourth hinge forms at A = 1.44
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Figure 5.5a shows the joint and hinge rotations and horizontal deflections of each storey. Figures in parenthesis show the results of computer analysis at X  = 1.44. The two results have very satisfactory agreement. Figure (5.5b) shows the corresponding moments in the members and these also have similar agreements . .To determine the approximate failure load factor by using the load deflection curve, the frame is analysed to calculate the sway deflections at different values of X , i .e .  at X = 1.0, 1 .1 , 1 .2 ,1 .3  and 1 .4 . These are then plotted (figure 5.6) and the curve becomes assymptotic at about X = 1. 5, indicating infinite deflection, i.e .failure of the frame. So the approximate failure load factor , X^ , can be taken as 1 .5 . The computer analysis has also givenX^ = 1.50 (figure 5.4) .To check the yield criterion at service load the frame is analysed at X = 1 .0 . No hinges form at this load factor. Computer analysis also showed that the first hinge forms at X = 1.06 (figure 5.4b).Horizontal deflections at the various storey levels at X = 1 . 0  along with those given by computer analysis are shown in figure (5.7).Deflections in mmProposedmetriod Computeranalysis5.74 5.8411.35 11.3816.80 16.8122.78 22.7825.18 25.0914.67 14.5996.52 96.46At X = I ; no plastic hinge Figure 5.7
The optimum design solution shown in figure (5.4a) has been arrived at after a number of iterations. The initial lower-bound solution produced too many undesirable hinges at the design load factor necessitating the modification of sizes for nearly all the members of the frame. As a result, compared to the size of the frame , the variables of the optimisation problem were too many. For a large multibay multistorey frame the process of optimum design by using such a lower-bound solution is likely to be a lengthy one.It has been discussed in the previous chapter that the proposed method of analysis is inaccurate when dealing with frames in which plastic hinges are expected in the columns . So, in the design procedure described in Sec. (5.3), this type of hinge had to be removed first. Therefore a more convenient lower-bound solution would be one in which there is no hinge in the columns at the design load factor but at the same time their sizes are not large enough to hinder the optimality of the final solution.If the third constraint as discussed in Sec. (5.1) , i .e .  the constraint on deflection, is also brought within the scope of the design criterion it may be possible to find a realistic lower-bound solution which is closer to the final optimum design satisfying all the three constraints.
5.5 DESIGN TO SATISFY STRENGTH, STABILITY ANDDEFLECTION LIMITATIONSAs the horizontal deflection is quite significant in multistorey sway fram es it has been realised and accepted that its limitation to a reasonable proportion is necessary to ensure serviceability of the structure. Recommendations of BS 449 and the B/20 Draft
Specification in respect of maximum permissible horizontal deflections have been stated in chapter II (Sec. 2.1).In chapters II and III simple expressions have been derived for the design of multistorey sway frames satisfying deflection limitations at working load. It has also been shown that member inertias given by these expressions result in the optimum design of a frame for deflection constraints only.Use of these expressions may be made to design the columns of a frame to obtain a realistic lower-bound solution assuming that the sizes of columns required for the optimality against deflection constraint will be the same or smaller than those required for the optimum design satisfying all the three constraints.Modified lower-bound solutionThe following procedure is adopted to find the modified lower-bound design solution.( i ) Calculate the inertias required for the columnsusing the appropriate expressions given in chapters II and III ( for unit q-values) and select standard sections from table (2.2).(ii) Select beam sizes required to satisfy the beam mechanism criterion using equation (5.1) and table 
(2 . 1 ).(iii) Modify the sizes of external columns to satisfy the beam mechanism criterion of the adjoining beam by using the following expressions :
Mp;
(a)
For the intermediate floor (figure 5.8a)Mp. + Mp_ > Mp. (5.3)1 l D
For the top floor (figure 5.8b)A WLM > ----------- 3Mp (5.4)PC 4 bThe six-storey one-bay frame of Sec. (5.4) will now be designed again with a modified lower-bound solution. All the dimensions and specifications remain the same as shown in figure (5.2). The value of A , the permissible deflection, for each floor is taken as h/300.
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which is 11.67 mm. Member inertias provided in the initial lower-bound solution are shown in figure (5.9a), the figures in brackets being the corresponding plastic moment capacity, Mp  ^ , of the beam members. Figure (5.9b) shows the result of analysis of the lower-bound frame at X- = 1 .4 . There are no hinges in the columns and there are four undesirable hinges at the midpoint of beams. Corresponding moments at these points are shown in the figure.
(i m h 4564 1215603 (22601 ) 7647 3 -------15603(22601) 14307 (25851)15603(22601) 22202 45 ____  _ (29180)15603(22601) 22202 (30241 )15603 (22601 ) 22202 (27519)
Inertias in cm , Moments in kNcm.(a) (b)Figure 5.9
In the first iteration beams at levels 5 and 6 are increased to the next larger size (figure 5.10a) and the modified frame is analysed again. Results are shown In figure (5.10b) .
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Figure 5.10
The hinge at level 5 has not disappeared in spite of the increase of beam section at this level. Hinges at levels 3 .and 4 remain as earlier. Instead of increasing the beam size at level 5 any further, only the beam at level 4 is increased for the next iteration.Figure (5.11a) shows the modified frame and (5.11b) shows the analysis results.The midspan hinge at level 4 as well as that at level 5 have now disappeared, leaving only the one at level 3. So the beam at this level is also increased to the next higher size and the frame analysedagain.
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Figure (5.12) shows the results which satisfy the desired constraints for strength and stability , i .e .  maximum of one hinge per beam and no hinges in columns at the specified load factor.To check whether the design solution also satisfies the third constraints, i .e .  the deflection limitations, analysis at X = 1,0 has to be done. This analysis is also necessary to find out whether the frame is free of plastic hinges at working load. Results of the analysis are shown in figure (5.13). There is no hinge in the frame but the deflections at levels 3, 4 and 5 are in excess of the permissible value of 11.67 mm.Further increase in the member sizes is necessary to reduce the deflections to their permissible value. Iterative analyses with alternative arrangements of beam and column sizes have been made to reach the optimum solution. The final design is shown in figure (5.14).It may be observed that in the final optimum design, sizes of columns have remained unaltered from those selected for the initial lower-bound solution. The frame has been analysed by the proposed method at X = 1 .4  and no hinge formed at this load factor. The computer analysis showed the formation of first hinge at X = 1.48, whereas the failure load factor was given as Xf = 1.72.
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Deflections in mm Proposed Computer------1 method analysis8167 5.80 5.809. 8315603 12.36 12. 3721345 4 15.01 15.0021345 17.11 17.1221345 — 6 11.22 11.2221345 71.33 71.33.
t *  = 1 : no plastic hinge
1 5.77
Figure 5.13
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Optimum design to deflection limitations only
The six storey one bay frame will now be designed for deflection limitations using the expressions derived for a regular frame and unit q values given in Chaper II. Again, the economic standard sections given in tables (2.1 and 2.2) will only be considered.The calculated inertias required for the different members of the frame are shown in figure (5.15a) and using the corresponding Universal sections the optimum design solution is shown in figure £5. 15b) .In calculating the inertias, columns were designed first, corresponding rolled sections selected, and the beam inertias were then found by using the actual column inertias already selected.It is interesting to note that the optimum design solution for strength, stability and deflection constraints under the effects of combined
Figure 5.15
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vertical and wind loading (figure 5.14) is the same as that required to satisfy deflection constraints of the frame subjected to wind load only except for the sizes of beams at levels 1 and 2. If the local rigid-plastic beam mechanism is taken into consideration in the latter case, as has been suggested in the design procedure of chapter II, then these two beams will also have identical sizes in the two design solutions.
5.6 EIGHT-STOREY TWO-BAY FRAME
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The eight-storey two-bay frame is shown in figure (5.16). Design objective is  the same as that of the previous example, i .e .  to have one plastic hinge per beam at a load factor of 1.4 with no hinges in columns and to limiting sway deflection of h/300 in each storey.In the previous example (Sec. 5.4) the frame was subjected to a high intensity of wind pressure, i .e .  1.5 kN per square metre of the surface area which is equivalent to a wind velocity of 51 metres per second for this fram e. In this example the frame is subjected to the same intensities of wind pressure and vertical load. Thus the ratio of horizontal to vertical load in a bay of the frame is reduced to half of that of the previous example.The initial lower-bound solution is obtained by proceeding as in Sec. (5.5) and the corresponding standard sections chosen from table (2.1 and 2.2) are shown in figure (5..17 ).
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The eight-storey two-bay frame is shown in figure (5.16). Design objective is the same as that of the previous example, i .e .  to have one plastic hinge per beam at a load factor of 1.4 with no hinges in columns and to limiting sway deflection of h/300 in each storey.In the previous example (Sec. 5.4) the frame was subjected to a high intensity of wind pressure, i .e .  1.5 kN per square metre of the surface area which is equivalent to a wind velocity of 51 metres per second for this frame. In this example the frame is subjected to the same intensities of wind pressure and vertical load. Thus the ratio of horizontal to vertical load in a bay of the frame is reduced to half of that of the previous example.The initial lower-bound solution is obtained by proceeding as in Sec. (5.5) and the corresponding standard sections chosen from table (2.1 and 2.2) are shown in figure (5. .17 ).
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Figure  5 .17
Column inertias same as in figure (5.17)= 1.4 12 hinges Figure 5.18
The solution satisfying strength and stability constraints at X = 1.4 is shown in figure (5.18) along with location of hinges and sway deflections at the storey levels. Figure (5.19) shows the joint and hinge rotations and the bending moment in the members are shown in figure (5.20).The frame has been analysed by computer using accurate elastic- plastic method. Figure (5.21) shows the sequence of hinge formation with corresponding load factors and the sway deflections at load factors 1.37 (upper figures) and 1.45 (lower figures).Corresponding joint and hinge rotations are shown in figure (5.22) and the bending moments in figure (5.23). All these results have excellent agreement with those given by the proposed method.Analysis by the proposed method at load factors of 1 .0 , 1 .1 , 1.2 and 1.3 are shown in figure (5.24). The sequence of hinge formation agrees with the computer analysis. The deflections at working load (figure 5.24a) show that permissible value is exceeded at floor levels 5, 6 and 7. Subsequent iterations to satisfy the deflection constaints give the optimum solution as shown in figure (5.25). Figures in parenthesis show the deflections given by non-linear elastic analysis by computer at X= 1. Figure (5.26) shows the required inertias of the members when the frame is designed to satisfy the deflection constraints only, using the equations given in chapter II. Figure (5.26a) shows the required column inertias and figure (5.26b) shows the required beam inertias on the basis of actual column sections chosen from table (2.2). Corresponding beam sections after providing for safety against beam mechanism at-X^= 1.75 are the same as those in figure (5.25)In spite of the/^ffbcts of wind load, compared to the previous example, the optimum design solution of the frame for strength, stability and
176
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deflection requirements is the same as that required for deflection constraints only and the simple equations of chapters II and III are adequate for the design purpose. In the next example, the effect of wind load has been reduced further to investigate the applicability of the design methods proposed in chapters II and III in such frames by comparing with the design solution for strength, stability and deflection requirements.
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A in mm at A = 1Proposed Computer metnod analysis8167 4564 1742 4.21 (4.21 )15603 7647 4564 7.16 ( 7.17)15603 14307 6088 9.70 ( 9.71 )15603 22202 11360 10.22 ( 10.22)21345 22202 11360 11.30 (11.30)25464 27601 14367 11.10 (11.11 )35083 40246 22202 11.03 (11.04)21345 40246 22202 7.88 (7.89 )Figure 5.25
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5.7 FIVE -STOREY FOUR-BAY FRAME
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The multibay frame is shown in figure (5.27). Vertical unit load is the same as that of the previous examples, but the bay width is now 5 m (compa red to 7 m of the previous examples). Intensity of wind pressure has been reduced to a very low value of 0.735 kN/m equivalent to a wind velocity of 38 metres per second. The total wind force is distributed amongst four bays. So this example represents a case where the effects of wind load in a frame are very small.
The lower-bound solution is shown in figure (5.28a). The design solution satisfying strength and stability constraints is shown in figure (5.28b) while the hinge formation in the members is shown in figure (5.29a). Analysis at working load by the proposed method shows no hinge in the members and the sway deflections are within permissible limits (figure 5.29b). Figure ( 5 .3 0) shows the sequence of hinge formation within A = 1.4 when analysed by elastic-plastic computer program, the failure load factor being given as 1.59 .Design of the frame by using the expressions of chapter II, i .e .,fo r  deflection constraints only, gives the required member inertias as shown in figure (5.31a). After modifying these inertias to satisfy local mechanisms and selecting the corresponding rolled sections, the design solution is the same as that shown in figure (5.28a). Although elastic-plastic analysis of the frame by computer gives a failure load of A = 1.56 , there are three double-hinged beams in the frame at A = 1.4 (given both by the computer analysis and the analysis by proposed method) as shown in figure (5.31b).Thusjhis example illustrates that, for the frames where the effect of wind load is very sm all, design to deflection constraints by the method proposed in chapters II and III may be inadequate in satisfying the strength and stability requirements. However, the expressions developed in those two chapters can be used in finding the lower-bound solution of a multistorey frame with any intensity of wind loading and then designed by the method proposed in this chapter.
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Design with the same beam section at a particular levelThe satisfactory design solution shown in figure (5.28b) has been obtained by gradually eliminating the undesirable plastic hinges in the lower-bound frame (figure 5.28a and 5.31b). Considering the possibility of reversible wind direction, symmetry has been maintained while modifying the beam inertias. It has, however, not been attempted to use the same inertia for all the beams in a particular floor level. Such an arrangement will enable corresponding reduction in the column inertias and may result in slightly cheaper overall design solution in some cases.Figure (5.32) shows the beam inertias using the same rolled section throughout a particular floor level and the corresponding column sections required to satisfy the deflection constraint at working load. The result of the analysis at ^ = 1.4 is shown in figure (5.33a). There is only one hinge, at point 1 , althoughthe bending moment at point 2 , 136.93 kNm, is very close to the plastic moment of the beam, 137.16 kNm. The result of analysis by computer is shown in figure (5.33b). The failure load factor is given as 1.66. The weight of the frame given by the first solution (figure 5.28b) is 5 865 kg , whereas the frame with uniform floor beams (figure 5.32) weighs 5801 kg, thus providing a more economical solution with a saving of 1.1% by weight .
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5.8 DESIGN OF NON-UNIFORM FRAME
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To illustrate the use of the proposed method in non-uniform frames, the six-storey four-bay frame shown in figure (5.34) lias been chosen. It is the one used by Heyman [17] and later on Holmes and Gandhi
used it to illustrate the design method proposed in reference [18]. Figure (5.35) shows the design solution obtained by the latter.For the convenience of comparison with the earlier work, imperial units will be used in this example.The frame of figure (5.35) has been analysed by the proposed method. The analysis at X = 1.4 shows no hinge formation in the members and the analysis at A = 1 gives sway deflections as shown in figure (5.35). Elastic-plastic analysis by computer shows the formation of first hinge at A = 1.59 and the failure at A = 1 .9 6 .
A in inches at \ = 12C4.2 204.2 204.2 204.2 .063109.7 41.9 41.9 41.9 109.7204.2 204.2 204.2 204.2 .178109.7 41.9 41.9 41.9 109.7 . 22S109.7 109.7 109.7 109.7 109.7109.7 126.5 126.5 126.5 .314109.7204.2 204.2 204.2 204.2 .393109.7 146.3 146.3 146.3 109.7238.4 238.4 238.4 238.4 .3/0126.5 343.7 343.7 343.7 126.5_ _ _  _4Inertias in in At A.= 1.4 : no hinge Figulv 5.35
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The frame will now be designed using the proposed method with the following specifications :
Fy = 16 tons/sq in , E = 13400 tons/sq inPermissible sidesway at h/300 are 0.6 inches {or the bottom storey and 0.48 inches for the other storeys.X = 1.75
The initial solution is shown in figure (5.36). Analysis of the frame at A = 1.4 shows that there is no undesirable hinge in the members and so the initial lower-bound solution satisfies the strength and stability requirements. Analysis at X = 1 shows that the sway deflections are within permissible limits. Location of hinges and the deflections are also shown in figure (5.36). The result of elastic-plastic analysis by computer is shown in figure (5.37) which is very close to that obtained by the proposed method, the failure load factor being 1.53. The total weight of the frame given by the proposed method is 9.11 tons compared to 10.87 tons of the frame of figure (5.35) which is a reduction of 16.2%.The frame has been designed again with the following additional specifications :(i) Same beam sections to be used in a particular floo r level.(ii) Maximum depth of beams to be restricted to 12 " .
e
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A in inches at \  = 1
30.3 68.8 105.330.3 68.830.3 105.330.3 41.9 .121
30.3 105.3 298.153.3 105.353.3 298.133.3 53.3 .251
41.9 105.3 298.1109.7 105.3 * 109.7 298.1109.7 53.3 .30153.3 126.5 L 26.5 126.5 109.7 .380
109.7 272.9 272.9 272.9 109.7 .372105.3 298.1 105.3 ' 298.1 .479109.7 272.9 272.9 272.9 L09.7
Hinge fo rmation at X = 1.4 Figure 5.36
l . i ; 1.38
1.14 ©1.28d>1.43 1.10 &1.24©  ®  1.43 ‘ - 05 1.33 1.17Ö  d>1.39 1.01 <U1.25 1.083------------1
~T3 dT
Figure 5.37
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A in inches at X = 130.3 105.3 105.330.3 105.330.3 105.330.3 41.9 .116
30.3 204.2 204.230.3 204.230.3 204.230.3 53.3 .321
30.3 53.3 53.3 53.3 53.3 .435.42541.9 109.7 109.7 109.7 53.3
109.7 183.7 183.7 183.7 109.7 .409204.2 204.2 204.2 204.2 .600109.7 183.7 183.7 183.7 109.7
Hinge formation at X =1.4 Figure 5.38
1.45
1.40 d )1.37
<35 <D
* f = 1.62
Figure 5.39
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Figure (5.38) shows the initial frame with the hinge formation pattern at  ^ = 1 .4  and the sway deflections at *  = 1. It satisfies the strength, stability and deflection requirements. Figure (5.39) shows the result of elastic-plastic analysis by computer which has complete agreement with the design by the proposed method. The total weight of this frame is 9.49 tons, which is still 12.7% lower than the design given by the method of reference [lif.].
5.9 CONCLUSIONThe analysis and design method developed in the preceding and current chapters takes into consideration nearly all the different factors causing frame instability that have been included in the non-linear elastic- plastic method [ 6, 7, 8 ] . Although the deteriorating effect of axial forces in the beams has not been included in the proposed method, it has been found by comparative study that the overall effect of such forces on the failure load and hinge formation pattern at failure is negligible. Like the elastic-plastic computer method, the advantageous effects of strain-hardening and composite action of cladding have also been excluded from the proposed method.A single analysis of a frame at a given load factor gives the hinge formation pattern, joint displacements and hinge rotations at that load level. A few additional analyses below the given load factor enable the actual behaviour of the frame to be traced from the formation of first hinge up to the given load factor. The load-deflection relationship given by these analyses also enables the approximate failure load for the frame to be assessed.The analysis method is simple in the sense that the calculations, although repetitive and sometimes lengthy, are not complicated,
and do not require any matrix inversion. For small frames, e .g .  the four-storey one-bay frame of Sec. (4.5), the analysis can be carried out by hand calculation. However, computer programmes written for the ’substitute-frame' calculation of sway deflections and'the computation of joint and hinge rotations by using the 'limited frame' are within the range of desk-top computers commonly used by design offices. With the Burroughs B6700 computer the iterative 'substitute frame' analysis, even for a very large frame, requires less than one second of CPU time , while that for the 'limited fram e’ analysis is within two seconds. Of course, with desk-top computers the process times will be longer, but the size of the problem is always expected to be within the capacity of such computers. Thus the services of a large-capacity computer, as required by the non-linear elastic-plastic analysis, has been avoided.The analysis and design methods presented in the two chapters have been proposed as approximate elastic-plastic methods. The discrepancies between the values of rotations and displacements given by the proposed analysis method and those given by accurate elastic-plastic computer analysis are very small and insignificant from the viewpoint of structural design. It may have been noticed that, in all the examples presented so far, the differences were so small that the hinge formation pattern at a particular load factor given by the two methods has always been identical or very nearly so.The proposed design method provides a better alternative to indirect design by the modified Merchant-Kankine formula. Wood [11] has mentioned the possibility of a variable stiffness approach sim ilar to his work on columns [ 46 ] . This would require a stiffness -load relationship curve to be found for the whole frame, something sim ilar to figure ( 4.3) of chapter IV , where a particular case of a single
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beam has been shown. The proposed method takes into consideration the reduced stiffness of individual members at different stages of loading, although no direct relationship between the overall stiffness of the frame and the load factor has been found.As for the optimality aspect of the design method, it has been shown that for frames controlled by limiting deflections (sec.5.5 and 5.6) an iterative approach of analyses with alternative arrangement of member sizes produces the optimum solution. As these analyses are only the calculation of sway deflections using the substitute frame at A = 1, hand calculations can be used conveniently. However, the final solution of the six-storey one-bay frame (sec.5.5), using the computer programmes for all the calculations, required only 16 seconds of CPU time in the Burroughs B6700 computer.For the frames controlled by strength and stability requirements the design solution given by the proposed method should usually be the optimum one as the feasible solution is obtained from the lower-bound design by increasing the inertia of one beam at a time to that of the next rolled section. Moreover, it Is also possible to reduce the size of one member, which has been increased earlier, to make alternative studies.It has also been shown that the design of a multistorey sway frame is usually governed by the limitations on horizontal deflections unless the effect of wind load is very small. Therefore,the design procedure may always start with the use of the simple method proposed in chapters II and III to obtain the optimum solution for limiting deflections. The solution may then be checked and modified, if necessary, for strength and stability requirements by the method proposed in chapters IV and V.
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CHAPTER VIANALYSIS OF PORTAL FRAMES WITH VARYING CROSS-SECTIONS 
6.1 INTRODUCTIONThe pitched-roof portal frame is one of the most extensively used structural forms adopted for present-day industrial buildings. When rolled sections are used in the design of such buildings it is common practice to provide haunches in the rafters to obtain an economic design solution. Further economy can be achieved by using fabricated plate girders for both the rafter and the stanchion with linearly varying web depth. The thickness and width of flange plate and the thickness of web may also be changed at desired intervals along the length of the frame. When the strength requirements control the design, cross-sectional dimensions of non-uniform girders may be proportioned according to the bending moment envelope of the frame. The number of cross-sectional parameters to be varied is , however, dependent on the relative economy in terms of the material cost due to such variation and the additional expenditure involved In fabrication.The simplest approach to the analysis of such frames is to divide each rafter and stanchion into a number of smaller members and to consider these members as of uniform section with average cross-sectional dimensions. The frame is then analysed by the matrix displacement method. This approach to analysis is an approximate one, but leads to convergence as the number of divisions increases. However, a large amount of computer time and storage is then required.
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In this chapter a method has been developed for the elastic analysis of frames with tapered members which is quicker both in data preparation and computer time, as it does not require any subdivision of the members. Slope-deflection equations have been derived for a tapered member which have then been used to produce a member stiffness matrix. In this chapter the stiffness matrix has been used to analyse frames with tapered members by displacement method. In the following chapter this analysis procedure has been used in the optimum design of single-bay pitched-roof portal frame to strength and deflection constraints.
6.2 STOPE-DEFLECTION EQUATIONS FORA TAPEREDMEMBER
(a) Elevation X B
A B
(b) Deformed shape
Af
(b) C ross-section  
at X
F
+ ve di rections
Figure 6 .1
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Figure (6.1) shows a tapered member of linearly varying web depth and constant flange width, flange thickness and web thickness. Let L be the length of the member, A  ^ the cross-sectional area of each
flanges at A and B respectively. It is assumed that the member is not subjected to any load at intermediate points between A and B.
displacements are not considered for the moment.If the area of web is neglected and the thickness of flange is assumed to be small in comparison with the overall dimension of the section, the moment of inertia of the member at a point X , at a distance x from A , is gi\en by
flange, and D j the depths between the centre line of
Let 8. and 0„ be the rotation of ends of the deformed member A Bwhile y and y are the transverse displacements. Longitudinal A B
Dx2I Af (6 . 1)x 2where Dx is the depth at X aid is given byDx = D + o xL
Therefore, letting ft and G = D /YoL= V  ( x + G) 2 (6 . 2)x
2If M and M are the moments at A and B and S the shear force, A Bfor equilibriumSL + 0 (6.3)
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Assuming hogging bending moment at X
£dxEI = - M A - Sxx , l A
EMUsing (6.2) for I and letting A ' ------------
x 2
A' dx M + Sx A_______( x + G )  2
and
• -ËYdx - i - M + Sx A----------T( x + G )
S In ( x + G) + GS -M .x + G + U
Uy = j îSin  ( x + G) + GS - M .x + G + U
In ( x + G) (Sx + 2GS - M ) - S x + U x + V  Awhere U and V are constants.
Boundary condition of the frame gives ,(i) at x =0, y =y and ^  = 0A and A dx
(ii) at x =L, y=y and dyB dx
(6.4)
(6.5)
(6 . 6)
(6.7)
Using boundary condition (i) in equations (6.6) and (6.7),U = A * e . - S (lnG + l ) + M A/GA Aand V = A ’y . + (M. - 2GS ) InG A AThe following expressions for the member-forces can be derived by using the boundary condition (ii) and the values of U and V (equations 6.8 and 6.9 ) in equations (6.6) and (6.7)
Ma  = ----- j--------2 2 2 [ (GL2 + 2G2L-2GHL2-2G3H)Sa(GH L + G H -L  )+ GH L2 + 3G2HL + 2G3H-2GL2-2G2L) 0 + (GL-G2H-GHL) A]D
A'm b = 2 2 2 (GH~L + G H -L  ) [ ( 3G2HL + G H L 2+ 2G3H-2GL2-2G2L) 6
+ (L3+ 2G2L + 3G L2-4 g 2HL-2GHL2 -2G3H) 0 + (L +G)(GH-L)A]
s  = — ------y T~2t( g l -g h l ‘ g2h) eA + <GHL + g 2h -g l - l 2) eA + LA ](GH L + G H -L  )
where H = l n ( l  + —  ) and GA = V * y » i . e . ,  the relative transverse deflection of B Athe member ends.With D = D , equations (6.10 - 6.12) give the normal slope-deflection 1 oequations for uniform members.
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6 .3  O V E R A L L  S T IF F N E S S M A TR IX O F A FRAM E WITH TAPEREDMEMBERS
Equations (6.10)- (6.12) can be written in matrix form as :
s = C ' L  |( G L -G H L -G 2H) I(g h l + g 2h - g l - l 2)
m a (G L -G 2H -G H L )j(G L 2+2G2L * 2 G 2H L-2 G 3H)1
1 2 2 3 (GHL + 3 G  H L + 2 G  H1 2 2 1 -2 G L  -2 G  L)1m b (G + L)(GH - L)|(3G2H L4GH L2+2G3H -2G 2U ( L 3+ 2 G 2L+3GL2' ' 2 2 3-4G H L -2 G H L  -2G H)_
6A
6B
whereC ' A ’(g h 2l  + g ^ 2- l 2)
(6.13)
In abbreviated form equation (6.13) can be expressed as
P = k. Z (6.14)whereP is the vector for member forces, Z is the joint displacement vector , and k is the stiffness matrix.The vector Z expresses the joint displacements in terms of the member.These can be converted into the overall coordinate system of the frame (figure 6.1) by using the relationship stated below.
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co-ordinate system 
£ for frame
Referring to figure (6.2) the displacement vector Z can be expressed as
A = sin« -  COS 0£ 0 -sin«. cos« —0
SA 0 0 1 0 0 0e 0 0 0 0 0 1B
_
(6.15)
where a is the inclination of the member with respect to x -cooniinate of the overall system, x^ > y^ > 0  ^ and x  ^ , y^ , 9  ^ are the displacements of the joints A and B in the x, y and 0 directions of the overall system.
\
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Equation (6.15) can be abbreviated asZ = A . X (6.16)
where X is the joint displacement vector in the overall system and A is known as the displacement transformation matrix.By equating work done on the member to the strain energy stored,it can be shown that [ 8 ]
L = A '.P  (6.17)
where L is the applied load vector, corresponding term for term to X , and A ' is the transpose of matrix A .From (6.14), (6.16) and (6.17),
L = A ' . k . A . X  
or simply
L = K X (6.18)where K ( = A ' .k .^ )  is the overall stiffness matrix of the member.Using the values of k (equation 6.13) and A (equation 6.15) the overall stiffness matrix fora tapered member, K , is given bya-b d symmet rical-c e f-a b c ab -d -e “ b dg -h r “g h q
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where a = C 'L  sin ab = C 'L  sin a cosocc = C 'G (GH + HL - L) sin <x 
2d = C’L c o s «e = C’G (GH + HL -L) cos a
2 2 f = C’G (L + 2GL - 2GHL - 2G H)g = C(G + L)(GH-L) sin «h = C'(G + LXGH-L) cos ot
2 2q = C'(G + L)(L + 2GL-2GHL-2G H) r = CG(G + L)(2GH + HL -2L)
The overall stiffness matrix of the frame may now be constructed by assembling the stiffness matrices of the members. Considering equation (6.18) as the load-displacement relationship for the whole f rame,displacements of the frame are given by
X = K . L (6.20)
In this case X will represent the displacement vector for all the joints in the frame, K the overall stiffness matrix and L the external load vector of the frame.
2
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6 . 4 A N A L Y SIS  PROGRAMThe analysis of a frame with tapered members by the matrix displacement method is based on the equation (6.20). Once the terms of the stiffness matrices of individual members (equation 6.19) are calculated and assembled to form the overall stiffness matrix of the frame, i .e .  K of equations (6.20), the joint displacements can be calculated by using the same equation, the external load vector , L , being a known quantity.The joint displacements enable the value of A to be determined for each member and the member end moments can then be calculated by using equations (6.10) and (6.11). The 'compact elimination 'technique developed by Jennings [23] is used to solve the stiffness, equation (6.20) after the stiffness matrix has been stored by the economical method proposed by the same author, as discussed in chapter I (Sec. 1.4). The compact technique is based on the Gaussian elimination method for the direct solution of linear simultaneous equations.In deriving equations (6.10) - (6.12) the inertias have been calculated neglecting the cross-sectional area of the web. This may cause significant error in the analysis of a frame. To avoid this error an 'equivalent effective depth' of the members has been used which is explained below . f w
l
x e
A(a) (b)
Figure 6 .3
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6. 4 ANALYSIS PROGRAMThe analysis of a frame with tapered members by the matrix displacement method is based on the equation (6.20). Once the terms of the stiffness matrices of individual members (equation 6.19) are calculated and assembled to form the overall stiffness matrix of the frame, i .e .  K of equations (6.20), the joint displacements can be calculated by using the same equation, the external load vector , L , being a known quantity.The joint displacements enable the value of A to be determined for each member and the member end moments can then be calculated by using equations (6.10) and (6.11). The 'compact elimination 'technique developed by Jennings [23] is  used to solve the stiffness, equation (6.20) after the stiffness matrix has been stored by the economical method proposed by the same author, as discussed in chapter I (Sec.1.4). The compact technique is based on the Gaussian elimination method for the direct solution of linear simultaneous equations.In deriving equations (6.10) - (6.12) the inertias have been calculated neglecting the cross-sectional area of the web. This may cause significant error in the analysis of a frame. To avoid this error an 'equivalent effective depth' of the members has been used which is explained below . f wX Ttx d de xA f 1 I(a) (b)
Figure 6 .3
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The cross-sectional dimensions of an I-section are shown infigure (6.3a) . The moment of inertia of the section about the majoraxis ( x - x ) is given by^3 . .3d A 2 fI. = w —  + —1 ( d + ft)  + f w —  (6.21)1 12 2 6Let the section shown in Figure (6.3b), composed of two flange plates only, have the same inertia about x - x axis as that of the I-section. If the dimensions of flange plates in both the sections are the same, the inertia of the section of figure (6.36b) is given by
I
2
(6. 22)
Equating (6.21) and (6.22) the 'equivalent effective depth' de is given as
de (6.23)
In calculating the terms of the stiffness matrices (6.19) the valuesof D and D may now be modified by using (6.23) before calculating o 1the terms of the stiffness m atrix. The amount of error involvedin the results of the analysis by using de is very small. In terms ofinertia the maximum average error will not exceed 2% for memberswith D./D = 2. The error reduces as the taper gets shallower.1 oThe analysis procedure can be summarised as follows :(i) Calculate the equivalent depths at the ends of each member (Equation 6.23).(ii) Calculate the teim s of the member stiffness matrix (Equation 6.19).
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(iii) Construct the overall stiffness matrix of theframe, _K, by assembling the member stiffness matrices.(iv) Construct the external load vector, L , from the given loading data.(v) Solve the stiffness equation (6.20) to find the displacement vector X .(vi) Calculate the values of A for all the members(vli) Calculate the member forces (Equations 6.10 - 6.12)
6. 5 MODIFICATION FOR AXIAL DISPLACEMENTThe axial displacement of the member was neglected in deriving the slope-deflection equations (6.10) - (6.12). The analysis method, therefore, needs to be modified to include the effect of axial displacement and to calculate the axial forces in the member.Referring to figure (6.1), if the cross-sectional area of the member Is assumed to be the average of the area at the two ends of the member the slope-deflection equations can be modified as"1  EA
P = C 0 0 0 uC LS 0 L A
MA (GHL2+3G2HL+2G3H 2 2-2GL -2G L) eA
M,B
(6.24)
—J7  '
2 1 0
where P is the axial force inthe member A is the average cross-sectional area and u is the axial deformation of the member
Equation (6.24) replaces equation (6.13) and k is now a 4 x 4 matrix. The displacement transformation matrix, _A »takes the form
-cos « - sin « 0 cos « sin «sin « - cos « 0 -sin « cos «0 0 1 0 00 0 0 0 0 (6.25)By using the modified expressions for the matrices k and _A the overall member stiffness matrix can be found. This can still be represented by the equation (6.19) with the terms a, b and d modified as follows :
t 2 2 EAa = C L sin «  + cos« —L EAb = C 'L  sin« cos«-sin« cos« —
2 2 EA  d = C 'L  cos «  + sin«. —LThe axial force in a member is given by
where u =-cos« (xA ‘ X0) -sin« (yA -yg)
\
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6.6 EXAMPLESA computer program has been written in Burroughs Algol following the steps shòwn in Sec. (6.4) with modifications made in S e c .(6.5). To check the validity of the method in analysing frames with tapered members the simple portal frame shown in figure (6.4) is taken as the first example.
400
Figure 6.4
Table (6.1) shows the results of the analyses. The upper row shows the deflections and moments given by the proposed method, while the lower row shows the results given by analysing a 'stepped' frame obtained by dividing each of the members AD, AB, BC and CF into sixteen smaller members of average uniform depth. A standard computer program for analysis by the matrix displacement method has been used for the latter analysis. The results show excellent agreement.
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Horizontal Vertical Bending Bending Bendingdeflection at deflection moment moment moment atA at B at A at B cmm mm kNm kNm kNmProposed 40.987 4.382 31.316 4.472 18.676method to right up
•Stepped ' 40.151 4.315 31.324 4.459 18.676analysis to right up
Table 6.1
As the next example, the frame used by Just [ 36 ] to illustrate his method using finite element technique, will be analysed by the proposed method. The frame is shown in figure (6.5). Analyses were carried out for (i) a vertical load of 100 kN at B, and then for (ii) a horizontal load of 100 kN acting at A . The results are shown in table (6.2). While the moments given by the two methods are nearly the same, the differences in the value of the deflections are also negligible.
120 0  B  "  ' ’^ 6 0 0----- '■ --------^5000 I A—-x- — 1
E =100 kN/mm
‘ t '00
2-1000
' |t- 400V - 2100
rva liable
300A 11 dimensions in mm
Figure 6 .5
Lk 1_ ' \
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For vertical load For horizontal loadProposedmethod Just'smethod Proposedmethod Just'smethodHorizontal deflection at A mm 24.17 to left 24.79 to left 495.49 to right 510.1 to rightDeflection 59.08 60.61 485.64 500.0at B mm down down to right to rightHorizontal deflection 24.17 24.79 474.83 488.9at C mm to right to right to right to rightMoment at D 77.48 78.1 446.01 445.6kNmMoment at A 264.31 263.4 896.70 897.0kNm
Moment at B 264.48 265.4 109.99 110.4kNm
Moment at C 264.31 263.4 676.15 677.2kNm
Moment at F kNm 77.48 78.1 381.14 380. 2
Table 6.2
The above examples show that the proposed method gives reasonably accurate analysis results for frames with tapered members. The C .P .U . time required in Burroughs 6700 computer to analyse a single-bay portal frame is always a fraction of a second.
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CHA PTE R VII
PITCHED-ROOF PORTAL FRAM ES:OPTIMUM DESIGN TO STRENGTH AND DEFLECTION REQUIREMENTS
7.1 INTRODUCTIONAs discussed in chapter I , one of the main problems associated with the design of portal frames is to satisfy the deflection limitations. Design of such frames by the plastic theory, which ignores the deflections altogether, is a comparatively simple exercise. But the calculation of deflections at working load, required to satisfy the limitations specified by the code, is often the difficult part of the design. To arrive at a satisfactory solution, several analyses of trial designs may be necessary and the eventual design solution may not be the most economic one.This has led to the adoption of elastic design at working load using fabricated plate girders with varying cross-sections. A tapered portal frame designed to be stressed right up to the permissible elastic value throughout its length is an alternative to plastically designed frame using uniform rolled sections. As the tapered members are built up from plates, it is possible to use thin, deep web plates leading to higher inertia/weight ratio than is possible with rolled sections. The additional advantage of using such deep sections is the reduction in in-plane deflections of the frame.However, due to the requirement to satisfy the permissible stresses as well as deflections at different combination of loading, including the reversibility of wind direction, it is not usually possible to maintain sections stressed up to the permissible value at a particular load case. In spite of this, considerable economy may be achieved
by using tapered members if the variation in the cross-sectional dimension of the frame can be optimised to satisfy the design requirements.The analysis method developed in the preceding chapter can be used to design a frame by a process of iteration. If such a design operation starts with a lower-bound solution and subsequent increments in the cross-sectional dimensions are obtained by a mathematical programming technique for minimisation of the weight function, then the optimum design solution for the frame may be found.Basically, mathematical programming techniques are procedures for determining the values of a set of variables that either maximise or minimise a numerical function of the variables subject to satisfying some other relationships also expressed as numerical function of the variables. The function to be minimised or maximised is called the 'objective function' and the equations expressing the relationship of the variables to be satisfied are known as the 'constraint equations'. The objective function is usually expressed as :Minimise or maximise (7.1)
where v  ^ , v^ , v  are the m number of variables mThe constraint functions may either be equalities or inequalities. The former expresses an exact relationship between the variables, e .g . ,
■■■
■■■
*
The inequality constraints represent the relationships for some limitations, e .g . ,
%(V1 ’ V2 * V3 ..........................Vm > *  C2 (7.3)
g3( V  V V3 ..........................V ) *  C3 (7.4)c  ^ , c^ and c^ are constant terms.
The space bounded by the constraint equations is known as the 'feasible region' and the values of the variables in the final solution must lie within this region.When the objective function and all the constraint equations of an optimisation problem are linear the problem is classified as one of 'linear programming’. When this is not true the problem is one of non-linear programming. Although comparatively simple techniques, e .g .sim p lex method, are available for dealing with linear programming [32] , solution techniques for non-linear programming problems are still relatively complex in nature.In a structural design problem the variables for a frame of fixed geometry are usually the numerical values of cross-sectional dimensions at different locations of the frame and the constraints are of the form shown in equation (7.3) with the term c 2 representing the specific value of stress or deflection which must not be exceeded. The objective function is either a cost function o ra  weight function. The relationship between the weight and cost of a multistorey framed structure using rolled sections has been discussed in chapter II (Sec. 2.2). In a fabricated portal frame with welded tapered members the minimum-weight design is likely to be very close to the most economic solution if the practical constraints regarding the available and convenient dimensions of plate are taken into consideration and the number of changes in the
cross-sectional dimensions of the frame is related to the additional cost of welding etc. required for such changes.A method has been developed for the absolute minimum-weight design of single-bay pitched roof portal frames to strength requirements and limiting deflections. Subsequently the same basic principles have been used to produce a second approach for design considering the practical constraints of fabrication and realistic dimensions for plates.
A general linear minimisation problem which could be solved by the simplex method can be expressed as :
7.2 BASIC PRINCIPLES OF DESIGN
MinimiseZ + k .v .'+ ..+ k  V J J m i m (7.5)Subject to the constraintsm (7.6)
(7.7)
for i = 1, 2, 3 nwhere a^ , Cj and kj are constants m is the number of va riablesand n is the number of constraints.
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cross-sectional dimensions of the frame is related to the additional cost of welding e tc . required for such changes.A method has been developed for the absolute minimum-weight design of single-bay pitched roof portal frames to strength requirements and limiting deflections. Subsequently the same basic principles have been used to produce a second approach for design considering the practical constraints of fabrication and realistic dimensions for plates.
7.2 BASIC PRINCIPLES OF DESIGNA general linear minimisation problem which could be solved by the simplex method can be expressed as :
MinimiseZ + k .v .'+ ..+ k  v 
J  J  m i m (7.5)Subject to the constraintsm t (7.6)1 =1 (7.7)
for 1 = 1, 2, 3 nwhere ajj , Cj and kj are constants m is the number of va riablesand n is the number of constraints
In the following paragraphs the procedure adopted to express the optimum design problem of a single-bay pitched-roof portal frame in the above form (equations 7.5 - 7.7) has been explained.Figure (7.1) shows the line-diagram of a pitched roof portal frame. The design constraints for such a frame relating to the permissible stresses will usually be the maximum stresses at A , B , C ............ . L
lX Figure 7.1
assuming that all the external loads act at these points. These are the locations where the angle of taper and plate thickness of the members A C , C F , FJ and JK will be allowed to change, with linear variations in depth between A and B, B and C , C and D etc. The other constraints may be the vertical deflection at F and the horizontal deflection at J .Starting with an initial lower-bound solution, the variables for the problem will be the increases of girder depths at A , B, C ,  . . . . , L ,  thickness and width of flanges and thickness of web for the lengths AB, BC, CD , .............  , K L . If the cross-sectional dimensions of
B
su
n
1' J OT -
the initial frame are selected on the basis of (i) minimum available plate thickness, (ii) code specifications on minimum requirements to prevent local buckling, and (iii) minimum sizes specified by the architect, equation (7.7) will be satisfied as the variables will have non-negative values. Such an initial design for the frame will be an infeasible one and it is likely that most of the design constraints (equations 7.6) will remain unsatisfied. The simplex operation will then produce values of the variables required to satisfy the constraint equations with minimum increase in the value of the objective function (equation 7.5) . The number and location of the points where a change of plate size and a change of slope in the girder profile occur, i .e .  the points B, D , E , G, H and K , may be chosen by the designer on the basis of fabrication constraints and the relative economy between reduction in volume and increase of fabrication cost. As the frame shall have to be symmetrical about its vertical axis ( X - X of figure 7.1), to be able to satisfy the reversibility of horizontal loading and the architectural requirements, the number of variables may be reduced to those in one half of the frame,with identical dimensions in the other half.As stated in chapter II (sec.2.1) , the permissible horizontal deflection at J due to the combination of dead and windload, according to BS 449, will be h/325 and according to the B/20 Draft Specification, h/300. For vertical deflection at C due to imposed load, the corresponding values are L/360 and L/200 respectively. Permissiblestresses at the points A , B, C .......................  L will vary dependingon the sectional properties of the members at these points as well as the effective length of the compression flanges. Formulae and tables to calculate these values are given in BS 449.
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On analysing the initial frame, let f  ^ be the value of the 'stress index' given by the interaction formula (clause 14a of BS 449) at a point, say B, of the frame of figure (7.1) , i .e .
is not feasible, the value of ^  is likely to be greater than 1.The frame may now be analysed, after increasing, by unit value, the dimension corresponding to one of the variables, say, the stanchion depth at C , keeping all the other dimensions unaltered. A new set of values for stresses and deflections for the different points in the frame is given by the- analysis. If the total stanchion depth at C and the stress constraint at B are designated at v and c  ^ respectively, the rate of change of the constraint c J with respect to that of Vj is given as
Similarly cue rate of change of all the other constraints for unit change of depth at C can be calculated by subtracting the respective values of the stress indexes and deflections given by the initial analysis from those of the latter analysis. The general relationship can be expressed as
ff c (7 .8 )1 Pcwheref  = the calculated average axial stress at B ,cp = the permissible axial stress at B , cf = the calculated maximum bending stress at B, beand p = the permissible bending stress at B. beIn a feasible solution f  ^ should be less than 1, but as the initial design
(7.9)
where f, 19 the new sire« index 31 E>.
i
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i = 1 ,2 ,3 , .................... nwhere n is the total number of constraints.Proceeding in a similar way, i .e .  by increasing the dimensions corresponding to the other variables by unit values, one at a time, and analysing the frame, all the values for these 'sensitivity coefficients'[42] can be calculated. The general expression for the sensitivity coefficient may be given as
bci----  * i = 1 ,2 ,3 ,................  n andBv. j = 1 ,2 ,3 , ...............mwhere m is the total number of design variables.If the unknown changes to be made in the variables are designated as Avj, the constraint equations can be expressed as Ac,
fl +
f2 +
ac acl S. . .  H----- Av, + . . . ,avj1 ¿Vj + —  ûv + ,s vi * v2 2
Av1 &C2+ — + 3c2 .•. . . .  + —  Av. +.*vi av2 ô v  Jj ^c .i* vi AV1 + ! ! i  Av2 Sv2 3c,• • • +  ^AVi +.OVj J
N ? Av1. ôc„ .+ Av2 + . . . .  + ^  ¿ Vja v i 3v2 avj
S vm 
a  vn  ^ *  cPom 2
! i  Avm $ cpi
Sc_
(7.10)
where cpt , cp2 ...................cpn and » f2 ... .....................fn 3rerespectively the permissible and the initial values for stresses anddeflections.
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In a general form the above constraint equations (7.10) can be expressed as
f +l b c------  A v .d v
j
< cpi (7.11)
If the objective function for the problem can now be found in linearexpression of the variables, the simplex method of linear programmingmay be used to calculate the values of Av. , Av„ ................Av
•A 2  111required to satisfy the constraints.However, although the constraint equations (7.10) have been expressedÔC!in a linea r form, the sensitivity coefficients —L-ÔVj a re notactually linear, i .e .  the rates of change of the stresses and deflections with respect to those of the variable’ dimensions are not linear. A typical representation of these relationships is shown in figure (7.2).The curve A^ _ shows the non-linear reduction in the value of a 
constraint, say Cpfrom  D j to D as the cross-sectional dimension,Vj i increases from to F . If the permissible value of the constraint is represented by the vertical line DE which intersects the curve at the point A,. and the initial value is given by the point corresponding to the point A  ^ In the curve, increase of v from F  ^ to F is necessary to satisfy the constraint. O r , in other words , the required value of Av. = F^F .The sensitivity coefficient ,
is given by the tangent line AjB^ optimum design process using the simplex method will follow this tangent line and give the value of the variable Avj = F jF ^  as the requirement to reduce the constraint from to D . However, if the frame is
be ,o f the lower-bound solutionà v .Jintersect ing the line DE at . The
EFigure 7.2
analysed after increasing the value of vj by the amount Avj (= F 1F 2> it will be found that the constraint has actually reduced upto the point D2 corresponding to A 2 of the curve. So, the constraint (7.10) will have to be reformulated and the optimisation problem resolved. By
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to satisfy the constraint. As shown in figure (7.2) the constraint will actually be reduced upto D corresponding to the point A inJ  othe curve. By further iteration the point A^ in the curve correspondingto the permissible constraint line DE can be closely reached, following the path A^B^A^B^A^B^A^B  ^ *In the procedure described above only one variable and one constraint has been considered. In a problem with more than one variable and constraint each of the variables has its effect on all the constraints and similarly each of the constraints is effected by all the variables. Equation (7.10) shows this relationship. It is unlikely that the optimum solution of such problems will be given by the above procedure. The reasons for this and the modifications necessary to use the same basic principles in solving such problems are explained below.In figure (7.3) , let AB and CD represent the variation of the constraint c.
D B
v - h e
cD D2 D
Fig-ire 7.3
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with re sp ect to v ariab le s v. and v, . Let the value of c. in the initial
J k iframe and the permissible value of the same constraint be given by the points and D respectively. It may be seen that corresponding to the
influence in the objective function are not very much different. If,
of variables representing a family of curves having various slopes with respect to the constraints it is essential that the increments of the variables dimensions, after each iteration, are restricted to a limited proportion of the corresponding original dimensions. This will also enable the optimisation procedure to deal with cases where one or more of the variable-constraint relationship curves are convex in nature.As the variables are only permitted to increase (equation 7.7) the problem of oscillation during the process of iteration has been avoided.As stated earlier, use of the simplex method is possible if the objective function is a linear equation in terms of the variables. The objective function for this problem will be the total increase in the volume of the frame due to the increments in the cross-sectional dimensions. The changes of depth in a member length, say Avj and Av2 at A and B of the member AB, cause linear variation in depth
point D the sensitivity coefficient ofAB, i .e .  is of higher magnitude 3 c avjthan that of CD, i .e .  — 1 . The linear programming operation at this
instead of increasing v. by the amount Av^  , it is increased by asm aller amount Av2 , the corresponding reduction in the constraint value would be upto the point D0 . A fresh analysis at this point may
v. may not have increased by more than Av_. As there are a number 1 ^
between A and B. Hence, if the thickness of web in AB is kept constant, the increase of the volume of web remains a linear function of the variables Av  ^ and Av^. Similarly, if the flange area is considered as a variable, i .e .  its uniform increase within thé lengths, AB, BC,CD , ,  e tc ., are each considered as a separate variable, the rise in the volume of flange will also be a linear function of these variables.To avoid terms containing the product of two variables it is not possible to consider the thickness and width of the flange as two different variables. For similar reasons the thickness of web cannot be treated as a variable. This, however, has very little influence on optimality as the code specification (Clause 27f of BS 449) on the requirement of depth/thickness .ratio of unstiffened webs will govern the thickness of web plates In portal frames as the shear stress will always be low.So, referring to the constraint equations (7.10), the objective function for the simplex program can be expressed as
MinimiseZ = k.Av, + k . A v „ + ..........  +k'Av + . . .  + k  Av . . .  (7.12)1 1 2 2  J j  m mwhere k, , k . . . . .  , k are constants. 1 2  m
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7.3 FORMULATION OF THE OPTIMISATION PROBLEMFigure (7.4) shows the profile of a pitched-rocf portal frame. The stanchion of the frame has been divided into n  ^ divisions and the rafter is divided into n  ^ members.The total number of members in the frame is then 2(n^  + n  ^ ) and the number of joints, besides the two support joints, will be 2 (nj+n2> - 1.
\
(rij) indicates joint number [n^j indicates member number Figure 7.4
Since all the external loads will be converted into equivalent concentrated loads at the joints, constraints for satisfying the strength requirements of the frame will be the stresses at these joints. At the two eaves, i .e .  at joint numbers 1 and n + 2n2 the stanchion and the rafter will be allowed to have different girder depths. Hence, the number of stress constraints
11 J'i . —j-
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for the frame will be 2( + n^) + 3; Considering two constraints forthe deflections —(i) the vertical deflection at the ridge, i .e  .at jointnumber n +n , and (ii) the horizontal deflection at the leeward eave, 
1 2l . e .  at joint number n^  + 2n  ^ , the total number of constraints is2 (n +n ) + 5 . The constraints have been numbered as follows :1 2Constraint N o .l" 2 stress index at the first end of member [1] " at the joint (2)" at the joint (3)
Constraint No. n. " at the joint( n^)" at the first end of member(n^+ " at the joint (n  ^ + 1 )" at the joint ( n + 2 )
Constraint No. n^  + 2n^" " ni +2n2+1" " ni +2n2 + 2•• " n + 2n + 31 2
" at the joint (h^  + 2n  ^ *1)" at the second end of member[n^+2n .^" at the'first end of membeif n^+ 2n^+l]at the joinifn + 2n + 1). v 1 /
Constraint No. 2 (n^  + n2) + 1 " 2 (n^  + n2) + 2 ” " 2( n i + n 2) + 3•• •• 2(nx +n 2 ) + 4" " 2 ( n 1 + n 2) + 5
at the joint(2(n^+ n2>) at the second end of membertn^) at the second end of memberpfn^+n^] 1 at vertical deflection of joint $1^ + n )^' horizontal deflection at jointing 2n2>
\
A ll the above stress constraints, except constraint n o s .l , n^  + 1 , n + 2n + 1 , n + 2n + 2, 2(n + n ) + 2 and 2(n + n ) + 3, have
x  &  x  x  A  1 Zbeen defined as stress indices at joints . A joint consists of the end of two adjoining members each having, at that point, the same internal forces and the same overall girder depth. The other cross-sectional dimensions of the two members may, however, be different and this may lead to two different stress indices at every joint. So, for accurate design, two different stress constraints should be considered at a joint which will increase the total number of stress constraints from 2(n^  +n^ ) + 3 to 4 (n^  + n^). To avoid large computer storage and time it has been decided to consider one stress constraint for each joint taking that stress index which is violated by the greater amount.To get the optimum design solution for the frame, provision shouldbe made to vary the depth and thickness of the web, as well as theflange area. As the dimensions have to be symmetrical about thevertical axis of the frame, the number of depth variables in the frame(figure 7.4) is n^  +n^ + Assuming uniform flange area and webthickness in each subdivided member and keeping the flange widthconstant for the frame, the number of variables for flange thicknessis n + n . To satisfy clause 27b of BS 449 on maximum outstand 1 2of flanges, the lower-bound dimensions will be chosen accordingly.As the subsequent increase will only be in the thickness of flange, this clause will not be violated during the design process. As explained earlier, the thickness of web of a subdivided member will not be treated as a variable parameter for optimisation. To satisfy Clause 27f of BS 449, however, the web thickness of each of the member lengths will be increased corresponding to the increase in the depth after every simplex operation. So the total number of variables
for the problems remains at 2(n^  + n 2 numbered as follows, ) + 2. The variables have been
Variable N o .l : depth of stanchion at joint 1" " 2 : .......................  at joint 2
Variable No. n^ depth of stanchion at joint n^" " ^  + 1 " «• rafter at joint 1” " n1 + 2 ........................ at " nl +1" " ^  + 3 ......................  at joint n 2+ 2
Variable No. n^  + n2 + 1 depth of rafter at joint n ^ + n 2" " V n2 + 2 " " stanchion at left support" " n i + n 2 +3 flange thickness of member 1" " ni + n 2 +4 it ft ft »t 2
Variable No. 2n^  + n 2 + 2 • flange thickness of member n^" 2n^  + n2 + 3 " ..............................  ni + 1
Variable No. 2(n ^+ n2> + 2 : flange thickness of member n^  +nAs stated earlier (Sec.7.2), initial lower-bound cross-sectional dimensions of the frame will not reduce any further during the process of design. So the variables for the problem will actually be the increases of depths at the + n 2 + 2 locations and the increases of flange thickness for the n  ^ + n 2 members. Figure (7.5) shows the location and numbering of the variables
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indicated as Av , Av , . . . , A y  . . „1 2 ’ 2(n1 + n 2) + 2To calculate the stress Indices at the different locations using the interactionformula (equation 7.8) it is necessary to find the permissible stresses onthe basis of the latest cross-sectional dimensions at these locations. Thepermissible compressive axial stress, p is calculated using the strutcformula given in Appendix B of BS 449 and the permissible compressivebending stress, p , is determined by Clause 20 of the code. Effective belengths for the members to calculate the permissible stresses are to be determined according to the lateral restraint of the compression flanges.For the rafter members the effective length is generally taken to be the spacing of purlins assuming the top flange to be always under compression. Near the eaves, however, a considerable part of the rafter may have its bottom flange in compression and this should be taken into consideration when determining the effective length for the rafter members. For the members in the stanchion, the effective lengths will depend on the spacing of effective horizontal bracing in the stanchion.The right-hand side of the constraint equations (7.10 and 7.11) consist of the permissible values, cp^  . For the stress constraints these are 1 and for the last two equations,the permissible values of vertical and horizontal deflections.
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The objective function to be minimised will consist of the increase in the volume of half the frame due to increases in the dimensions required to satisfy the constraints. In other words, it is a linear numerical functionof the va riables Av^ , Av^ » • . .A v „, . . • Figure (75)2(nl +n 2) + 2shows the frame with original dimensions indicated by the dotted lines and the variables numbered according to the sequence described earlier
\
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T h e o b je c tiv e  function can  be e x p r e s s e d  a s ,
hi  . V V  c S - « + Vz  = Av -  w t, +Av ----—  (wt, + w t  ) +  . . . .  +  Av_ ------------- (wt + w t )1 2 1 2 2 1 2 “ i  2 V 1 Y
\  ( 1 , + v
+  A v , . ___  wt , +  A v _______ (wt , , +  wt \  +  • • •
n .+  l  *  n . + 1  n .+  2  n . + 1  n .+ 2 /1 *- 1 1 1 11
+A vn . +  n —  (wt , + w t n + r , )1 2 2 ni + n 2_1 ni+n21n2 “ l+ Av —  wt + Av —  wt
ni + n 2+ 1  2 ni + n 2 " l  +  n2+  2 2 “ l
+ 2^Vn1+n2 + 3 h1fw1+ 2AVn + ,'2 +4h2f'V2 +> +  2Av, h fw
* V n2+ Y  ni
+  2AV2n1+- n 2 + 3 1l fw„ i + l  +2 A v 2n1 + n 2 + 412% i + 2 + ” + i A v 2(n1 + n2 )+ 2 1n2fwn i + n 2
(7.13)
w h ere h , h  h , . . .  , h  a r e  the lengths of the stanchion  m e m b e rs  ,
1 2  3
‘ l ’ l 2 ' *3 ’ . .  1. a r e  the lengths o f the r a f te r  m e m b e rs
wt , w t„ , w t , . . . . . .  wt . a r e  the th ic k n e sse s  o f web
1 2 3 nl +tl2
and fWj , fw2 , fw^ fw a r e  the width o f  f la n g e s ," l  + n 2
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The objective function can be expressed as, h (h + h )1 Y " 2'  VZ = Av -  wt +Av — —  (wt, +wt ) + . . . .  + Av_ ------------  (wt +wt )1 2 1 2 2  1 2  " l  2 V 1 nl1i ( y y
+  A v  . ____ wt - +  A v ---------n1+ 1 Z. ni + 1 n! + ? (wt , . + wt \ +n^  +1 n,+2/
+Avn, + n —  (wt + wt )1 2 2 n j+ n ^ l  n,+n21 hn2 ” l+ Av — wt + Av —  wt
nl + n 2+ 1  2 ni + n 2 nl + V 2 2 " l
+ 2Av . . a h fw +2Av . »h„fw „+.
nl + n 2 +  3 1 1 n1+ n 2 + 4  2 2 + 2Av, h fw2nr+n +2 n nt 2 1 1
+  23V2 n ^ n 2 + 3 ^ ^ n i + i  +2A v2 n / V 4l2fWn1+ 2 + ' * +2A V 2(n1+ n 2)+2ln2fWnl + n 2v  2- " v
(7.13)
where hj , h  ^ h , . . .  ,  h^  are the lengths of the stanchion members ,
*1 ' l2 ' ’ n2 are the lengths of the rafter membersw t, , wt„ , w t„............... wt are the thicknesses of web1 2 3 D l + n 2and fw. 9 fw0 , fw„ ............. fw are the width of flanges.1 2 3 nl + n2
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As the width of flange will be the same throughout the length of the frame fw^  , fw  ^, . . . .  etc. will have the same value in this case.
7.4 DESIGN PROCEDUREThe design of a pitched roof portal frame will start with a decision concerning initial data for the frame . Firstly, the stanchion and the rafter have to be divided into smaller member lengths. The number of divisions, i . e .  the values of n^  and n  ^ , will depend on how many changes in the slope of the girder profile and changes in the flange thickness are desired in the frame. The values will usually be chosen after a comparative study of the cost of welding and the cost of material and examination of other fabrication constraints. Once these values are selected, the number of variables, m, and the number of constraints (considering two deflection constraints) , n, are given by
m = 2(n1 +n2 ) + 2n = 2(n^  * R2^  ** (7» 14)
A lower-bound solution for the frame will then be specified which will provide the cross-sectional dimensions of the initial design. Minimum thickness of available steel plates and the minimum depth and flange width of the girders required for convenience of fabrication and to satisfy clauses 27b and 27f of B.S.449 will usually be the guiding factors in deciding about the lower-bound dimensions of the frame.The external loading is converted into equivalent loads at the joints created by the division of the frame into smaller members. The frame will then be analysed by using the procedure developed in
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chapter VI and the stress factors and deflections are stored. By repeated analysis of the frame 'sensitivity coefficients' for the simplex tableau is calculated by following the procedure described in Sec. (7.2). The right-hand side parameters of the constraint equations and the coefficients of the objective function (equarion 7.13) are then calculated and the first simplex operation carried out.Values of the variables Av  ^ , Av  ^ . . .  etc given by the simplex operation are inspected and the corresponding cross-sectional dimensions are increased by these amounts subject to a maximum increase specified as a certain percentage of the original dimensions. In most of the examples presented in this chapter, this 'increment factor' has been taken as 10%. The thickness of web is then examined in view of the increases in the depth of the girders and are modified to satisfy clause 27f of BS 449.As the profile of the girder changes with unequal increase of girder depth, the longitudinal axis of the subdivided members rotates from their original axis and the inclinations of the member axes in relation to the overall axis take new values (figure 7 .6  a) . The length
Original Modified 
inclination ^inclination
'~ 'p ~  r
depth
Figure 7 .0a
of the member also changes from AB to CD. These changes are now Incorporated and the frame geometry is revised accordingly.The frame is analysed again and the stresses and deflections are examined. If all of these are within a specified tolerance of the permissible values, the optimum solution has been obtained. Otherwise, if any of the constraints have not yet been satisfied, the modified frame with its new cross-sectional dimensions is considered as a new lower-bound frame. Sensitivity coefficients are calculated again by repeated analysis, coefficients for the objective functions calculated and another simplex operation performed to find the values of further increases in cross-sectional dimensions necessary to satisfy the constraints. Iteration is carried out until all the constraints are satisfied.A computer program in Burroughs Algol has been written for the automatic optimum design of single-bay pitched-roof portal frames based on the above procedure. The flow diagram shown in figure (7.6b) summarises the design procedure. A number of frames have been designed and comparative studies made by using alternative dimensions for the lower-bound frame and by using different increment factors for the variables of optimisation. The effect of using different number of divisions , i . e .  the values of n^  and n  ^ , on the optimality of the final design solution has also been studied. All these topics are presented and discussed in the following examples.
Figu
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7.5 EXAMPLE 1To illustrate the application of the proposed design method the pitched -roof portal frame shown in figure (7.7) is taken as the first example. The frame has been designed to satisfy strength and
100 kN
I E= 210 kN/mm” F = 255N/mm2yGrade 43 steel
5m
Figure 7.7
deflection requirements under the effect of combined vertical and horizontal loading without allowing the 25% increase in the permissible stresses (Clause 13 of BS 449). Permissible vertical and horizontal deflections have been taken as L/360 and h/325 and a tolerance of 5% on the permissible values of stresses and deflections have been allowed. The increment factor has been taken as 10% of the original dimensions after each linear programming operation.
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The following initial dimensions have been used for the lower-bound frame throughout its length :Flange thickness 6 mm Web thickness 4 mmGirder depth 150 mmFlange width 150 mm, to remain unchanged.
Both the stanchion and the rafter (half-span) have been divided into five equal-length members. Effective length for calculating the permissible compressive stresses of the stanchion members has been taken as 2000 mm and that for the rafter members as 1500 mm.The frame has at first been designed as having fixed supports and then as a pinned-base frame. In both the cases the optimum design to satisfy the strength requirements, l . e .  to satisfy stress constraints only, as well as the design to stress and deflection constraints have been carried out. The results are shown in figures (7.8) - (7.11).Other information on the design process and the weight of the designed frames is given in table (7.1)
Fixed base Pinned basestressconstraintsonly stress anddeflectionconstraints stressconstraintsonly stress anddeflectionconstraintsNumber ofiterationsrequired 16 16 18 45CPU time in seconds 382 372 400 887Weight of frame in kg 576.56 582.85 650.18 848.62
T able 7.1
Flange Girder
thickness depth
Web
thickness
5.21
4.00 STANCHION
4.00
F ix e d  baseStress constraints only
A ll dimensions  
in m m
6.34
I M
150
Initia I depth
F igu re  7.8
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\
\
M
150
Web
5.85
5.26
4.51
4.00
4.00
Pinned baseStress constraints only A 11 dimensions in mm
F igu re  7.10
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The fixed-base frame has then been designed with different lower-bound dimensions for the depth of girder. Instead of 150 mm uniform depth a ll-  through, the initial depths were taken as varying from 190 mm to 150 mm as shown in figure (7.12). There are differences in the final dimensions
given by this design and the earlier one, which are mainly because of the fact that the calculation of sensitivity coefficients has always been based upon different frame dimensions in the two cases. To explain this, let us consider the stanchion depth at the eaves which has increased to 486.07 mm (figure 7.9 — for stress and deflection constraints) in the earlier design and to 476.83 mm in the latter design. During successive calculation of the sensitivity coefficients, the values of this depth in the first design were 150, 165, 181.5, 199.65, 219.62, 241.58, 265.73, 292.31 . . e t c . ,  each time increasing by 10£o • whereas in the second design the values were 190, 209, 229.9, 252.89, 278.18, 306.00. .e tc . There is , however, very little difference in the weight of the two frames in the final solution. Compared to 582.85 kg given by the first design, the second design solution has a weight of 584.58 kg. When
The frame (for stress constraints only) has also been designed with alternative values for the increase of variable dimensions after each iteration. Instead of 10% the increment factor was changed to 5% , 7i% > 12^ % and 15%. There is practically no difference in the total weight of the frames given by these designs, the maximum difference between the two extreme values being less than 0.5%, although the design process in the first case (i.e . v/ith 5%) took 659 seconds of CPU time compared to 382 seconds in the earlier design (i.e . with 10%). The last design (i .e.  with 15%) required 261. seconds.However, when the frame was designed once again without restricting the increment of the variable dimensions ( i.e . with infinite increment factor), the weight of the designed frame was 602.88 kg, i . e .  an increase of about 5% although the design process has been completed In 95 seconds with only 4 iterations.To test the optimality of the designed solutions some of the frames were analysed by keeping the total volume the same, but slightly redistributing the material, e .g . reducing the web depth while increasing the flange thickness and vice versa. For example, the girder depths at the eaves of the frame of figure (7.11) was reduced by 10% with corresponding decrease of web thickness. Flange thickness was increased to maintain the same volume. On analysing , the horizontal deflection constraint was found to be violated by .23 mm, i . e .  about 1.4%. Similar results were obtained when the girder depths were increased with corresponding decrease of flange thickness.
the sam e fram e w as designed fo r  s t r e s s  constraints on ly , with these
in creased  lower-bound dim ensions, the weight of the final design w as
given a s  578 .36  kg com pared to 576.56 kg of the e a r l ie r  design.
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only one load case at a time, optimum design solution will be obtained for load case 1 (figure 7.13a) and the given solution will be used as the initial lower-bound frame for the subsequent design for load case 2 (figure 7.13b).The rafter has been divided into three equal parts while the stanchion is being considered as a single member. The modulus of elasticity, yield stress, steel grade and the effective length for the members have been kept the same as those for example 1. The optimum solution is shown in figure (7.14a). The resulting frame has been analysed for load case 2 and found to satisfy the stress and deflection constraints.So no further design Is necessary.To examine the effect of the variation in the number of divisions the frame has been designed again with three equal divisions of the stanchion and five equal divisions of the rafter. All other parameters remain unaltered. The solution is shown in figure (7.14b). The total weight o f the frame has reduced by more than 10%. The second design, though economical in respect of the cost of material, will involve additional expenses in fabrication. Thus, comparative study of total costs with alternative set of divisions may be made before selecting the most economical design.The proposed design method works satisfactorily in deriving the optimum solutions for pitched-roof portal frames subject to the following limitations: (i)
(i) The optimum plate thicknesses given in fractional figures, like 7.26 mm, shall have to be rounded off to the next available size, i . e .  8 mm. This may cause departure from optimality.
J
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(Li) As the width of flange has been kept constant throughout the frame allowing only the thickness to increase from member to member, the advantage that would have been obtained by increasing the outstand of flanges in terms of minor-axis inertia which controls the permissible compressive stresses has not been utilised. Although, in the proposed method, the width of flange can be made variable by maintaining constant thickness, there will be no control on the length of outstand in such a case and Clause 27b may be violated.(iii) in the proposed method changes In the thickness of flange and web occur at the same points which cause these points to have splicing all over the cross-section. A more desirable arrangement would be to separate the flange and web splicings by locating them at different cross-sections of the member.
The first of the above-mentioned limitations can be dealt with by choosing the thickness of flange plates by intuitive judgement instead of always selecting the next higher standard thickness. Referring to the second design solution of example 2 (figure 7.14b) and assuming the available plate thickness to be 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 , . . .  mm , the chosen dimensions can be as shown below .Flange thickness
Required 12.82 10.55 8.34 6.80 6.80 7.50 7.45 8.68Selected 12 10 8 8 6 8 8 8
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satisfy all the constraints and its total weight is 4.66% higher. If , after choosing the plate thicknesses in this manner, the frame is found not to satisfy all the constraints, one or two alterations will be sufficient to produce a feasible design.
7.7 DESIGN METHOD CONSIDE RING THE PRACTICAL CONSTRAINTSTo avoid all the three limitations mentioned earlier, a modified design procedure has been developed using the same basic principles of the previous method. The following changes have been incorporated in the revised method :
0) The thickness and/or width of the flange plate may change at any desired point in the frame independent of the location of changes in other cross-sectional dimensions. Starting from the lower-bound dimensions the width of a flange is increased first and the thickness increases as soon as no further increment of the width is possible without violating the specification on maximum permissible outstand.
(ii) Similarly, the thickness of web also changes at any desired point without having any relation to the number and location of changes in slope.(iii) The plate thicknesses increase from one standard size to the next higher size.
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Figure (7.16) shows a possible arrangement of variation of plate thickness, width of flange and depth of girder for a rafter AB.Such an arrangement enables the frame to be composed of flange and web plates having lengths which are convenient for fabrication. When these lengths are fixed, corresponding thickness and width/ depth are given by the optimum design solution.In the analysis process a joint is assumed at every point where there is a change of slope, width or plate thickness and the portion of the frame between two successive joints is considered as a member.A new program has been written incorporating all the modifications mentioned above and a number of frames have been designed. In general, the design of frames by this program requires lesser number of iterations and computer time compared to the previous program. This is mainly because of (i) the increments being of
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larger proportions than 10% (due to the movement from one discrete dimension to another) and (ii) the number of divisions being usually less than the earlier case due to the use of convenient length of plates. The particular example given below has been chosen to be able to compare the results given by the proposed method with those obtained by using a trial and error method adopted by Butler Buildings (U.K.) Ltd. ,  a tapered frame manufacturer.
7.8 EXAMPLE 3The frame and the two loading combinations are shown in figure (7.17a and 7.17b). The limiting deflections have been taken as L/250 (vertical) and h/325 (horizontal). The maximum increment of depth at each iteration has been restricted to 10% while the flanges are allowed to increase in the following steps :
150 mm (width) x 6mm (thickness) , 170 x 6, 192 x 6,192 x 8 , 212 x 8, 234 x 8, 256 x 8 , 256. x 10 , 276 x 10,298 x 10, 320 x 10, 320 x 12, 340 x 12, 362 x 12, 384 x 12, 384 x 14,404 x 14 , 484 x 14 . . .
Permissible web thicknesses are4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 12, 1 4 ..................... If the simplex operationgives the value of the increase of flange area as more than half of the difference between the area of two consecutive plates, the next higher plate is chosen. Otherwise the plate dimensions remain unaltered.As for the web plate, the change is from one of the above permissible thicknesses to the next higher one. As soon as the thickness violates
A
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6.84 kN/m 1.44kN/m
23.55 m(a) Load case 1 (b) Load case 2
Figure 7.17
2.43kN
/d
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were required. The two results are In close agreement, the direct design obtained by the proposed method being 4.84% heavier. The main reasons for this discrepancy are as follows : (i) While in the proposed method the effective lengths for calculating the permissible compressive stresses have been taken as 2250 mm for the stanchion members and 1500 mm for the rafter members, in the trial-and-error method smaller effective lengths were used for some of the members, (ii) To make the proposed method an automatic direct design procedure, selection of flanges had to be restricted to a number of discrete sizes which effects the optimality of the solution, (iii) In formulating the objective function for the problem (equation 7.13) indirect effect of any increase of depth, i . e .  the related increase of web thickness to satisfy Clause 27f of the code, has not been taken into consideration. As a result o f this, the simplex operation finds the increment of depth as more beneficial than actually it is . It may be observed that the depxhs of girder are higher in the design solution given by the proposed method than those obtained by the trial-and-error method.
7.9 CONCLUSIONAn automatic optimum design procedure for pitched-roof pwrtal frames has been developed using the matrix displacement method and simplex method of linear programming. Design solutions can be obtained to satisfy both stress and deflection constraints under one loading case.The non-linear constraint functions usually associated with such optimisation problem havebeen avoided by using repeated analysis of the frame and following an assumed multi-linear path to reach the
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optimum solution. The assumed constraint-variable relationship curves shown in figure (7.3) are not likely to be as smooth as shown in the figure. With changes in the cross-sectional dimensions of the members the slope of these curves may vary considerably and some of the curves may even be convex in nature. By adopting restricted increment of the variables at each iteration these problems have been solved to a satisfactory degree.The objective function has been linearised by excluding the thickness of web from the variables for optimisation and considering the area of flange, as a whole, as the variable.In the design examples presented the final solution of some of the frames show the web thickness to be higher than the flange thickness at certain cross-sections. This has occurred as the thickness of web could not be considered as a variable due to the restrictions imposed by clause 27f o f BS 449.
CHAPTER VIIISUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHE R WORK
In the direct design method for multistorey frames to deflection limitations presented in chapters II and III members can be chosen from all the available standard rolled sections when using hand calculation. The design charts presented for quick solutions and the computer method for automatic design are, however, based on a set of 'economical' sections. As discussed earlier, it may not always be convenient or lead to overall economy of the structure if the selection of the members is restricted to such a set of sections. Moreover, use of UB sections for some column members may sometimes be found economical. Design charts and computer programmes may be developed taking all these points into consideration.Furthermore, design charts may also be prepared for the topmost storey and the bottom two storeys of fixed-base and pinned-base fram es. The automatic design procedure for a multistorey frame may also include the design of beam members for the local collapse mechanism which is now done by separate calculations.The approximate elastic-plastic analysis method presented in chapter IV uses a substitute Grinter frame for the calculation of sway deflections in the post-elastic range. As realistic values for the secant stiffness of beams are used the given deflections compare very favourably with accurate results obtained by elaborate computer analysis. Calculation of joint rotations, however, depends on initial assumptions for the remote-end rotations of members connected to the joint. The principle used for these assumptions and the possibility of error in the upper storeys have been discussed in Sec. (4.7 ) .
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problem can be formulated more accurately, including the effect of indirect increase of web thickness when the depth of girder is increased.
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